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Dear WA Board of Health:

I am writing you to strongly oppose the proposed rule change to add the HPV vaccine to Chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine Preventable Diseases.

As a parent and Washington resident, I am concerned that the addition of this particular vaccine is NOT in the best interest of our children's health.

Washington law (RCW 28A.210.080) already requires that parents are given information about the HPV vaccine for children beginning 6th grade entry. This should be more than adequate given that HPV is a sexually transmitted infection; therefore we should not be concerned about children contracting it at school. This decision is best left between the parents, children and medical professionals.

Furthermore, according to the American Cancer Society, cervical cancer is preventable with proper screening tests. There are a plethora of statistics and data showing the dangers of the HPV Vaccine and the risks far outweigh any benefits. I'm confident others have submitted such information.

I've done my homework and the risks are of the HPV Vaccine/Gardasil are far greater than the benefits. Please do your homework and put the health of our children ahead of liability-free medical mandates. Below are additional resources for your consideration.

I urge you, do not to support this proposed change.

Sincerely,

Kiesha Conan

Breakdown of fraudulent safety studies: Gardasil: The Science
Gardasil Product Insert
Recommended reading: The HPV Vaccine on Trial.
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Dear Committee,

I am a concerned mother with two children who would potentially be required to receive the HPV Vaccine. I do believe in most vaccines, however not this one. I personally had poor reactions to this vaccine. I do not wish my children to potentially have the same issues. This should remain a choice by the parent and/or legal guardian of the student. I am urging you NOT to add this vaccine to the ever-growing list of school attendance required vaccines. Thankfully HPV is not easily spreadable, it is a sexually transmitted disease, which I hope is not happening on school grounds during school hours. Some people are born with it because it can be hereditary. The development of cervical or related cancers in relation to this virus happens years after exposure and contraction well past school age. I feel is an inappropriate recommendation as it does not make students or schools any safer. Adult staff members are not required to have the HPV vaccine while on school grounds, why should the students? Please take all aspects of this into consideration.

Thank you,
Kaitlen Williams
Pierce County Washington
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Dear DOHW,

I am writing you concerning a proposition to revise the vaccines required for school attendance grades K-12. You are proposing addition of the human papilloma virus vaccine.

I have been a Physician Assistant with a Masters in Public Health for 12 years. During my 12 year career I have seen 2 life threatening adverse reactions to vaccines.

The first was in a 33 year old female who was a NICU RN. She developed guillain-barré syndrome 12 hours following her annual flu vaccination mandated by her employer. She subsequently spent 3 weeks in the intensive care unit receiving care for guillain-barré syndrome complicated by multi organ failure, atrial fibrillation and pneumonia. She required intubation and ventilatory support for most of that ICU stay. She was hospitalized for approximately 3 months and subsequently was discharged to a rehabilitation unit to regain skills to perform her activities of daily living. She is on permanent disability and can no longer work as an RN. Her husband and 3 young children now pay for round the clock care for her.

The second was in a 61 year old female who was 1 year following colon cancer chemotherapy and colectomy who received a shingles vaccine. She developed auto immune hemolytic anemia following vaccination. Luckily she was scheduled for follow up at her oncology office where I worked and had routine labs drawn. CBC revealed a markedly low hemoglobin and hematocrit and after 8 units of packed red cells in the out patient clinic we were able to stabilize her for admission to the hospital. Had she not come in to clinic for labs that day she surely would have experienced seriously life threatening or life ending complications of hemolytic anemia.

Vaccination is not without risk. No medical intervention, medication, injection, surgery or procedure is without complication. It is simply irresponsible not to discuss the risk these vaccinations pose to those who receive them. For these reasons I feel that school admission requirements for vaccinations need to be limited to vaccines which reduce the spread of highly contagious, easily communicable in a school setting illnesses which are life threatening to children such as measles.

HPV carries a very low morbidity and mortality rate as well as is not easily spread from person to person in a school setting. The HPV vaccine package insert clearly states that hemolytic anemia, auto immune disease (such as guillain-barré syndrome) and a seizure like disorder are known adverse events following HPV vaccination. It is simply irresponsible not to discuss those risks when considering addition of this vaccine to the school admission requirements.
I implore you to limit the vaccines required for school admission to those vaccines which are necessary to limit the spread of a highly communicable deadly disease such as measles. Should you feel that HPV vaccination is important then as a public health initiative you should create an educational campaign geared towards parents and educate the public.

Thank You

Irma Melissa Garzon-Acosta PA-C MSPAS MPH
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To Whom it May Concern-

As a voter and a parent, I am strongly opposed to Washington State adding the HPV vaccine to the vaccine schedule for school-aged children. HPV is a disease only transmitted through sexual contact, which is not something that should ever be happening at our schools. It is certainly not a disease that we need to be concerned about our children catching at school, like an outbreak of measles. If our legislators insist on adding this vaccine to the schedule, should we take this to mean that our educators expect our children to be engaging in sexual contact while at school? If so, that is an extremely concerning comment on our schools and we as parents will have to start evaluating just what is happening in school.

The HPV vaccine has caused many side effects in kids, including death. Where there is risk, there must be choice. Our children's education should not ever be in jeopardy based on our medical choices. If parents vaccinate their children with the HPV vaccine and they do have an adverse reaction, the parents and child have to live with those consequences for the rest of their lives, including the high costs of medical care. We should not be strong armed into making that choice by our education system. We should be allowed to evaluate these medical options and make our own choices, not be forced by our government to choose between education and risky medical procedures that deal only with sexual contact. For these reasons and more, I strongly oppose the HPV vaccine being added to the vaccine schedule.

Vaccine studies are NOT thorough!

--
Apryl Dennis
360-618-2312
Apryl Dennis is not a licensed septic designer and works solely under the direct supervision of licensed designers.
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I am a parent and do NOT want this vaccine added to School requirements.

Sincerely,
Erin Whitt
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Erin Whitt
I am against the HPV vaccine being part of the school schedule. This is not a contagious disease... it is a sexual transmitted disease. This vaccine should be left to the discretion of the parent NOT PART OF THE MANDATORY SCHEDULE.

Thanks for your time.

-Kirsten Dionne,
Registered nurse and concerned parent
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I would like to share some facts with you that express coherent, logical reasoning behind my vehement OPPOSITION to this proposal regarding the HPV vaccine being added to the vaccine schedule for children to attend school.

Initially, we must ask, what is this vaccine for? What is HPV?
- Human Papilloma Virus is a sexually transmitted virus, which by definition is not a communicable disease; therefore school age children are not at risk of catching or spreading it. The virus requires sexual contact, of which 95% of infections are asymptomatic and never amount to anything. There are around 100 strains of HPV total, 13 of which are believed to increase cancer risk in infected humans. The current HPV vaccine, Gardasil 9 is indicated to prevent 7 strains thought to be linked to cancer and 2 strains linked to genital warts, the other HPV vaccine, Cervarix is indicated to protect against 2 strains. According to the manufactures FDA insert: “The Vaccine may not result in protection in all recipients.”

With a mostly benign infection caused by HPV, the real fear is in the possibility of Cervical Cancer. What exactly is cervical cancer?
- Starting in the cells lining the cervix, normal cells first gradually develop pre-cancerous changes that take several years to develop into cancer and even still, only a percentage of pre-cancerous cells ever develop into cancer. For the majority of women who develop pre-cancerous cells, the cells disappear completely with no treatment. Cervical cancer is a ‘mid-life cancer’, mostly diagnosed between 40-50 years of age, rarely in women under 20, with more than 15% of cases in women over age 65. According to the World Health Organization, of all reported cases of cervical cancer worldwide, (1 in 40,000 women) 88% of these are in 3rd world countries, who do not have access to regular PAP smear exams. In the US, nearly 100% of cervical cancer is preventable with early detection screenings. Hispanic women are among the most likely to receive a cervical cancer diagnosis, followed by African-Americans, then Asians and Pacific Islanders, and lastly whites. This info from the American Cancer Society clarifies that even with high incidence of HPV infection, the rates of Cervical Cancer are extremely low in the US, nearly 100% preventable, and primarily affecting only middle aged or elderly women.

The HPV vaccines “for the prevention of cervical cancer” have not been proven to decrease the risks of cervical cancer. During the trials, Merck & GlaxoSmithKline did not have to prove their vaccines prevented cancer and they were allowed to use pre-cancerous lesions as “surrogate endpoints” as evidence of their claims. They do not know if the slight decline in precancerous lesions will translate into fewer cases of cervical cancer 20-30 years down the road, and the antibodies created from the vaccine, for the 9 strains of HPV, have only been shown to last for 5-8 years; even with the 3-dose series. Thus, vaccinating young, school-aged girls/boys and teens, theoretically and scientifically, makes no sense.

Screenings remain the most effective means to prevent cervical cancer. Yet, due to the HPV vaccine sales tactics, there has been a documented, sharp decline in young women receiving these screenings due to the false premise that they cannot develop cervical cancer since receiving the vaccine series. There is zero evidence for these claims often made by doctors and vaccine proponents. The terms “inferred safety” and “inferred efficacy” are widely used
throughout the data listed on the Gardasil9 insert from the FDA. In addition, during the clinical trials and post-marketing period, it’s been reported that those who were already infected with the HPV virus prior to obtaining the vaccine, had a 44% increased risk of developing cervical cancer! The vaccine may be contributing to an increased risk of cervical cancer among younger women; this has been documented in several countries throughout Europe.

In addition, the clinical trials for these vaccines should have required double-blind, inert placebo, controlled studies. This is the gold standard for safety testing! Of the groups who participated in the studies, only 300 girls received saline placebo, but were encouraged to receive the vaccines at the end of the trial; this prevents long term safety to be established. For the remaining thousands of girls in the studies for Gardasil9, trial recipients received either the original Gardasil vaccine or aluminum containing adjuvant. For the Cervarix vaccine approval process, trial recipients received either Cervarix vaccine or Hepatitis A vaccine. Subjects were only monitored for 14 days following vaccination. Probably the most alarming information from these trials were what resulted in the introduction of a brand new safety metric:

New Medical Conditions”; in which over 50% of trial participants reported, including: NEW ONSET of infections, reproductive disorders, neurological disorders, neurological syndromes and autoimmune conditions.

Manufacturers never tested any HPV vaccine for potentials to cause human infertility, potentials to cause or increase cancer risk, or to cause genetic mutations. -Listed on section 13.1 of EVERY vaccine insert-

How an industry can get away with promoting a vaccine to ‘prevent cancer’ which has never tested their products (containing known carcinogens) to cause or contribute to cancer is a new level of reckless irresponsibility and scientifically abhorrent; which does NOT contribute to the overall betterment of public health!

The HPV vaccines contain sodium borate (borax), which regulatory agencies worldwide, warn may damage fertility or unborn children, and is not allowed in our food. How can this been approved safe for direct injection into the body?

Gardasil9 vaccine contains the largest concentrations of aluminium ever found in a vaccine series as an adjuvant. Note: NO aluminium adjuvants have EVER undergone a single safety study, yet are routinely used as the placebo controls to determine the safety of new vaccines. Aluminium is a metal, foreign and toxic to the human body, a known neurotoxin The has been found to ‘build-up’ in the body and brain, and is widely accepted by the scientific community to be implicated in breast cancer and Alzheimer’s Disease.

All “safe for consumption” levels of aluminium were determined via ingestion methods, not injection. The “safe” levels are far exceeded in these vaccines. According to the manufacture insert, there is 500mcg of aluminium in each dose of the 3 part series (1,500mcg total).

The WHO recommends drinking water not contain more than 200mcg of aluminium, less than half the amount contained in each dose of the vaccine; again, where water is ingested, detoxed through the gut, liver, kidneys, and excreted fairly rapidly, this extremely large bolus of aluminium is injected directly into the body with no means for excretion. There is a growing
body of scientific evidence proving injected aluminium travels throughout the body (including the brain) and does build up, resulting in significant damage and, possibly years later, disease.

How does it reach the brain?

The next ingredient contained in these vaccines is, Polysorbate 80 (aka Tween 80), a chemical emulsifier used to enhance delivery from the blood into the brain across the blood brain barrier. It was created to help deliver chemicals/drugs into the brain from the blood to treat hard-to-reach brain infections/lesions/tumors, etc. As an emulsifier, it is able to carry the virus proteins and aluminium contained in the vaccine to the brain as well. The implications of these mechanisms on overall health are vast, alarming and understudied/underreported by these manufacturers, the FDA, and the CDC.

This unnecessary and ineffective vaccine has been proven extremely dangerous. Severe adverse events have been reported around the world, in all countries where this has been promoted. The lead doctor during the HPV vaccine “Gardasil” clinical trials in Denmark, Dr. Mehlsen estimated that severe, life-altering reactions occurred in 1 in 500 females; SEVERE, LIFE-ALTERING, CHRONIC, debilitating side effects, wheelchair bound, bed-ridden, with seizure spells, migraines, visual impairment, and/or recurring pain and nerve damage. Increasingly, deaths related to the HPV vaccine have been reported as well; including suicide as a result of debilitating illness, post-vaccination.

Multiple doctors and scientists have spoken out against their very employer, Merck, who developed the Gardasil9 vaccine. Including two senior Merck scientists, Stephen Krahling and Joan Wlochowski, who filed a whistleblower lawsuit claiming Merck fraudulently added rabbit antibodies to human blood samples to fool FDA officials into believing the MMR vaccine to be 95% effective.

This same company who raked in $2.5 billion annually from their drug Vioxx, had to withdraw it from the market after it killed more than 60,000 people via heart attacks and strokes; which Merck had NOT disclosed known risks during clinical trial reporting. This resulted in a $5 billion payout to plaintiffs. One year later, Merck released the most profitable vaccine in history, the Gardasil vaccine.

This is a faulty product that hasn’t been proven safe, effective or necessary; created by a company who has been convicted of fraud (a felony!), that resulted in tens of thousands of deaths from just one of their products. Merck has also financially benefited from the insidious and devastating opioid epidemic, creating both drugs that contribute to addiction and drugs to maintain addiction treatment.

No government of a free nation should be allowing a trillion dollar, for profit corporation of convicted felons to establish and mandate their products to anyone, let alone into the bodies of children! Where there is risk, there MUST be choice! Do not convince yourselves that anyone wanting to “opt-out” can simply do so with a Certificate or Exemption, because thanks to pressures from agencies and governing bodies like yours, doctors are increasingly refusing to sign them. If a parent would like to obtain this vaccine for their child, they can make that decision with the doctor, we should not be requiring parents to see a doctor in order to say no.

Please oppose this proposal!

Thank you.
Concerned citizen & tax paying citizen,

Sheena Porter

*all pertinent information obtained from FDA.gov, CDC.gov, American Cancer Society, World Health Organization, DOH.wa.gov
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Hello, I’m writing to express my opposition to adding the HPV vaccine to the childhood immunization schedule required for attendance in public schools.

HPV is a sexually transmitted disease that is very common with very few complications. Cervical cancer rates have been consistently dropping since 1999, prior to the introduction of the vaccine. The CDC website states “When cervical cancer is found early, it is highly treatable and associated with long survival and good quality of life.” We already have an effective system in place for detecting and treating both HPV and cervical cancer.

HPV is not highly contagious. Children who have HPV are not excluded from school. Children who have not received the vaccine should not be either, because if they were to contract the virus, they would not be putting their peers in danger of contracting it. This vaccine does not protect public health in the way vaccines against virulent viruses like measles, pertussis and chicken pox does. We already educate public school children on safe sex. HPV is less dangerous than many other sexually transmitted diseases, and just because a vaccine exists doesn’t mean it should be made mandatory for public school attendance.

As the parent of a child who had cancer, I am keenly aware of the dangers cancer poses. After thoroughly researching this vaccine, I do not believe it is as effective, safe or necessary as the marketing campaign has promised.

Please support my right as a parent to choose whether a vaccine for a sexually transmitted disease is right for my child.

Thank you,
Loni McKenzie

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
Hello, I’m writing to express my opposition to adding the HPV vaccine to the childhood immunization schedule required for attendance in public schools. HPV is a sexually transmitted disease that is very common with very few complications. Cervical cancer rates have been consistently dropping since 1999, prior to the introduction of the vaccine. The CDC website states “When cervical cancer is found early, it is highly treatable and associated with long survival and good quality of life.” We already have an effective system in place for detecting and treating both HPV and cervical cancer.

HPV is not highly contagious. Children who have HPV are not excluded from school. Children who have not received the vaccine should not be either, because if they were to contract the virus, they would not be putting their peers in danger of contracting it. This vaccine does not protect public health in the way vaccines against virulent viruses like measles, pertussis and chicken pox does. We already educate public school children on safe sex. HPV is less dangerous than many other sexually transmitted diseases, and just because a vaccine exists doesn’t mean it should be made mandatory for public school attendance.

As the parent of a child who had cancer, I am keenly aware of the dangers cancer poses. After thoroughly researching this vaccine, I do not believe it is as effective, safe or necessary as the marketing campaign has promised.

Please support my right as a parent to choose whether a vaccine for a sexually transmitted disease is right for my child.

Thank you,

Loni McKenzie

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
Good afternoon,

I am writing in regards to the hearing tomorrow regarding adding the HPV vaccine to the required immunization schedule. The HPV vaccine is extremely dangerous and I have seen many people paralyzed or sterilized from this vaccine. Please do not add this one to the schedule you are playing with people's lives! I will not ever inject my children with this vaccine it is dangerous!

Is there any proof the HPV vaccine is dangerous?

After Gardasil was licensed and three doses recommended for 11-12 year old girls and teenagers, there were thousands of reports of sudden collapse with unconsciousness within 24 hours, seizures, muscle pain and weakness, disabling fatigue, Guillain Barre Syndrome (GBS), facial paralysis, brain inflammation, rheumatoid arthritis, lupus, blood clots, optic neuritis, multiple sclerosis, strokes, heart and other serious health problems, including death, following receipt of Gardasil vaccine.

The Japanese government stopped giving the Gardasil vaccine in 2013 after health officials recorded nearly 2,000 adverse reactions, according to the Tokyo Times. [link]

There is the MIT and Stanford educated medical doctor who also has a Master’s Degree in Public Health? The one who is a vaccine developer and has worked for Merck, the manufacturers of the Gardasil vaccine? Dr. Harper has repeatedly spoken out against the HPV vaccine and raised serious concerns about whether it is safe. As reported by CBS News in 2009: [link]

The thousands of parents who belong to this non-profit, the parents who followed their doctor’s orders and got the “cervical cancer jab,” as they like to call it in the U.K. [link]

Dr. Russell Blaylock - (medical doctor and board certified neurosurgeon) explains the complete scientific fraud of the HPV Gardasil cervical cancer vaccine - [link]

Denmark Documentary - exposing the deaths and permanent injuries that the Gardasil HPV cervical cancer vaccine is doing to young women there - [link]

Teen boy dies immediately after HPV cervical cancer vaccine - [link]

Video of teen girl struck down by Gardasil cervical cancer vaccine poison - [link]

Japanese medical experts issue warning against HPV cervical cancer vaccine - [link]
Group of parents in Ireland form the support group REGRET after being lied to by the Irish government about the HPV Gardasil cervical cancer vaccine - http://bit.ly/2bV6eQC

The most prestigious medical review board in the world is also questioning the HPV cervical cancer vaccine, which guarantees the science behind this vaccine is fraudulent on all levels - http://bit.ly/1XRFqAf

Lead developer of the HPV vaccine testifies that it's not safe nor effective. NOT SAFE OR EFFECTIVE. http://bit.ly/1SME57B

Dr. Suzanne Humphries on Gardasil
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkyjgY70yPA

Dark side of the HPV vaccine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq0wgaZzkcE

Marcella on Gardasil
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mP1H9amZ2yc

Gardasil kills
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkUkaKk_pG8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWDKvXkEJFY

Gardasil injuries….
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jr-Oj9UBOYc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CHYmb9Hwj4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54qSgyykKc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UaBXoOwmuoc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKwa_0ZTALI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8CL8hu6C-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Xd3AarW0bo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npaGt33dJtY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnSNTo9P85g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtbPHftara4

Of course if that’s not enough...here’s over 50 studies showing its dangers....

American College of Pediatrics warns of ovarian failure linked to the HPV (Gardasil) cervical cancer vaccine. Side effect or working exactly as designed? You already know the answer. http://bit.ly/2kwyX2A

Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis Following Immunization with Human Papillomavirus Vaccines
https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/.../55/21/55_55.7217/_article

Adolescent Premature Ovarian Insufficiency Following Human Papillomavirus Vaccination: A Case Series Seen in General Practice
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26425627/

Adverse events following HPV vaccination, Alberta 2006-2014
Ampiginous choroiditis following quadrivalent human papilloma virus vaccine
http://bjo.bmj.com/content/94/1/137.long

Association of acute cerebellar ataxia and human papilloma virus vaccination: a case report
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23378179/

Autoimmune hepatitis type 2 following anti-papillomavirus vaccination in a 11-year-old girl

Behavioral abnormalities in female mice following administration of aluminum adjuvants and the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine Gardasil
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27421722/

Bivalent HPV vaccine safety depending on subtypes of juvenile idiopathic arthritis
http://ard.bmj.com/content/73/12/c75.long

Brachial plexus neuritis following HPV vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18602437/

A case-control study of quadrivalent human papillomavirus vaccine-associated autoimmune adverse events
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25535199/

Cervical cancers after human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19155953/

CNS demyelination and quadrivalent HPV vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18805844/


Demyelinating disease and polyvalent human papilloma virus vaccination
http://jnnp.bmj.com/content/82/11/1296.long

Demyelinating disease and vaccination of the human papillomavirus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21425100/

Development of unilateral cervical and supraclavicular lymphadenopathy after human papilloma virus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18752390/

Erythema multiforme following vaccination for human papillomavirus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19887766/

Fibromyalgia-Like Illness in 2 Girls After Human Papillomavirus Vaccination
http://journals.lww.com/.../Fibromyalgia_Like_Illness_in...
HPV-negative Gastric Type Adenocarcinoma In Situ of the Cervix: A Spectrum of Rare Lesions Exhibiting Gastric and Intestinal Differentiation
http://insights.ovid.com/crossref..

HPV vaccination syndrome. A questionnaire-based study
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26354426/

Human papilloma virus vaccine and primary ovarian failure: another facet of the autoimmune/inflammatory syndrome induced by adjuvants.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23902317/

Human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccines as an option for preventing cervical malignancies: (how) effective and safe?
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23016780/

Human papillomavirus vaccine and systemic lupus erythematosus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23624585/

Human papillomavirus vaccine associated uveitis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/24191906/

Human papillomavirus vaccines, complex regional pain syndrome, postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome, and autonomic dysfunction - a review of the regulatory evidence from the European Medicines Agency
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27867145/

Hypersensitivity reaction to human papillomavirus vaccine due to polysorbate 80
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22605841/

Hypersensitivity reactions to human papillomavirus vaccine in Australian schoolgirls: retrospective cohort study
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19050332/

Hypothesis: Human papillomavirus vaccination syndrome--small fiber neuropathy and dysautonomia could be its underlying pathogenesis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25990003/

Immune thrombocytopenic purpura following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19464550/

Kikuchi-Fujimoto disease following vaccination against human papilloma virus infection and Japanese encephalitis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22476507/

Lichenoid Drug Eruption After Human Papillomavirus Vaccination

A link between human papilloma virus vaccination and primary ovarian insufficiency: current analysis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26125978/
Neurologic Complications in HPV Vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26160812/

On the relationship between human papilloma virus vaccine and autoimmune diseases
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/24468416/

Orthostatic intolerance and postural tachycardia syndrome as suspected adverse effects of vaccination against human papilloma virus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25882168/

Pancreatitis after human papillomavirus vaccination: a matter of molecular mimicry
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27421720/

Pancreatitis following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.mja.com.au/.../pancreatitis-following-human...

Panuveitis With Exudative Retinal Detachments After Vaccination Against Human Papilloma Virus
Peripheral sympathetic nerve dysfunction in adolescent
Japanese girls following immunization with the human papillomavirus vaccine
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25274229/

Pharmaceutical Companies’ Role in State Vaccination Policymaking: The Case of Human Papillomavirus Vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3483914/

Postural tachycardia syndrome following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/24102827/

Potential cross-reactivity between HPV16 L1 protein and sudden death-associated antigens
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21699023/

Premature ovarian failure 3 years after menarche in a 16-year-old girl following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23035167/

Severe manifestations of autoimmune syndrome induced by adjuvants (Shoenfeld's syndrome).
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27412294/

Severe somatoform and dysautonomic syndromes after HPV vaccination: case series and review of literature
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27503625/

A 16-year-old girl with bilateral visual loss and left hemiparesis following an immunization
against human papilloma virus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/20189933/

Small Fiber Neuropathy Following Vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27552388/

Syncope and seizures following human papillomavirus vaccination: a retrospective case series
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21449862/

Telogen effluvium following bivalent human papillomavirus vaccine administration: a report of two cases
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22584489/

Two Cases of Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis Following Vaccination Against Human Papilloma Virus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5140871/

Two unclear cases of death. Can we still recommend HPV vaccination?]
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18361151/

An unmasking phenomenon in an observational post-licensure safety study of adolescent girls and young women
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22580356/

Vaccine-related serious adverse events might have been under-recognized in the pivotal HPV vaccine randomized trial
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10067-017-3575-z

I hope you take these dangers into consideration and leave the choice of vaccinating up to parents. Please do not force this on our children.

Thank you,
Sheena Harvey
Bellingham, WA 98229
509-264-3010
Good afternoon,

I am writing in regards to the hearing tomorrow regarding adding the HPV vaccine to the required immunization schedule. The HPV vaccine is extremely dangerous and I have seen many people paralyzed or sterilized from this vaccine. Please do not add this one to the schedule you are playing with people's lives! I will not ever inject my children with this vaccine it is dangerous!

Is there any proof the HPV vaccine is dangerous?

After Gardasil was licensed and three doses recommended for 11-12 year old girls and teenagers, there were thousands of reports of sudden collapse with unconsciousness within 24 hours, seizures, muscle pain and weakness, disabling fatigue, Guillain Barre Syndrome (GBS), facial paralysis, brain inflammation, rheumatoid arthritis, lupus, blood clots, optic neuritis, multiple sclerosis, strokes, heart and other serious health problems, including death, following receipt of Gardasil vaccine.


There is the MIT and Stanford educated medical doctor who also has a Master’s Degree in Public Health? The one who is a vaccine developer and has worked for Merck, the manufacturers of the Gardasil vaccine? Dr. Harper has repeatedly spoken out against the HPV vaccine and raised serious concerns about whether it is safe. As reported by CBS News in 2009: [http://www.cbsnews.com/news/gardasil-researcher-speaks-out/](http://www.cbsnews.com/news/gardasil-researcher-speaks-out/)

The thousands of parents who belong to this non-profit, the parents who followed their doctor’s orders and got the “cervical cancer jab,” as they like to call it in the U.K. [http://sanevax.org/uk-association-of-hpv-vaccine-injured-d/](http://sanevax.org/uk-association-of-hpv-vaccine-injured-d/)


Denmark Documentary - exposing the deaths and permanent injuries that the Gardasil HPV cervical cancer vaccine is doing to young women there - [http://bit.ly/1AJI0dx](http://bit.ly/1AJI0dx)


Video of teen girl struck down by Gardasil cervical cancer vaccine poison - [http://bit.ly/1CpDd7g](http://bit.ly/1CpDd7g)

Group of parents in Ireland form the support group REGRET after being lied to by the Irish government about the HPV Gardasil cervical cancer vaccine - http://bit.ly/2bV6eQC

The most prestigious medical review board in the world is also questioning the HPV cervical cancer vaccine, which guarantees the science behind this vaccine is fraudulent on all levels - http://bit.ly/1XRFqAf

Lead developer of the HPV vaccine testifies that it's not safe nor effective. NOT SAFE OR EFFECTIVE. http://bit.ly/1SME57B

Dr. Suzanne Humphries on Gardasil
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkyjgY70yPA

Dark side of the HPV vaccine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq0wgaZzkE

Marcella on Gardasil
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPH9amZ2yc

Gardasil kills
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkUkaKk_pG8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWDKvXkJFy

Gardasil injuries….
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jr-Oj9UBOYc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CHYmb9Hwj4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54qSggvkgKc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAoXoOwmuoc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKwa_.ZTALI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8CL8hu6C-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Xd3AhW0bo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npan3q3d1YY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnSNTo9P85g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtbPHftara4

Of course if that’s not enough...here’s over 50 studies showing its dangers....

American College of Pediatrics warns of ovarian failure linked to the HPV (Gardasil) cervical cancer vaccine. Side effect or working exactly as designed? You already know the answer. http://bit.ly/2kwyX2A

Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis Following Immunization with Human Papillomavirus Vaccines
https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/.../55/21/55_55.7217/_article

Adolescent Premature Ovarian Insufficiency Following Human Papillomavirus Vaccination: A Case Series Seen in General Practice
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26425627/

Adverse events following HPV vaccination, Alberta 2006-2014
Ampiginous choroiditis following quadrivalent human papillomavirus vaccine
http://bjo.bmj.com/content/94/1/137.long

Association of acute cerebellar ataxia and human papilloma virus vaccination: a case report
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23378179/

Autoimmune hepatitis type 2 following anti-papillomavirus vaccination in a 11-year-old girl

Behavioral abnormalities in female mice following administration of aluminum adjuvants and the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine Gardasil
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27421722/

Bivalent HPV vaccine safety depending on subtypes of juvenile idiopathic arthritis
http://ard.bmj.com/content/73/12/c75.long

Brachial plexus neuritis following HPV vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18602437/

A case-control study of quadrivalent human papillomavirus vaccine-associated autoimmune adverse events
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25535199/

Cervical cancers after human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19155953/

CNS demyelination and quadrivalent HPV vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18805844/


Demyelinating disease and polyvalent human papilloma virus vaccination
http://jnnp.bmj.com/content/82/11/1296.long

Demyelinating disease and vaccination of the human papillomavirus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21425100/

Development of unilateral cervical and supraclavicular lymphadenopathy after human papilloma virus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18752390/

Erythema multiforme following vaccination for human papillomavirus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19887766/

Fibromyalgia-Like Illness in 2 Girls After Human Papillomavirus Vaccination
http://journals.lww.com/.../Fibromyalgia_Like_Illness_in..
HPV-negative Gastric Type Adenocarcinoma In Situ of the Cervix: A Spectrum of Rare Lesions Exhibiting Gastric and Intestinal Differentiation  
http://insights.ovid.com/crossref..

HPV vaccination syndrome. A questionnaire-based study  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26354426/

Human papilloma virus vaccine and primary ovarian failure: another facet of the autoimmune/inflammatory syndrome induced by adjuvants.  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23902317/

Human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccines as an option for preventing cervical malignancies: (how) effective and safe?  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23016780/

Human papillomavirus vaccine and systemic lupus erythematosus  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23624585/

Human papillomavirus vaccine associated uveitis  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/24191906/

Human papillomavirus vaccines, complex regional pain syndrome, postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome, and autonomic dysfunction - a review of the regulatory evidence from the European Medicines Agency  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27867145/

Hypersensitivity reaction to human papillomavirus vaccine due to polysorbate 80  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22605841/

Hypersensitivity reactions to human papillomavirus vaccine in Australian schoolgirls: retrospective cohort study  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19050332/

Hypothesis: Human papillomavirus vaccination syndrome--small fiber neuropathy and dysautonomia could be its underlying pathogenesis  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25990003/

Immune thrombocytopenic purpura following human papillomavirus vaccination  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19464550/

Kikuchi-Fujimoto disease following vaccination against human papilloma virus infection and Japanese encephalitis  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22476507/

Lichenoid Drug Eruption After Human Papillomavirus Vaccination  

A link between human papilloma virus vaccination and primary ovarian insufficiency: current analysis  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26125978/
Neurologic Complications in HPV Vaccination

On the relationship between human papilloma virus vaccine and autoimmune diseases

Orthostatic intolerance and postural tachycardia syndrome as suspected adverse effects of vaccination against human papilloma virus

Pancreatitis after human papillomavirus vaccination: a matter of molecular mimicry

Pancreatitis following human papillomavirus vaccination

Panuveitis With Exudative Retinal Detachments After Vaccination Against Human Papilloma Virus
Peripheral sympathetic nerve dysfunction in adolescent

Japanese girls following immunization with the human papillomavirus vaccine

Pharmaceutical Companies’ Role in State Vaccination Policymaking: The Case of Human Papillomavirus Vaccination
[https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3483914/](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3483914/)

Postural tachycardia syndrome following human papillomavirus vaccination

Potential cross-reactivity between HPV16 L1 protein and sudden death-associated antigens

Premature ovarian failure 3 years after menarche in a 16-year-old girl following human papillomavirus vaccination

Severe manifestations of autoimmune syndrome induced by adjuvants (Shoenfeld's syndrome).

Severe somatoform and dysautonomic syndromes after HPV vaccination: case series and review of literature

A 16-year-old girl with bilateral visual loss and left hemiparesis following an immunization
against human papilloma virus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/20189933/

Small Fiber Neuropathy Following Vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27552388/

Syncope and seizures following human papillomavirus vaccination: a retrospective case series
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21449862/

Telogen effluvium following bivalent human papillomavirus vaccine administration: a report of two cases
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22584489/

Two Cases of Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis Following Vaccination Against Human Papilloma Virus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5140871/

Two unclear cases of death. Can we still recommend HPV vaccination?].
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18361151/

An unmasking phenomenon in an observational post-licensure safety study of adolescent girls and young women
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22580356/

Vaccine-related serious adverse events might have been under-recognized in the pivotal HPV vaccine randomized trial
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10067-017-3575-z

I hope you take these dangers into consideration and leave the choice of vaccinating up to parents. Please do not force this on our children.

Thank you,
Sheena Harvey
Bellingham, WA 98229
509-264-3010
To: Washington State Board of Health  
P.O. Box 47990  
Olympia, WA 98507-7990

Regarding:

Notice of Public Meeting, Wednesday, January 8, 2020, 9:30 a.m. – 2:35 p.m. Department of Health, 111 Israel Road SE, Town Center 2, Rooms 166/167, Tumwater, WA 98501

Agenda Item: 7. Petition for Rulemaking to add HPV to chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine-Preventable Diseases – Possible Action

Please consider:

Virus are amazing. So small hundreds if not thousands can fit within a single cell even while inside their containers. Inside the cell most often they are just a bit of RNA or DNA apparently there as part of life on earth. Some help (e.g. Rigvir – cancer cure, M13 Alzheimer's cure) and some seem to hurt (e.g. Ebola).

When I heard that they were blaming the HPV virus for cervical cancer I was skeptical. You see for decades I watched them actively deny even the potential relationship between virus and cancer as they did damage control as many found that the SV40 adventitious virus in some Polio vaccines was causing cancer. Already knowing that virus are often here to help I wondered if the HPV virus might well be found often in certain cancer cases if it simply became active to try to resist the cancer process.

But no healing process can be successful if there is a lack of rebuilding resources (lack of nutrients). And no healing process can be successful if there is a high level of toxins (chemical stress). And no healing process can be successful if other personal stresses in an individuals life are too great. As I looked for evidence that HPV virus does cause cancer I have not run across any yet that control for the variables I mention above. To me the link between HPV and cervical cancer is unproven and unlikely. There is evidence that blocking these HPV virus leads to more cervical cancer.

There is no proof that use of the Gardasil artificial inoculation attempt medical product prevents cancer.

There is evidence that the use of the Gardasil artificial inoculation attempt medical product causes cancer, “new medical conditions”, and death.

Being part of ICWA I know that you very well know all of this.

As I see no medical reason to recommend this invasive medical intervention and yet you are considering doing so I must wonder if conflict of interest or coercion of the Washington State
Board of Health may be what is going on. Considering the indictments being unsealed and the changes upon us may I say that now is a very good time to become a whistle blower.

With hope for a much better future!

Tod C. Merley  
605 Fisk Street #53  
Pullman, WA 99163-3065
To: Washington State Board of Health  
P.O. Box 47990  
Olympia, WA 98507-7990  

Regarding:

Notice of Public Meeting, Wednesday, January 8, 2020, 9:30a.m. –2:35p.m. Department of Health, 111 Israel Road SE, Town Center 2, Rooms 166/167, Tumwater, WA 98501  

Agenda Item: 7. Petition for Rulemaking to add HPV to chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine-Preventable Diseases – Possible Action  

Please consider:  

Virus are amazing. So small hundreds if not thousands can fit within a single cell even while inside their containers. Inside the cell most often they are just a bit of RNA or DNA apparently there as part of life on earth. Some help (e.g. Rigvir – cancer cure, M13 Alzheimer's cure) and some seem to hurt (e.g. Ebola).  

When I heard that they were blaming the HPV virus for cervical cancer I was skeptical. You see for decades I watched them actively deny even the potential relationship between virus and cancer as they did damage control as many found that the SV40 adventitious virus in some Polio vaccines was causing cancer. Already knowing that virus are often here to help I wondered if the HPV virus might well be found often in certain cancer cases if it simply became active to try to resist the cancer process.  

But no healing process can be successful if there is a lack of rebuilding resources (lack of nutrients). And no healing process can be successful if there is a high level of toxins (chemical stress). And no healing process can be successful if other personal stresses in an individuals life are too great. As I looked for evidence that HPV virus does cause cancer I have not run across any yet that control for the variables I mention above. To me the link between HPV and cervical cancer is unproven and unlikely. There is evidence that blocking these HPV virus leads to more cervical cancer.  

There is no proof that use of the Gardasil artificial inoculation attempt medical product prevents cancer.  

There is evidence that the use of the Gardasil artificial inoculation attempt medical product causes cancer, “new medical conditions”, and death.  

Being part of ICWA I know that you very well know all of this.  

As I see no medical reason to recommend this invasive medical intervention and yet you are considering doing so I must wonder if conflict of interest or coercion of the Washington State
Board of Health may be what is going on. Considering the indictments being unsealed and the changes upon us may I say that now is a very good time to become a whistle blower.

With hope for a much better future!

Tod C. Merley
605 Fisk Street #53
Pullman, WA 99163-3065
Dear Sirs/Madams,

I have just heard that the pharmaceutical companies are once again trying to fatten their pockets by making more vaccinations compulsory!!

I thought that this was America where we had freedom of choice. Obviously money talks launder than fact:

Facts:

1. People who are vaccinated are MORE likely to get the disease than unvaccinated people. VACCINES DO NOT WORK.
2. Every person who got measles in the last outbreak WAS VACCINATED AGAINST MEASLES. The person who infected the others WAS ALSO VACCINATED!! Vaccines obviously do not work.
3. Vaccine manufacturers including Merck have been granted immunity from all lawsuits from illnesses AND DEATH caused by vaccines. IF VACCINES WERE SAFE, THEN WHY WOULD THE MANUFACTURERS NEED IMMUNITY FROM LAWSUITS?
4. America used to be a country where individuals had freedom of choice as to how to take care of their own bodies without government or corporate interference.
5. Regardless of whether vaccines are effective or not, the issue of personal freedom is at stake.

IS ANYONE PAYING ATTENTION?

DO OUR ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES CARE ABOUT THE PEOPLE AND NOT JUST BEING BRIBED BY THE UNTRA-RICH AND GREEDY PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES?

Please vote for the people and do the right thing and not the thing that will make you richer from pharmaceutical bribes.

Please, no compulsory vaccinations. Assuming you care about the people and have integrity.

Thank you,

Sincerely,

Ardeshir Byromme.
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Please!!!! Please for the health of my child! I am a parent and I DO NOT want vaccines added to school requirements!!! It’s not a “one size fits all“ situation. My child is compromised with some of the ingredients in vaccines!!!

Thank you!
Carisa Scharsch
Parent of 3 children

Sent from my iPhone
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January 2, 2020

To Whom It May Concern:

Please vote AGAINST mandating the HPV vaccine and forcing parents to inoculate their children with a vaccine that is controversial and has not been proven to PREVENT cervical cancer and only covers 4+ types of cancer.

Why must you mandate a vaccine for school age children when HPV is transmitted through sex and not transmitted in the classroom?

Why circumvent other means of informing families and school age children such as education in the school and teaching children about the risks of early sexual activity as well as the Pap test?

Whose agenda is this, that you are trying to aid? Pharmaceutical? FDA and CDC?

I am the parent of 2 girls. My daughters are vaccinated, on time and see their pediatrician regularly for their well-child check ups. I try to look at ALL information, positive and negative, concerning this vaccine. I have consulted with friends of teens who have either chosen to vaccinate or decided against it, for any reason. I have talked with the pediatrician, my OBGYN and nurses, with or without children. I am not assured this vaccine is safe for my girls, who are not sexually active and have parents who are involved and aware!

The SIDE EFFECTS that are discussed are similar to ALL other vaccines that have been given to my children although other side effects that are shared in literature about this vaccine don't occur until months or years later and are STAGGERING in reality and not published or transparent.

The statistics about this dangerous vaccine and it's ingredients are misleading. The Human papillomavirus is prevalent in humans but for women and men with healthy immune systems, the virus will disappear from the body. The hundreds of STRAINS that a person could contract, a small percentage are the viruses that actually cause Cervical cancer and there is only a small percentage of women with high-risk HPV who develop cervical cancer!

I don't see any REASON for making this vaccine mandatory and forcing parents to do
something they may be against. I realize there may be a risk to not vaccinating my kids with the HPV vaccine especially as they will become sexually active as they age and start that part of their lives. I hope to educate them and provide information so they may make smart decisions for their future. **Having the government make the decision for me is NOT the answer and is WRONG.**

I am against any decision to move forward to mandate this controversial vaccine and force parents to put alarming ingredients into the bodies of their young, developing children.

Sincerely,

Abigail Uribe
Resident of Clark County, Washington State

uribe.4@live.com
January 2, 2020
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Please! Do not add the HPV vaccine to the schedule!!!
Sincerely,
Beth McRae

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.
Please! Do not add the HPV vaccine to the schedule!!!
Sincerely,
Beth McRae
To whom it may concern,

I strongly oppose adding the Gardisil to the vaccine schedule. This vaccine has the most reported side effects out of all the available vaccines according to VAERS. Where there is a risk, there must be a choice. The government needs to stay out of the Doctor patient relationship when making medical decisions for our children. Please stay in your lane.

Julie Davis
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To whom it may concern.

I Shametra Lipford do not agree with adding HPV vaccine.

Please do not add.
To whom it may concern.

I Shametra Lipford do not agree with adding HPV vaccine.

Please do not add.
I urge you to please vote no on the upcoming bill to add HPV to the immunization schedule for Washington children. Although, I know cancer is something we all wish we could prevent and would do anything to protect our children from it, the dangers of this vaccine far outweigh the benefits. If you have time to research, you will find that this vaccine actually puts our kids at a greater health risk overall.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26425627/?fbclid=IwAR1ONjQiIBzleS6uAfbbht7cipJFhK_9bx-TrD2ZBAoJlE_Fmo4Py0sxhsNyjqw
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26921782/?fbclid=IwAR0siZCyGGk6HPAfS9JhjPrNevpGRtdxE1hMgnlCio-nETUeMHIFwS6l
https://bjo.bmj.com/content/94/1/137.long
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/29889622

These are just a few links to the many varying issues that can arise due to the vaccine. Although certainly not the most serious, one of the most astounding probability to me is the link to the vaccine and infertility.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21596082/?fbclid=IwAR2tLjT6b-dC16VZK8D8JLMRDNFsk4VFrJ-tUEqvnBBwfhK2aPfXhHmlhc

A lowered probability of pregnancy in females in the USA aged 25-29 who received a human papillomavirus vaccine injection.

DeLong G1.

Author information

1 a Department of Economics and Finance, Baruch College/City University of New York, New York, NY, USA.
Retraction in

- RETRACTED ARTICLE: [A lowered probability of pregnancy in females in the USA aged 25-29 who received a human papillomavirus vaccine injection], [J Toxicol Environ Health A. 2019]

Abstract

Birth rates in the United States have recently fallen. Birth rates per 1000 females aged 25-29 fell from 118 in 2007 to 105 in 2015. One factor may involve the vaccination against the human papillomavirus (HPV). Shortly after the vaccine was licensed, several reports of recipients experiencing primary ovarian failure emerged. This study analyzed information gathered in National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, which represented 8 million 25-to-29-year-old women residing in the United States between 2007 and 2014. Approximately 60% of women who did not receive the HPV vaccine had been pregnant at least once, whereas only 35% of women who were exposed to the vaccine had conceived. For married women, 75% who did not receive the shot were found to conceive, while only 50% who received the vaccine had ever been pregnant. Using logistic regression to analyze the data, the probability of having been pregnant was estimated for females who received an HPV vaccine compared with females who did not receive the shot. Results suggest that females who received the HPV shot were less likely to have ever been pregnant than women in the same age group who did not receive the shot. If 100% of females in this study had received the HPV vaccine, data suggest the number of women having ever conceived would have fallen by 2 million. Further study into the influence of HPV vaccine on fertility is thus warranted.

Although, I know there are many studies out there which would point to this vaccine being safe and beneficial, I urge you to continue to let it be up to the parent if they feel that this is the best for their child’s overall health.

Thank you for your consideration.
Katie Johnson
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To whom it may concern:

“Annual deaths from cervical cancer in the U.S. are 2.3/100,000. The death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was 85/100,000—or 37 times that of cervical cancer . . . According to Gardasil’s package insert, women are 100 times more likely to suffer a severe event following vaccination with Gardasil than they are to get cervical cancer.”

Children’s Health Defense

My youngest daughter had suffered 2 severe adverse reactions to vaccines. I was pro-vaccine until I held my injured baby. I even trusted that the first reaction was a fluke. It was not. I still believe in the importance of protecting our children against disease, but this addition is not necessary!

You cannot keep forcing more and more vaccines on our children. It is not a one size fits all. Please consider the injured children and how much we are forcing on these children who cannot tolerate these vaccinations.

I stand strongly against adding Gardasil to the vaccine schedule.

Thank you for your time -

Jamie

Jamie Gibeau
jmegibeau@comcast.net
360.481.3171

Sent from my iPhone
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Dear Board of Health,

HPV is not a disease that can be spread in a school setting. Please do not add this vaccine to the schedule. Gardasil is a dangerous vaccine that has caused injury and death. Japan has stopped using it and our country should ban it. At the least it should not be mandatory for our school aged children. Please regard our children’s health and safety.

Sincerely,
Gail Schoolland
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Gail Schoolland
To whom it may concern,

No vaccines should be mandatory for school attendance. But a vaccine for a sexually transmitted disease especially has no place to be mandated in order for children to attend school. Please consider the concern from many parents who do not feel comfortable with giving this vaccine to their children.

Thank you for your time.

Brooke Salmi
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Dear WA Board of Health:

As a Washington State Resident I am fiercely opposed to adding the HPV vaccine to Chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine Preventable Diseases.

The risks of the HPV Vaccine/Gardasil are far greater than the benefits. This proposed rule change should not be recommended for many reasons including but not limited to the following:

1. **Informed choice and medical freedom are fundamental rights.** As citizens and parents we have the right to decide what is injected into our bodies and our children’s and a right to know the risks and benefits associated with each liability free pharmaceutical vaccine product.

2. According to the [American Cancer Society](https://www.cancer.org), **cervical cancer is preventable with proper screening tests.**

3. **HPV is a sexually transmitted infection** that is not caught in public settings such as daycare or school. HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time.

4. You have a **higher chance of dying from the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil than getting or dying from a HPV associated cancer.** The death rate of [cervical cancer](https://www.cancer.org) in the US is 2.3/100,000. The death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was **85/100,000** or 37 times that of cervical cancer. The total **HPV associated cancer** rate of cervical, anal, vaginal and vulvar is 19.8/100,000. Do the math!

5. According to the [Gardasil insert](https://www.merck.com), there is a **2.3% chance of developing an autoimmune disease** after receiving the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil. That means 2.3 out of every 100 children will develop a lifelong chronic disease such as arthritis, lupus, multiple sclerosis, etc. after receiving the liability free HPV vaccine product/Gardasil

6. **Half (49.6%)** of the clinical trial subjects who received Gardasil reported serious medical conditions within seven months. To avoid classifying these injuries as adverse events, Merck dismissed them as “new medical conditions.”

7. Females in the Gardasil clinical trials with evidence of current HPV infection and previous exposure to HPV had a **44% increased risk of developing cervical lesions or cancer following vaccination.**

8. The HPV vaccine product/Gardasil has been associated with **premature ovarian failure (teenage menopause!)** and **increased miscarriage rates 10-15%** higher than the corresponding reproductive age group.
9. **There have not been any real Gardasil safety studies conducted.** In the Gardasil clinical trials, Merck used a neurotoxic aluminum adjuvant called AAHS instead of using an inert saline placebo. In the clinical trials, there was little to no difference in the safety profiles of the AAHS adjuvant and Gardasil. The World Health Organization has stated that using something other than an inert substance as a placebo creates a “methodological disadvantage”. This may make it “difficult or impossible” to assess vaccine safety properly without a true placebo. It is no surprise to learn that Merck is currently being sued for fraudulent Gardasil safety studies.

10. **Japan removed the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil from their recommended list of childhood vaccines** after an enormous amount of adverse events occurred after Gardasil was administered.

I strongly urge you to get all the facts about the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil. Below is a link to a video presentation by Children’s Health Defense that was put together for a current case where Merck is being sued for fraudulent Gardasil safety studies. I also encourage you to read [The HPV Vaccine on Trial](#).

It is only a matter a time before the horrible truth about Gardasil is out and the vaccine is recalled by the FDA. The truth is just too horrific to hide forever. **I urge you to be one of the brave public health officials/politicians who is willing to put the health of our children first, ahead of political agendas and pharmaceutical profits.** How many more of our children have to be diagnosed with lifelong chronic autoimmune diseases or die? **Those few braves souls who do will be the true heroes of the 21st century. Be brave!**

Sincerely,

Jessica McFarland

[Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android](#)
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*Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android*
Attn: WA State Board of Health

I would like to share some facts with you that express coherent, logical reasoning behind my vehement OPPOSITION to this proposal regarding the HPV vaccine being added to the vaccine schedule for children to attend school.

Initially, we must ask, what is this vaccine for? What is HPV?
- Human Papilloma Virus is a sexually transmitted virus, which by definition is not a communicable disease; therefore school age children are not at risk of catching or spreading it. The virus requires sexual contact, of which 95% of infections are A-symptomatic and never amount to anything. There are around 100 strains of HPV total, 13 of which are believed to increase cancer risk in infected humans. The current HPV vaccine, Gardasil9 is indicated to prevent 7 strains thought to be linked to cancer and 2 strains linked to genital warts, the other HPV vaccine, Cervarix is indicated to protect against 2 strains. According to the manufacturers FDA insert: “The Vaccine may not result in protection in all recipients.”

With a mostly benign infection caused by HPV, the real fear is in the possibility of Cervical Cancer. What exactly is cervical cancer?
- Starting in the cells lining the cervix, normal cells first gradually develop pre-cancerous changes that take several years to develop into cancer and even still, only a percentage of pre-cancerous cells ever develop into cancer. For the majority of women who develop pre-cancerous cells, the cells disappear completely with no treatment. Cervical cancer is a ‘mid-life cancer’, mostly diagnosed between 40-50 years of age, rarely in women under 20, with more than 15% of cases in women over age 65. According to the World Health Organization, of all reported cases of cervical cancer world-wide, (1 in 40,000 women) 88% of these are in 3rd world countries, who do not have access to regular PAP smear exams. In the US, nearly 100% of cervical cancer is preventable with early detection screenings. Hispanic women are among the most likely to receive a cervical cancer diagnosis, followed by African-Americans, then Asians and Pacific Islanders, and lastly whites. This info from the American Cancer Society clarifies that even with high incidence of HPV infection, the rates of Cervical Cancer are extremely low in the US, nearly 100% preventable, and primarily affecting only middle aged or elderly women.

The HPV vaccines “for the prevention of cervical cancer” have not been proven to decrease the risks of cervical cancer. During the trials, Merck & GlaxoSmithKline did not have to prove their vaccines prevented cancer and they were allowed to use pre-cancerous lesions as “surrogate endpoints” as evidence of their claims. They do not know if the slight decline in precancerous lesions will translate into fewer cases of cervical cancer 20-30 years down the road, and the antibodies created from the vaccine, for the 9 strains of HPV, have only been shown to last for 5-8 years; even with the 3-dose series. Thus, vaccinating young, school-aged girls/boys and teens, theoretically and scientifically, makes no sense.

Screenings remain the most effective means to prevent cervical cancer. Yet, due to the HPV vaccine sales tactics, there has been a documented, sharp decline in young women receiving these screenings due to the false premise that they cannot develop cervical cancer since
receiving the vaccine series. There is zero evidence for these claims often made by doctors and vaccine proponents. The terms “inferred safety” and “inferred efficacy” are widely used throughout the data listed on the Gardasil9 insert from the FDA. In addition, during the clinical trials and post-marketing period, it’s been reported that those who were already infected with the HPV virus prior to obtaining the vaccine, had a 44% increased risk of developing cervical cancer! The vaccine may be contributing to an increased risk of cervical cancer among younger women; this has been documented in several countries throughout Europe.

In addition, the clinical trials for these vaccines should have required double-blind, inert placebo, controlled studies. This is the gold standard for safety testing! Of the groups who participated in the studies, only 300 girls received saline placebo, but were encouraged to receive the vaccines at the end of the trial; this prevents long term safety to be established. For the remaining thousands of girls in the studies for Gardasil9, trial recipients received either the original Gardasil vaccine or aluminum containing adjuvant. For the Cervarix vaccine approval process, trial recipients received either Cervarix vaccine or Hepatitis A vaccine. Subjects were only monitored for 14 days following vaccination. Probably the most alarming information from these trials were what resulted in the introduction of a brand new safety metric:

“New Medical Conditions”; in which over 50% of trial participants reported, including: NEW ONSET of infections, reproductive disorders, neurological disorders, neurological syndromes and autoimmune conditions.

Manufacturers never tested any HPV vaccine for potentials to cause human infertility, potentials to cause or increase cancer risk, or to cause genetic mutations. -Listed on section 13.1 of EVERY vaccine insert-

How an industry can get away with promoting a vaccine to ‘prevent cancer’ which has never tested their products (containing known carcinogens) to cause or contribute to cancer is a new level of reckless irresponsibility and scientifically abhorrent; which does NOT contribute to the overall betterment of public health!

The HPV vaccines contain sodium borate (borax), which regulatory agencies worldwide, warn may damage fertility or unborn children, and is not allowed in our food. How can this been approved safe for direct injection into the body?

Gardasil9 vaccine contains the largest concentrations of aluminium ever found in a vaccine series as an adjuvant. Note: NO aluminium adjuvants have EVER undergone a single safety study, yet are routinely used as the placebo controls to determine the safety of new vaccines. Aluminium is a metal, foreign and toxic to the human body, a known neurotoxin The has been found to ‘build-up’ in the body and brain, and is widely accepted by the scientific community to be implicated in breast cancer and Alzheimer’s Disease.

All “safe for consumption” levels of aluminium were determined via ingestion methods, not injection. The “safe” levels are far exceeded in these vaccines. According to the manufacture insert, there is 500mcg of aluminium in each dose of the 3 part series (1,500mcg total).

The WHO recommends drinking water not contain more than 200mcg of aluminium, less than half the amount contained in each dose of the vaccine; again, where water is ingested, detoxed
through the gut, liver, kidneys, and excreted fairly rapidly, this extremely large bolus of aluminium is injected directly into the body with no means for excretion. There is a growing body of scientific evidence proving injected aluminium travels throughout the body (including the brain) and does build up, resulting in significant damage and, possibly years later, disease.

How does it reach the brain?

The next ingredient contained in these vaccines is, Polysorbate 80 (aka Tween 80), a chemical emulsifier used to enhance delivery from the blood into the brain across the blood brain barrier. It was created to help deliver chemicals/drugs into the brain from the blood to treat hard-to-reach brain infections/lesions/tumors, etc. As an emulsifier, it is able to carry the virus proteins and aluminium contained in the vaccine to the brain as well. The implications of these mechanisms on overall health are vast, alarming and understudied/underreported by these manufacturers, the FDA, and the CDC.

This unnecessary and ineffective vaccine has been proven extremely dangerous. Severe adverse events have been reported around the world, in all countries where this has been promoted. The lead doctor during the HPV vaccine “Gardasil” clinical trials in Denmark, Dr. Mehlsen estimated that severe, life-altering reactions occurred in 1 in 500 females; SEVERE, LIFE-ALTERING, CHRONIC, debilitating side effects, wheelchair bound, bed-ridden, with seizure spells, migraines, visual impairment, and/or recurring pain and nerve damage. Increasingly, deaths related to the HPV vaccine have been reported as well; including suicide as a result of debilitating illness, post-vaccination.

Multiple doctors and scientists have spoken out against their very employer, Merck, who developed the Gardasil9 vaccine. Including two senior Merck scientists, Stephen Krahling and Joan Wlochowski, who filed a whistleblower lawsuit claiming Merck fraudulently added rabbit antibodies to human blood samples to fool FDA officials into believing the MMR vaccine to be 95% effective. This same company who raked in $2.5 billion annually from their drug Vioxx, had to withdraw it from the market after it killed more than 60,000 people via heart attacks and strokes; which Merck had NOT disclosed known risks during clinical trial reporting. This resulted in a $5 billion payout to plaintiffs. One year later, Merck released the most profitable vaccine in history, the Gardasil vaccine.

This is a faulty product that hasn’t been proven safe, effective or necessary; created by a company who has been convicted of fraud (a felony!), that resulted in tens of thousands of deaths from just one of their products. Merck has also financially benefited from the insidious and devastating opioid epidemic, creating both drugs that contribute to addiction and drugs to maintain addiction treatment.

No government of a free nation should be allowing a trillion dollar, for profit corporation of convicted felons to establish and mandate their products to anyone, let alone into the bodies of children! Where there is risk, there MUST be choice! Do not convince yourselves that anyone wanting to “opt-out” can simply do so with a Certificate or Exemption, because thanks to pressures from agencies and governing bodies like yours, doctors are increasingly refusing to sign them. If a parent would like to obtain this vaccine for their child, they can make that decision with the doctor, we should not be requiring parents to see a doctor in order to say no.
Please oppose this proposal!

Thank you.

Concerned citizen & tax paying citizen,

Shauna Levesque

*all pertinent information obtained from FDA.gov, CDC.gov, American Cancer Society, World Health Organization, DOH.wa.gov
Attn: WA State Board of Health

I would like to share some facts with you that express coherent, logical reasoning behind my vehement OPPOSITION to this proposal regarding the HPV vaccine being added to the vaccine schedule for children to attend school.

Initially, we must ask, what is this vaccine for? What is HPV?
-
-Human Papilloma Virus is a sexually transmitted virus, which by definition is not a communicable disease; therefor school age children are not at risk of catching or spreading it. The virus requires sexual contact, of which 95% of infections are A-symptomatic and never amount to anything. There are around 100 strains of HPV total, 13 of which are believed to increase cancer risk in infected humans. The current HPV vaccine, Gardasil9 is indicated to prevent 7 strains thought to be linked to cancer and 2 strains linked to genital warts, the other HPV vaccine, Cervarix is indicated to protect against 2 strains. According to the manufactures FDA insert: “The Vaccine may not result in protection in all recipients.”

With a mostly benign infection caused by HPV, the real fear is in the possibility of Cervical Cancer. What exactly is cervical cancer?
-
-Starting in the cells lining the cervix, normal cells first gradually develop pre-cancerous changes that take several years to develop into cancer and even still, only a percentage of pre-cancerous cells ever develop into cancer. For the majority of women who develop pre-cancerous cells, the cells disappear completely with no treatment. Cervical cancer is a ‘mid-life cancer’, mostly diagnosed between 40-50 years of age, rarely in women under 20, with more than 15% of cases in women over age 65. According to the World Health Organization, of all reported cases of cervical cancer world-wide, (1 in 40,000 women) 88% of these are in 3rd world countries, who do not have access to regular PAP smear exams. In the US, nearly 100% of cervical cancer is preventable with early detection screenings. Hispanic women are among the most likely to receive a cervical cancer diagnosis, followed by African-Americans, then Asians and Pacific Islanders, and lastly whites. This info from the American Cancer Society clarifies that even with high incidence of HPV infection, the rates of Cervical Cancer are extremely low in the US, nearly 100% preventable, and primarily affecting only middle aged or elderly women.

The HPV vaccines “for the prevention of cervical cancer” have not been proven to decrease the risks of cervical cancer. During the trials, Merck & GlaxoSmithKline did not have to prove their vaccines prevented cancer and they were allowed to use pre-cancerous lesions as “surrogate endpoints” as evidence of their claims. They do not know if the slight decline in pre-cancerous lesions will translate into fewer cases of cervical cancer 20-30 years down the road, and the antibodies created from the vaccine, for the 9 strains of HPV, have only been shown to last for 5-8 years; even with the 3-dose series. Thus, vaccinating young, school-aged girls/boys and teens, theoretically and scientifically, makes no sense.

Screenings remain the most effective means to prevent cervical cancer. Yet, due to the HPV vaccine sales tactics, there has been a documented, sharp decline in young women receiving these screenings due to the false premise that they cannot develop cervical cancer since
receiving the vaccine series. There is zero evidence for these claims often made by doctors and vaccine proponents. The terms “inferred safety” and “inferred efficacy” are widely used throughout the data listed on the Gardasil9 insert from the FDA. In addition, during the clinical trials and post-marketing period, it’s been reported that those who were already infected with the HPV virus prior to obtaining the vaccine, had a 44% increased risk of developing cervical cancer! The vaccine may be contributing to an increased risk of cervical cancer among younger women; this has been documented in several countries throughout Europe.

In addition, the clinical trials for these vaccines should have required double-blind, inert placebo, controlled studies. This is the gold standard for safety testing! Of the groups who participated in the studies, only 300 girls received saline placebo, but were encouraged to receive the vaccines at the end of the trial; this prevents long term safety to be established. For the remaining thousands of girls in the studies for Gardasil9, trial recipients received either the original Gardasil vaccine or aluminum containing adjuvant. For the Cervarix vaccine approval process, trial recipients received either Cervarix vaccine or Hepatitis A vaccine. Subjects were only monitored for 14 days following vaccination. Probably the most alarming information from these trials were what resulted in the introduction of a brand new safety metric:
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Multiple doctors and scientists have spoken out against their very employer, Merck, who developed the Gardasil9 vaccine. Including two senior Merck scientists, Stephen Krahling and Joan Wlochowski, who filed a whistleblower lawsuit claiming Merck fraudulently added rabbit antibodies to human blood samples to fool FDA officials into believing the MMR vaccine to be 95% effective.

This same company who raked in $2.5 billion annually from their drug Vioxx, had to withdraw it from the market after it killed more than 60,000 people via heart attacks and strokes; which Merck had NOT disclosed known risks during clinical trial reporting. This resulted in a $5 billion payout to plaintiffs. One year later, Merck released the most profitable vaccine in history, the Gardasil vaccine.

This is a faulty product that hasn’t been proven safe, effective or necessary; created by a company who has been convicted of fraud (a felony!), that resulted in tens of thousands of deaths from just one of their products. Merck has also financially benefited from the insidious and devastating opioid epidemic, creating both drugs that contribute to addiction and drugs to maintain addiction treatment.

No government of a free nation should be allowing a trillion dollar, for profit corporation of convicted felons to establish and mandate their products to anyone, let alone into the bodies of children! Where there is risk, there MUST be choice! Do not convince yourselves that anyone wanting to “opt-out” can simply do so with a Certificate or Exemption, because thanks to pressures from agencies and governing bodies like yours, doctors are increasingly refusing to sign them. If a parent would like to obtain this vaccine for their child, they can make that decision with the doctor, we should not be requiring parents to see a doctor in order to say no.
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Dear State Board of Health,

We are writing to urge the board to leave the HPV "Gardasil" vaccine OFF the mandatory list of vaccines for our schools and our children.

It is perplexing why this is even an issue as HPV is not a threat. It is a non communicable, sexually transmitted infection. The mere fact that this is even on the agenda leads us to believe that once again, big money is really the driving force here and not the desire for better health for our children. Your children.

To date, the HPV vaccine has resulted in more damage and injury than all of the other vaccines combined!! That alone should be reason to keep it as an optional vaccine. And there have been no safety testing such as a placebo test nor has Gardasil been proven to prevent any type of cancer.

If this isn't enough of a deterrent of why Not to inject it into our children, then consider this. How can we trust a company (Merck) that is under going lawsuits over this very vaccine and all the damage is has caused including deaths!! How can fraud and greed be allowed to overrun our health departments and education systems? We can't!

So again we urge you to leave Gardasil out of our schools and keep the health and education in.

Respects,
Andrea
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This Vaccine has proven to be unsafe causes paralysis and death. The efficacy so far is unproven. The is little more than theory that this does anything to prevent cancer. The vaccine in terms of heath crisis is unnecessary. The influence of the vaccines manufacturer on the CDC is criminal and fraught with conflicts of interest. There is no need to rush to mandate when the lives of our children, boys and girls are at stake.
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Dear Washington Board of Health-

HPV is not transmitted in a school setting and therefore should never be added to the list of vaccines required to attend school. Young adults have had many negative health impacts because of this vaccine. Families need to have a choice in their health care. This is really over stepping your duty!

Can someone please tell me how mandating the HPV vaccine protects public health? This is a private issue. Let our family choose our own health care.

Please do not add HPV to the schedule!

Thank you,
Margaret Butler
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I oppose requiring an HPV vaccine in order to attend public school.

Nora Downard
I oppose requiring an HPV vaccine in order to attend public school.
Nora Downard
I have personally been affected by the HPV vaccine negatively. As a parent, I do not want this vaccine added to the school requirements!

Sent from my iPhone
I have personally been affected by the HPV vaccine negatively. As a parent, I do not want this vaccine added to the school requirements!

Sent from my iPhone
Hello there, my name is Destinee Everett and I am a parent in Washington state of a vaccine injured little boy and I do not want the HPV vaccine added to the school schedule. Children in elementary and middle school are not sexually active, so it renders this useless, it’s very costly for insurances, it’s also extremely dangerous and has been reported to VAERS multiple times for causing death or other serious illness, Japan also no longer administers this vaccine due to safety precautions. Even people who believe in most vaccines do not recommend this one in particular. Please reconsider trying to add this to the schedule as it’s considered unsafe.

Thank you.
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Thank you.
I am a parent of a vaccine injured child. I do not want HPV added to the school requirements. Not only is the vaccine dangerous, HPV is not something my daughter can contract or transmit just by attending school and does not put anyone at risk by her not having the vaccine. It is up to us as her parents to make that decision.

Thanks,
Rhys Jones
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I'm a parent, and I do NOT want this vaccine added to school requirements!

Cassi Deboer
I'm a parent, and I do NOT want this vaccine added to school requirements!

Cassi Deboer
Board of Health,
I am writing to express my concern over the proposal to add the HPV vaccine to the list required for school attendance.

This is NOT a communicable disease so there is zero basis for this requirement.

The various vaccines to prevent HPV have been shown to cause life threatening and life altering effects in some young people.

Many parents who vaccinate for other things are adequately against this one.

I strongly urge you leave this decision to have a child take this controversial vaccine to their parents in consultation with their doctors.

Thank you,
Janna Meyer
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To whom it may concern,

I'm a parent and I do NOT want this vaccine added to school requirements.

Sincerely,

A very concerned parent

Sent from my iPhone
As a parent of 3 healthy children, 2 of which are teenagers, I am opposed to the HPV vaccine becoming a school requirement. My kids are otherwise fully vaccinated. I feel this is an overreach of government & is not a public safety concern.

I’m a very involved parent and am certain my kids are not sexually active. If at any time they become sexually actively we would consider the vaccine more carefully.

If schools were to require the vaccine I would not comply as there’s no risk to other students because my kids aren’t vaccinated. I see no reason and take offense to this personal decision being made by a public agency.

PAP Smears detect HPV & with routine health exams HPV can be safely treated.

Sincerely,
Valerie Cook
Camas, WA
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To whom it may concern,

I'm a parent and I do NOT want this vaccine added to school requirements.

Sincerely,

A very concerned parent

Sent from my iPhone
I strongly oppose forcing the HPV vaccine on school age children or anyone for that matter. Please consider how this is undeniably going against human rights!!

Darla E Bennett
Dear Washington Department of Health:

Please review the attached letter as my statement of deep concern over the HPV / Gardasil vaccine.

Thank you,
A concerned citizen and health care practitioner
Beth Goodwin, PDHom, CCH (Cand)
Goodwin Homeoapthics
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Dept of Health,

As a mom who has given her children vaccines,
Please DO NOT mandate HPV
(or any medicine/medical intervention).
as a condition on children being able to attend public school.

Children and families should not be subjected/forced to be given any pharmaceutical drug in
order to get an education.
Our state legislature did this last year with the MMR vaccine,

Thank You,
Karen Larsen
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Please reject the addition of the HPV to the vaccine schedule.

The HPV vaccine has over 500 reports of death. Gardasil has a terrible safety record. The Federal Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System reports that as of 7/14/19 there have been 62687 adverse incidents with the HPV vaccines. This includes 510 DEATHS, 15,413 emergency room visits, 6,309 hospitalizations, and 3,031 permanent disabilities. These reports alone should remove the vaccine from consideration.

HPV is not a contagious disease, therefore is not transmissible at a school.

The efficacy of Gardasil is in doubt: we do not have solid evidence that this vaccine actually prevents cervical cancer, which takes decades to develop and there is no solid data on how long the vaccine is supposedly effective.

Please reject this dangerous injection. Our children's lives are at stake.

Thank you,
Erin Ladson
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Dear Board of Health Members,

I learned this week that your agency is considering adding HPV to the childhood immunization schedule for school attendance. My husband and I are two of many parents we know who are well educated, highly involved in our community, and have chosen not to vaccinate our children due to concerns about vaccine safety. I believe the pharmaceutical industry has convinced many legislators and public health officials that our communities are not safe unless the entire population is fully vaccinated (based on an ever-increasing list of vaccines). I fundamentally disagree with this premise, even with contagious diseases like the measles.

That said, even if someone agreed with the premise that children should be vaccinated against contagious diseases in order to attend school, HPV is a sexually transmitted disease, not a disease that could possibly be transmitted in a school setting. What is the justification for mandating it in order to attend school?

The risks of adverse reactions (including death) due to the HPV vaccine are far greater than the potential benefits. The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), which a Harvard study found captures less than 1% of adverse vaccine events, revealed that as of December 2019, there have been 63,979 HPV vaccine-related adverse events and 523 HPV vaccine-related deaths. Of these, 650 adverse events and two deaths (in girls aged 11 and 13) occurred in Washington State.

Given that the annual death rate from cervical cancer in the U.S. is 2.3 in 100,000, but the death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was 85 in 100,000 (or 37 times that of cervical cancer), I fail to understand how this vaccine can ever be justified.

HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time. HPV infections alone rarely lead to cancer and the HPV vaccine has not been proven to prevent any type of cancer. The best way to prevent cancer from HPV is to get regular pap smears.

I am a cancer survivor and I take cancer risk very seriously. I believe in using modern medicine when it’s needed. After all, I am likely still alive due to modern medicine.

However, we are not talking about treating someone who has cancer. We are talking about mandating a medication for children who are otherwise healthy, and increasing their risk for epilepsy, paralysis, lupus, infertility, and a variety of other illnesses. How on earth is that in any child’s best interest?

Parents and school districts look to your agency to guide their decisions about the health of their children. Please, listen without bias to the parents who will be speaking at your hearing on January 8th. I plan to be there, in full support of parental choice and medical freedom, and against having the HPV vaccine added to the childhood immunization schedule for school attendance.
Thank you so much,

Stephanie Lecovin
Kirkland, WA 98033
206.604.5239
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I beg you to please not consider mandating the extremely dangerous HPV vaccine on our children! This one has done so very much damage worldwide. Thank you so very much for all you do. Grateful that you shall consider my deep/heartfelt concerns. Donna Vance
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To Whom it May Concern:

I am writing today to ask that you not add the HPV vaccine to the schedule required for school admission. In my quick google search I found that there are over 100 different strains of HPV and that most are cleared from the body with no long term effects. The shot covers only 4 strains; 2 that cause warts and 2 that are linked to cancer. This leaves at least 96 other strains that one is susceptible to, not to mention the issues with the different HPV shots.

It seems to me that the better option would be to teach our children abstinence, which is what we do in our family. Our religion teaches us to save sex for marriage which makes this vaccination unnecessary. We believe in vaccination and it's importance in the community but find that this doesn't align with our beliefs.

We respectfully ask that you not add the HPV shot to the school requirements. Thank you for your time.

Kristina Sawvell
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To whom it may concern:
I will be moving from Georgia State to Washington State to be with my family, and my children will be transferring to Washington's Public Schools this up coming 2020/2021 school year. I DO NOT want this vaccine added to the school required vaccine schedule. There have been over 500+ deaths reported to VAERS (vaccine adverse event reporting system) for starters. Injuries as a result of this vaccine are beyond horrible and reasons why many countries have either banned it or are questioning it. Most of all, HPV is not transmitted in a school setting so why the need to push this on the already unnecessary vaccine schedule?? I have a personal friend whose daughter has permanent fertility problems because of this vaccine. I will NOT risk my children's health. No medical procedure that has any risks should ever be pushed on our children to attend public school. Thank you.

D. Shantz
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I will be moving from Georgia State to Washington State to be with my family, and my children will be transferring to Washington's Public Schools this upcoming 2020/2021 school year. I DO NOT want this vaccine added to the school required vaccine schedule. There have been over 500+ deaths reported to VAERS (vaccine adverse event reporting system) for starters. Injuries as a result of this vaccine are beyond horrible and reasons why many countries have either banned it or are questioning it. Most of all, HPV is not transmitted in a school setting so why the need to push this on the already unnecessary vaccine schedule?? I have a personal friend whose daughter has permanent fertility problems because of this vaccine. I will NOT risk my children's health. No medical procedure that has any risks should ever be pushed on our children to attend public school. Thank you.

D. Shantz
To Whom it May Concern:

I would like to let you know that I am against requiring the HPV Vaccination to be required to enter school. It is not for an airborne illness and should not be required to enter school. This is a very controversial vaccine and should be left up to the families to decide.

Kimberly Hoy

Get Outlook for iOS
Please do not require this vaccine for school children. It is dangerous and unproven, not to mention unnecessary in a school setting.

Sincerely,
Karen Nyman

Sent from my iPhone
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Dear Board,

As a mother of two young children and sister of a vaccine injured man who will need care for life, I urge you to consider that there are risks whether a family chooses to vaccinate their children or not. There especially should NOT be a mandate on a vaccine for a sexually transmitted disease for young children to enter school. Schools are not where HPV is spread. It is not a contagious virus like Measels or Chicken Pox. There have been over 500 deaths reported to VAERS from this vaccine alone. The risks are very REAL and it should be up to the parent of each child to determine which risks they are willing to take. Thank you for your time.

Kelsey Webber
As a grandma of 3 girls approaching the age of HPV vaccination - I do NOT want this vaccine added to school requirements!

There have been WAY too many injuries and deaths as a result of this vaccine. PLEASE do not make it mandatory!!

Thank you,

Patty Armstrong
I am too blessed,
   To be stressed!! :)
Sent from my iPhone
Dear Board,

As a mother of two young children and sister of a vaccine injured man who will need care for life, I urge you to consider that there are risks whether a family chooses to vaccinate their children or not. There especially should NOT be a mandate on a vaccine for a sexually transmitted disease for young children to enter school. Schools are not where HPV is spread. It is not a contagious virus like Measels or Chicken Pox. There have been over 500 deaths reported to VAERS from this vaccine alone. The risks are very REAL and it should be up to the parent of each child to determine which risks they are willing to take. Thank you for your time.

Kelsey Webber
Dear Washington State Board of Health,

I found out today that you are considering putting the HPV vaccine on the mandatory schedule for school children. I am writing to express my serious concerns about this possible step as well as the vaccine itself. It is a huge overstep and completely inappropriate for a vaccine that deals with a non-communicable disease to be mandated in order to attend school.

For a vaccine that is "settled science" it is curious that it was originally introduced as a three shot vaccine for girls. Then, without additional testing, it was approved for boys. Then it was changed to a two-shot series instead of a three shot series. In 2018, the age limit increased to 45, despite earlier insistence that the vaccine was only effective prior to sexual activity occurring (hence the push for 9 - 11 year olds to get the vaccine). A study recently came out indicating that one dose provided more protection than two doses. How is it that the efficacy is "settled science", yet the goal posts keep moving in regards to who should get the vaccine and how many doses are truly effective? Please look at the research regarding side effects, efficacy, cancer, infertility, etc., in relation to this vaccine.

Given that the vaccine only prevents against four strains of HPV, that there is increasing uncertainty regarding the efficacy, no blind placebo tests have been done, the original sample size was woefully small, and that the companies that manufacture vaccines have no liability when children are irreparably harmed by their product (and, despite what the main stream media would have you believe, there have been adverse reactions resulting in permanent disability and/or death), I strongly object to any consideration given to making this vaccine part of the recommended schedule.

Please take the time to research this vaccine, from sources other than those provided by vaccine manufacturers. There is only one HPV vaccine currently available on the US market; are we really okay with, once again, giving a corporation carte blanche over the safety of our children without adequate safety reviews and long-term studies? How can we completely ignore those who have been harmed? Mandating this vaccine would not be in the interest of public safety.

Thank you,
Lauri Schultheis
Spokane, WA
To whom it may concern,

I am the mother of two girls, ages 13 and 15. In my research regarding vaccines, I have many concerns regarding the HPV vaccine. I would be happy to provide references if you would like. HPV is not a communicable disease and is irrelevant to my children (or any other children) and their ability to go to school. Please do not add this unsafe vaccine to the required schedule.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Tanya Mackey
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For a vaccine that is "settled science" it is curious that it was originally introduced as a three shot vaccine for girls. Then, without additional testing, it was approved for boys. Then it was changed to a two-shot series instead of a three shot series. In 2018, the age limit increased to 45, despite earlier insistence that the vaccine was only effective prior to sexual activity occurring (hence the push for 9 - 11 year olds to get the vaccine). A study recently came out indicating that one dose provided more protection than two doses. How is it that the efficacy is "settled science", yet the goal posts keep moving in regards to who should get the vaccine and how many doses are truly effective? Please look at the research regarding side effects, efficacy, cancer, infertility, etc., in relation to this vaccine.

Given that the vaccine only prevents against four strains of HPV, that there is increasing uncertainty regarding the efficacy, no blind placebo tests have been done, the original sample size was woefully small, and that the companies that manufacture vaccines have no liability when children are irreparably harmed by their product (and, despite what the main stream media would have you believe, there have been adverse reactions resulting in permanent disability and/or death), I strongly object to any consideration given to making this vaccine part of the recommended schedule.

Please take the time to research this vaccine, from sources other than those provided by vaccine manufacturers. There is only one HPV vaccine currently available on the US market; are we really okay with, once again, giving a corporation carte blanche over the safety of our children without adequate safety reviews and long-term studies? How can we completely ignore those who have been harmed? Mandating this vaccine would not be in the interest of public safety.

Thank you,
Lauri Schultheis
Spokane, WA
Dear Washington State Board of Health,

I was alarmed to hear that you are considering mandating the HPV vaccine on the school's list of required vaccines. HPV is not a communicable disease. The Gardisal vaccine has not gone through double blind placebo studies (neither has any other required vaccinations) and if a person was to be diagnosed with HPV it clears on its own within two years 95% of the time. I was diagnosed with HPV when I was 20 and that was over 20 years ago. I received the diagnosis from a Pap smear and it resolved on its own. Why, why, why do you feel the need to require a dangerous vaccine for our children? I would never allow my children to receive this vaccine, EVER! I would take my children out of public school before I have them injected with toxins that could potentially kill them.

Please know that when you put these types of mandates before us you are taking away our parental rights to choose what is best for our children.

Thank you,

Geri Rubano
Camas, WA
Hello,

I am a parent and I do NOT want this vaccine added to school requirements.

Thank you,
Rob
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triciajanke@gmail.com
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Hello I am a concerned father regarding the HPV vaccine that is trying to be mandatory for children going to school. It is a sexually transferred disease and the vaccine is very dangerous and has been proven to be dangerous and would have more risk than reward for our kids. Please do not allow this to happen.

Thank you,

Mathew Davis
Hello I am a concerned father regarding the HPV vaccine that is trying to be mandatory for children going to school. It is a sexually transferred disease and the vaccine is very dangerous and has been proven to be dangerous and would have more risk than reward for our kids. Please do not allow this to happen.

Thank you,

Mathew Davis
From: Nicole Allen
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: HPV Vaccine
Date: Thursday, January 2, 2020 8:01:23 PM

I’m a parent and I do NOT want this vaccine added to school requirements.
Over 500 deaths have been reported to VAERS and the injuries from this vaccine are so rampant and catastrophic that Japan stopped using it, and there are class action lawsuits in multiple other countries. And (verified by RFK JR) the clinical trials were so fraudulent that there will be lawsuits coming soon in the United States too. HPV is not transmitted in a school setting and there’s no need to add it to school requirements.

Thank you for your time,
~Nicole Allen
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As a mother of 4 girls I most strenuously object to this vaccine being added to the current list of required vaccines. My cousin developed cancer as a direct result of this vaccine. It is an unnecessary and dangerous threat to our children's health. Please vote NO!

Brienne Champneys
Puyallup, WA
As a mother of 4 girls I most strenuously object to this vaccine being added to the current list of required vaccines. My cousin developed cancer as a direct result of this vaccine. It is an unnecessary and dangerous threat to our children's health. Please vote NO!

Brienne Champneys
Puyallup, WA
Hello my name is Alexandra,

I am here to give my concern regarding this vaccine. It is an absolute dangerous vaccine and should not be considered to be put on as a requirement for children to go to school. First off it is NOT a communicable infection. This is a sexually transmitted infection! This definitely needs to be something that parents have 100% control on if they choose to give it to their children. They should not feel pressured to give it in order for their children to have an education!!

Please please consider the risks here, do the research, look into this vaccine more before putting so many children at risk.

Thank you for your time!

Alexandra Davis

Sent from my iPhone
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Hello,
As a parent and a United States citizen I strongly oppose any government overreach! Mandating any type of medicine or medical procedure is unethical and unconstitutional. The HPV vaccine is dangerous and completely unnecessary for public school attendance. The absurdity of this vaccine being added to the school required vaccine schedule would be laughable if it was not so ridiculously and blatantly an effort to erode bodily autonomy and line the pockets of vaccine manufacturers. I sincerely hope to witness our WA state government preserving our parental, constitutional and medical freedoms over the year to come.
Thank
Maria Carroll
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We do not consent and do not agree with adding the HPV Vaccine to the schedule. This vaccine is not needed for children in school, or children at all. This vaccines need to be a Parents right to choose. Our children are our responsibility and we should have the right to decide on their medical needs.

Davis Family.
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Davis Family.
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I’m a parent and I do NOT want this vaccine added to school requirements.

Samantha Bouma
I am writing to express my immense concern with the intended mandate for the HPV-Guardasil vaccine to be added to the CDC vaccine schedule for Washington State on the grounds that this vaccine is intended to prevent sexually-transmitted disease, and therefore does not need to be required of all students attending public schools/organizations. Students are able to completely prevent exposure to this disease and thus numerous students have zero chance of catching HPV, so this mandate would put them at risk unnecessarily of vaccine reactions. Do not add HPV (Guardasil) vaccine to the Washington State Vaccine schedule for public school students.

Sincerely,

Debra G.
Tri-Cities, Washington
I am a mother, concerned for the future health of all our children.

I must add my voice to say that the HPV vaccine is too risky, too dangerous for young and sensitive bodies which need our nourishment and support, not our force and our injections; robust health cannot be injected.

HPV is not transmitted in a school setting, so should not be required for children to attend school.
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HPV is not transmitted in a school setting, so should not be required for children to attend school.
I do not want to have the hpv vaccine added to the vaccine schedule. This does not prevent a communicable disease and has no place in the school schedule.

Best regards,

Jocelyn

--

Jocelyn Hawley  
WA State Real Estate Broker  
Home Realty

Jocelyn@JocelynHawley.com  
Facebook.com/JocelynHawleyRealEstate  
206-427-9164

The best compliment you can give is a referral!
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I AM A PARENT AND I DO NOT WANT THE HPV VACCINE ADDED TO THE SCHOOL REQUIREMENTS.

THANK YOU!

BRENT SYMES
206-313-3733
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To whom it may concern,

As a native and long-time resident of Washington State, I would like to voice my valid and well-founded concern over the Washington Board of Health considering the HPV vaccine, commonly known as Gardasil for inclusion into any form of public school vaccination plan in Washington State. The consideration of such a horrendous vaccine with such a poor track record leaves me with serious questions about the knowledge, education and wisdom of those who would propose such an awful vaccine. Included below are twenty five reasons why this vaccine should never be considered in our public school system. Please consider this factual information in your decision making process, and secondly, please offer the appropriate training to any of your staff that were given opportunity to make this proposal. The very nature of their proposal indicates their blatant lack of knowledge in regard to current vaccine status and statistics.

Sincerely,
Gordon E. Glockner
1312 NE 64th St.
Vancouver, WA  98665
360 904-4433

Inappropriate placebos and comparisons

1. A placebo is supposed to be an inert substance that looks just like the drug being tested. But in the Gardasil clinical trials, Merck used a neurotoxic aluminum adjuvant called AAHS instead of using an inert saline placebo.
2. Among girls and women who received the vaccine and among girls and women who received AAHS, an astonishing 2.3% in both groups experienced conditions indicative of “systemic autoimmune disorders,” many shortly after receiving Gardasil.
3. Multiple scientific studies associate aluminum not just with autoimmune diseases but with autism, Alzheimer’s disease, dementia and Parkinson’s disease as well as behavioral abnormalities in animals.
4. Merck lied to study participants, falsely saying that the clinical trials were not safety studies, that the vaccine had already been found to be safe and that the “placebo” was an inert saline solution. [Source: The HPV Vaccine on Trial (photo evidence, pp. 6 and 12).]
5. When Merck conducted clinical trials for its next HPV vaccine formulation, Gardasil 9, it used Gardasil as the “placebo” in the control groups, again relying on the lack of an inert placebo to mask safety signals.
6. The 500 micrograms of aluminum adjuvant (AAHS) in Gardasil 9 are more than double the amount of aluminum in Gardasil; this raises the question of whether Gardasil 9’s heavy reliance on the Gardasil trials for comparison is justifiable.
7. The World Health Organization states that using a vaccine (rather than an inert substance) as a placebo creates a “methodological disadvantage” and also notes that it
may be “difficult or impossible” to assess vaccine safety properly without a true placebo.

Inappropriate inclusion and exclusion criteria

8. In the only Gardasil trial in the target age group (11- and 12-year-old girls) with a control group design, fewer than 1200 children received the vaccine and fewer than 600 served as controls. This single trial involving fewer than 1800 children set the stage for the vaccine’s subsequent marketing to millions of healthy preteens all over the world.

9. The Gardasil clinical trials had numerous exclusion criteria. Not allowed to participate in the trials were people with: severe allergies; prior abnormal Pap test results; over four lifetime sex partners; a history of immunological disorders and other chronic illnesses; reactions to vaccine ingredients, including aluminum, yeast, and benzonase; or a history of drug or alcohol abuse—yet Merck now recommends Gardasil for all of these groups.

Inadequate monitoring

10. Some of the study participants—but not all—were given “report cards” to record short-term reactions such as redness and itching. The report cards monitored reactions for a mere 14 days, however, and Merck did not follow up with participants who experienced serious adverse events such as systemic autoimmune or menstrual problems.

11. Injured participants complained that Merck rebuffed their attempts to report adverse side effects. In numerous instances, Merck maintained that these “weren’t related to the vaccine.”

12. Half (49.6%) of the clinical trial subjects who received Gardasil reported serious medical conditions within seven months. To avoid classifying these injuries as adverse events, Merck dismissed them as “new medical conditions.”

Annual deaths from cervical cancer in the U.S. are 2.3/100,000. The death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was 85/100,000—or 37 times that of cervical cancer.

Cervical cancer risk-benefit ratio not worth it

13. The median age of cervical cancer death is 58 years. Gardasil targets millions of healthy preadolescents and teens for whom the risk of dying from cervical cancer is practically zero. Interventions for healthy people must have a risk profile that is also practically zero.

14. Annual deaths from cervical cancer in the U.S. are 2.3/100,000. In the Gardasil clinical trials, there were 40 deaths in the groups exposed to either the vaccine, the aluminum-containing “placebo” or a solution containing polysorbate 80 and borax. Although about half of the deaths were accident- or suicide-related, among the remaining fatalities (~65/100,000), many of the causes of death—such as sepsis, cardiac events, and autoimmune conditions—could plausibly be vaccine-related.

15. With 76 million children vaccinated at an average cost of $420 for the three-shot Gardasil series, the cost of saving one American life from cervical cancer amounts to
about $18.3 million dollars. By contrast, the value of a human life according to the Department of Health and Human Services’s (HHS’s) National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program is $250,000—the maximum amount that the government program will award for a vaccine-related death.

16. According to Gardasil’s package insert, women are 100 times more likely to suffer a severe event following vaccination with Gardasil than they are to get cervical cancer.

17. The chances of getting an autoimmune disease from Gardasil, even if the vaccine works, are 1,000 times greater than the chances of being saved from a cervical cancer death. (The link provided above goes to the Gardasil package insert. On page 8 of the insert is Table 9—girls/women who reported an “incident condition potentially indicative of a systemic autoimmune disorder”—which shows that 2.3% of Gardasil [and also AAHS] recipients reported an autoimmune disorder, and 2.3% is 2.3 per 100. If you convert that to a per 100,000 rate, it is 2300 per 100,000. The U.S. SEER cancer database shows that for 2016, cervical cancer mortality for all ages/races was 2.24 per 100,000. 2300 is approximately 1000 times greater than 2.24.)

18. Women in Gardasil clinical trials with evidence of current HPV infection and previous exposure to HPV had a 44% increased risk of developing cervical lesions or cancer following vaccination.

19. Women who get the Gardasil vaccine as preteens or teens are more likely to skip cervical cancer screening as adults, mistakenly assuming that HPV vaccination is a replacement for screening and that the vaccine will eliminate all risk.

Since Gardasil came on the U.S. market in 2006, people have reported over 450 deaths and over 61,000 serious medical conditions from HPV vaccines to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System.

Fertility effects

20. Accumulating evidence points to Gardasil’s potentially severe adverse effects on fertility, including miscarriage and premature ovarian failure.

21. Merck never tested the vaccine for fertility effects. However, Gardasil and Gardasil 9 clinical trials showed high spontaneous miscarriage rates of 25% and 27.4%, respectively—significantly higher than the background rates of approximately 10%-15% in this reproductive age group.

22. Polysorbate 80 and sodium borate (Borax) are associated with infertility in animals. Both are Gardasil ingredients, and both were present in the one clinical trial protocol that professed to use a benign saline placebo.

Post-licensing

23. In 2015, Denmark opened five new “HPV clinics” to treat children injured by Gardasil. Over 1300 cases flooded the clinics shortly after their opening.

24. Since Gardasil came on the U.S. market in 2006, people have reported over 450 deaths and over 61,000 serious medical conditions from HPV vaccines to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS).

25. Merck lied to VAERS about the case of Christina Tarsell’s death, falsely claiming that her doctor blamed a virus instead of Gardasil. [Source: The HPV Vaccine on Trial (p. 144).]
The vaccine that should never have been licensed

As suggested in the conclusion to the 2018 book *The HPV Vaccine on Trial*, the rollout of Gardasil in 125 countries worldwide has illustrated—in an all-too-real and shocking manner—the phenomenon that prompted Hans Christian Andersen to write “The Emperor’s New Clothes.”

Around the world, **over 100,000**

Gardasil-related adverse events have now been reported to the FDA and WHO, and accounts continue to multiply of “scandal, lawsuits, severe injuries, and deaths.” For almost 200 years, Andersen’s story has taught readers about the need to speak the truth, pay attention to evidence and listen to children. The rosy narrative manufactured for the dangerous Gardasil vaccine must not be allowed to hold sway any longer. It is time, in the words of the *HPV Vaccine on Trial* authors, to proclaim—loudly—that “the Emperor has no clothes.”
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18. Women in Gardasil clinical trials with evidence of current HPV infection and previous exposure to HPV had a 44% increased risk of developing cervical lesions or cancer following vaccination.

19. Women who get the Gardasil vaccine as preteens or teens are more likely to skip cervical cancer screening as adults, mistakenly assuming that HPV vaccination is a replacement for screening and that the vaccine will eliminate all risk.

Since Gardasil came on the U.S. market in 2006, people have reported over 450 deaths and over 61,000 serious medical conditions from HPV vaccines to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System.

**Fertility effects**

20. Accumulating evidence points to Gardasil’s potentially severe adverse effects on fertility, including miscarriage and premature ovarian failure.

21. Merck never tested the vaccine for fertility effects. However, Gardasil and Gardasil 9 clinical trials showed high spontaneous miscarriage rates of 25% and 27.4%, respectively—significantly higher than the background rates of approximately 10%-15% in this reproductive age group.

22. Polysorbate 80 and sodium borate (Borax) are associated with infertility in animals. Both are Gardasil ingredients, and both were present in the one clinical trial protocol that professed to use a benign saline placebo.

**Post-licensing**

23. In 2015, Denmark opened five new “HPV clinics” to treat children injured by Gardasil. Over 1300 cases flooded the clinics shortly after their opening.

24. Since Gardasil came on the U.S. market in 2006, people have reported over 450 deaths and over 61,000 serious medical conditions from HPV vaccines to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS).

25. Merck lied to VAERS about the case of Christina Tarsell’s death, falsely claiming that her doctor blamed a virus instead of Gardasil. [Source: The HPV Vaccine on Trial (p. 144).]
The vaccine that should never have been licensed

As suggested in the conclusion to the 2018 book *The HPV Vaccine on Trial*, the rollout of Gardasil in 125 countries worldwide has illustrated—in an all-too-real and shocking manner—the phenomenon that prompted Hans Christian Andersen to write “The Emperor’s New Clothes.”

Around the world, over 100,000 Gardasil-related adverse events have now been reported to the FDA and WHO, and accounts continue to multiply of “scandal, lawsuits, severe injuries, and deaths.” For almost 200 years, Andersen’s story has taught readers about the need to speak the truth, pay attention to evidence and listen to children. The rosy narrative manufactured for the dangerous Gardasil vaccine must not be allowed to hold sway any longer. It is time, in the words of the *HPV Vaccine on Trial* authors, to proclaim—loudly—that “the Emperor has no clothes.”
To whom it may concern:

I oppose adding the HPV vaccine to the required school schedule. This vaccine is dangerous but regardless parents and children should have the right to choose to get it or not.

Faith Hovde
Pasco, Wa
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I oppose adding the HPV vaccine to the required school schedule. This vaccine is dangerous but regardless parents and children should have the right to choose to get it or not.

Faith Hovde
Pasco, Wa
January 2, 2020

To the WA State Board of Health:

The Informed Choice WA (ICWA) Board and our more than twelve thousand general members and followers oppose the addition of HPV to chapter 246-105 WAC (Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine-Preventable Diseases.)

Worldwide protests and lawsuits are ongoing against Merck’s controversial HPV vaccine product, Gardasil, due to growing reports of injuries, deaths, clinical trial fraud, and fraudulent marketing. Several nations have chosen not to recommend HPV vaccines because of reported injuries and deaths, including Japan, Columbia, and Denmark. Several countries have set up special clinics to help the injured.

The role of public health should not extend to the use of coercion to compel uptake of any pharmaceutical product, let alone a controversial product whose safety is questioned. Public Health should be protecting the public by providing up-to-date and accurate information about communicable disease and up-to-date and accurate information about industry products that target those diseases so that consumers can make personal health decisions based on unbiased facts, not marketing hype.

ICWA has been actively working to highlight the need to separate the Pharmaceutical Industry from Public Health entities such as the CDC and WA State Department of Health, in order to eliminate unacceptable conflicts of interest and restore medical freedom and fully informed medical consent to consumers.

ICWA provided copies of the book *The HPV Vaccine on Trial* to several members of the BOH, including Washington Secretary of Health John Wiesman. In April 2019, ICWA also met with John Wiesman, Chief Science Officer Kathy Lofy, and Washington DOH Immunization Director Michele Roberts, along with two of the authors of *The HPV Vaccine on Trial*, attorneys Mary Holland and Kim Rosenberg, and Emily Tarsell, mother of Christina, who died from Gardasil injuries. At the meeting, up-to-date disturbing evidence of the dangers of Gardasil was presented to these officials.
VAERS is the passive federal voluntary Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System that a Harvard study found captures less than 1% of adverse events — yet that flawed system is all we have to attempt to quantify vaccine injuries. As of December 2019, the following have been reported to VAERS:

63,979 HPV vaccine-related adverse events including 523 HPV vaccine-related deaths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Found 63979 cases where Vaccine targets HPV (HPV2 or HPV4 or HPV9 or HPVX)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 3 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-8 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-12 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-17 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-44 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-64 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-74 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75+ Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Found 523 cases where Vaccine targets HPV (HPV2 or HPV4 or HPV9 or HPVX) and Patient Died</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 3 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-8 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-12 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-17 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-44 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of these, 650 adverse events, including two deaths (in girls aged 11 and 13) occurred in Washington State.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Found 650 cases where Location is Washington and Vaccine targets HPV (HPV2 or HPV4 or HPV9 or HPVX)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 3 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-8 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-12 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-17 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-44 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Found 2 cases where Location is Washington and Vaccine targets HPV (HPV2 or HPV4 or HPV9 or HPVX) and Patient Died</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-12 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-17 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gardasil is covered under the 1986 National Vaccine Injury Compensation Act, which shields manufacturers from liability. Causes of action for injury and death must be brought
before the federally-administered “Vaccine Court”, a no-fault, no-jury federal system to which vaccine makers are not a party. Several cases have made it through the lengthy and arduous process with the preponderance of the scientific evidence leading to compensation of the victims.

EXAMPLES:

- **Ruling on Entitlement** finding petitioner entitled to compensation based on an injury caused-in-fact by a covered vaccine on May 22, 2015. **Encephalitis, intractable epilepsy, and subsequent developmental delay.** A lump sum payment of $1,428,188.00, representing compensation for lost earnings ($1,055,056.01), pain and suffering ($250,000.00), and life care expenses for Year One ($123,131.99).
- **Petitioner had proven**, by a preponderance of the evidence, that her JIA (Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis) was caused by her HPV vaccinations. A lump sum payment of $1,274,658.50, representing compensation for life care expenses expected to be incurred during the first year after judgment ($37,793.01), lost earnings.
- **Petitioner has put forth preponderant evidence** that the HPV vaccine caused her to suffer a **chronic autoimmune demyelinating illness**. A lump sum payment of $1,473,004.35, representing compensation for life care expenses expected to be incurred during the first year after judgment ($260,249.52), lost earnings ($962,754.83), and pain and suffering ($250,000.00).

Please view the video presentation hyperlinked below which highlights the flaws and fraud of Merck’s Gardasil product.

**Video Link: Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.’s. Science Day Presentation on Gardasil**

“Annual deaths from cervical cancer in the U.S. are 2.3/100,000. The death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was 85/100,000—or 37 times that of cervical cancer . . . According to Gardasil’s package insert, **women are 100 times more likely to suffer a severe event following vaccination with Gardasil than they are to get cervical cancer.**” - *Children’s Health Defense*

Given the evidence of fraud and mounting scientific studies revealing risks, the case against Gardasil is immense, but the multi-million dollar marketing campaigns, funded by Merck (who had revenue of more than **$3 billion** in Gardasil sales in 2018) and the CDC, are relentless, saturating every level of public health. Neither Merck nor the CDC are
responsible for injuries or deaths caused by Gardasil — they only collect the profits. The CDC receives royalties from the sale of every Gardasil vaccine because they hold patents to key components. They have refused to release the amount of this income despite Freedom of Information Act requests. When the same government agency that profits from a product is also in charge of promoting that product and monitoring it for safety, there is an irreconcilable conflict of interest.

Furthermore, HPV vaccination does not meet the BOH’s Criteria for Reviewing Antigens for Potential Inclusion in WAC 246-105-030 in several ways, as described below. Italic sections are edited from the Criteria; blue sections are ICWA comments.

FRAMEWORK: The Criteria is based on John Stuart Mill’s “harm principle” which BOH interpreted to mean that vaccine requirements for children entering childcare and/or school are justifiable when without them:

- The state’s obligation to protect the public’s health and safety would be compromised.
- An individual’s decision could place others’ health in jeopardy;
- The state’s economic interests could be threatened by the costs of care for vaccine preventable illness, related disability, or death, and by the cost of managing vaccine preventable disease outbreaks;
- The state’s duty to educate children could be compromised.

HPV is a sexually transmitted infection that is not caught in public settings such as daycare or school. The state’s economic interests are not threatened, nor are there HPV “outbreaks” to be managed. The state’s duty to educate children is not compromised by a child’s HPV vaccination status.

ASSUMPTIONS: The IAC made two assumptions while drafting the criteria: (1) a process exists to opt out of immunization requirements by children attending either childcare or school;

Vaccination exemptions are currently under threat across the nation and in WA. In the 2019 Legislative Session, SB 5841 threatened to remove personal exemptions from all school-required vaccines. The pharmaceutical industry has more lobbyists in WA State and WA D.C. than any other industry, and professional associations heavily tied to the industry, such as the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), have publicly announced their goal of eliminating all non-medical exemptions. The existence of opt-out processes cannot be assumed.
NINE CRITERIA TO CONSIDER IN EVALUATING ANTIGENS

I. Criteria on the effectiveness of the vaccine

1. A vaccine containing this antigen is recommended by the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices and included on its Recommended Childhood & Adolescent Immunization Schedule. The ACIP does recommend this vaccine, but ACIP members, and those of other federal agencies responsible for vaccine oversight and licensing, have unacceptable conflicts of interest. Please see the video linked above.

2. The vaccine containing this antigen is effective as measured by immunogenicity and population-based prevention data in Washington State, as available. There is no evidence that HPV vaccination programs have or will reduce cancer rates in WA State. A temporary reduction of vaccine-targeted HPV strain cases is not evidence of future health outcomes. Clinical trials used cervical lesions as endpoints even though most cervical lesions never develop into cancer. There is evidence that vaccination increases risk of cervical cancer in those previously infected, and there is evidence that the risks of the vaccine outweigh the risks of the infection. See: Children’s Health Defense HPV Research Page.

Over the years, licensing has been extended into age groups and populations for which there have been no safety or effectiveness testing. The HPV vaccines have never been studied to see if they prevent mouth and throat cancers, but Gardasil is being marketed by Public Health as a preventive for those. It is all guess work, assumption, and presumption, and the general public is being used as unwitting trial subjects, in violation of federal regulations regarding clinical trials. If a fully informed individual wants to participate in these sloppy Phase 4 trial studies, that is their choice, but the state has no right to coerce parents into signing their children up for this experiment. The CDC states: "The HPV vaccine was developed to prevent cervical and other cancers of the reproductive system. The vaccine protects against the types of HPV that can cause oropharyngeal cancers, so it may also prevent oropharyngeal cancers. But studies have not been done to show this." (emphasis added)

3. The vaccine containing this antigen is cost effective from a societal perspective. It has been estimated based on Merck’s own data that if the vaccine worked, it would cost $18.3 million in vaccine sales to prevent just one cancer death, cause 1,000 cases of vaccine-induced autoimmune disease, and cause numerous vaccine-related miscarriages, birth defects, chronic health conditions, and deaths. No, this is not cost-effective. Other protocols, such as Pap screening, are far more safe, cost-effective, and proven to prevent cancer.
4. Experience to date with the vaccine containing this antigen demonstrates that it is safe and has an acceptable level of side effects. Experience to date demonstrates the HPV vaccines to be seriously flawed, potentially fraudulent, and have unacceptable levels of serious, even fatal side effects.

II. Disease Burden Criteria

5. The vaccine containing this antigen prevents disease(s) that has significant morbidity and/or mortality in at least some sub-set of the population. HPV vaccines have not been proven to prevent cancer. HPV infections are common, mostly symptom-free, and clear naturally on their own in the vast majority of cases (more than 95%). In developed nations where individuals have access to medical care, proper screening and treatment have greatly reduced the incidence of HPV-related cancers and this screening and treatment is necessary even if an individual has been vaccinated. There are more than 200 strains of HPV and evidence of strain-replacement due to vaccine pressure. The sub-set of the population susceptible to HPV-related cancers have options to reducing their risk which include managing lifestyle factors, such as not smoking. Individuals may at their own risk choose an HPV vaccine product, but the products have not been proven to prevent cancer and consumers must be given full information on which to base their decision.

6. Vaccinating against this disease reduces the risk of person-to-person transmission, with transmission in a school or child care setting or activity being given the highest priority. HPV is sexually transmitted and so not transmissible in a school or childcare setting. If sex is occurring in those situations, it is illegal activity and should be addressed and/or prosecuted.

III. Implementation of the Criteria

7. The vaccine containing this antigen is acceptable to the medical community and the public. The vaccine is not acceptable to many in the medical community and the public. It is one of the most controversial vaccines for many valid reasons.

8. The administrative burdens of delivery and tracking of vaccine containing this antigen are reasonable. The vaccine is one of the most expensive on the market. Delivering and tracking and returns to the state are therefore also expensive.

9. The burden of compliance for the vaccine containing this antigen is reasonable for the parent/caregiver. While it is a minor financial burden for parents to get the vaccine (the state or insurance pays but time must be taken for the administration appointment), it is an unacceptable personal and financial burden to take the health risk. It is also a major burden to attempt to obtain an exemption from any vaccine requirement. Doctors and clinics are increasingly refusing to sign any exemptions of any type, and parents sometimes have to see three or more practitioners before finding one who will respect their medical decisions and sign an exemption, even
though the signature simply verifies the parent has been told the risks and benefits of a vaccination and is not an endorsement of the parent’s choice.

Vaccine requirements for childcare and school entry always introduce a layer of coercion to what should be private medical decisions and they increase risk of harm because they discourage personalization of administration, neglect individual susceptibility to harm, and ignore new science and in-progress legal proceedings on vaccine products. As the FDA wrote in 1988:

Pre-licensing clinical trials are conducted in a controlled environment, much different from data obtained from passive or active post-marketing surveillance systems. After licensure, vaccinated persons have diverse demographic characteristics (e.g., age, race, socioeconomic background), medical history (immunocompromised host), and/or multiple medical problems necessitating medication (potential drug interactions). These previously unstudied components of a patient’s social or medical history may be risk factors which could impact the outcome of vaccination and contribute to the development of adverse events.

ICWA has presented much information to the BOH about individual susceptibility to vaccine injury and vaccine failures that have been revealed post-marketing for many of the vaccines currently required. This information has been ignored, even when a vaccine has been found to increase risk of transmission in a childcare or school setting, such as with pertussis. But because HPV vaccines were not tested for safety or efficacy in most of the population groups now being targeted, and the trials that did take place are now the subject of a fraud case, an HPV vaccine requirement by WA State would be unacceptable coercion, even forced experimentation.

The science on vaccines is not settled. The science on HPV vaccines is unsettling.

In conclusion, the ICWA Board and members vehemently oppose the addition of HPV to chapter 246-105 WAC (Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine-Preventable Diseases.)

We ask that the BOH vote against beginning the rulemaking process and instead join with ICWA in protecting consumers.

Sincerely,

Bernadette Pajer, co-president, ICWA

InformedChoiceWA.org
Scientific Integrity • Healthy Immunity • Informed Consent
Dear Board of Health:

We are horrified that you are considering adding Gardisol as a required vaccine for Washington residents.

1. STD's are NOT communicable diseases.
2. Cervical cancer can largely be controlled by not sleeping around. Maybe you should do a campaign to educate people. When people are asked, very few know that cervical cancer is largely a result of multiple sex partners.
3. How come the government is all in when it comes to the mantra of "can't tell a woman what to do with her own body" in regard to carrying a child, but now, you are proposing to force putting a foreign chemical in our bodies. Kinda inconsistent?
4. I've read that Gardisol has been very harmful even causing deaths in young people. Is the State prepared to be liable for their part?
5. Please reject this proposal.

Sincerely,

Gary and Leslie Fanning
Box 38
Royal City, Wa.
cc: to 13th District Legislators
Tom Dent, Judy Warnick, Alex Ibarra
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Dear Washington Board of Health,

I am parent in Washington writing to express my concerns on more mandated vaccines that have not been properly tested. According to the agenda for the January 8th meeting, there is a agenda item of adding the HPV vaccine (a non-communicable disease) to the required school schedule. This is unacceptable. The role of public health is NOT to use coercion to compel the use of a pharmaceutical product, especially one that is controversial.

It seems as if the board is ignoring very clear research and information demonstrating the lack of safety and efficacy of Merck’s Gardasil vaccine. They have made billions on this vaccine, without actually proving that it has prevented even one case of cervical cancer. I strongly urge you to read the concerning breakdown about the HPV vaccine from the American College of Pediatrics as they call out major flaws with original Gardasil research published.

**You must also consider these facts:**
1. Informed choice and medical freedom are fundamental rights. As citizens and parents we have the right to decide what is injected into our bodies and our children’s and a right to know the risks and benefits associated with each liability free pharmaceutical vaccine product.
2. According to the American Cancer Society, cervical cancer is preventable with proper screening tests.
3. HPV is a sexually transmitted infection that is not caught in public settings such as daycare or school. HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time.
4. You have a higher chance of dying from the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil than getting or dying from a HPV associated cancer. The death rate of cervical cancer in the US is 2.3/100,000. The death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was 85/100,000 or 37 times that of cervical cancer. The total HPV associated cancer rate of cervical, anal, vaginal and vulva is 19.8/100,000. Do the math!
5. According to the Gardasil insert there is a 2.3% chance of developing an autoimmune disease after receiving the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil. That means 2.3 out of every 100 children will develop a lifelong chronic disease such as arthritis, lupus, multiple sclerosis, etc. after receiving the liability free HPV vaccine product/Gardasil.
6. Half (49.6%) of the clinical trial subjects who received Gardasil reported serious medical conditions within seven months. To avoid classifying these injuries as adverse events, Merck dismissed them as “new medical conditions.”
7. Females in the Gardasil clinical trials with evidence of current HPV infection and previous exposure to HPV had a 44% increased risk of developing cervical lesions or cancer following vaccination.
8. The HPV vaccine product/Gardasil has been associated with premature ovarian
failure (teenage menopause!) and increased miscarriage rates 10-15% higher than the corresponding reproductive age group.

9. There have not been any real Gardasil safety studies conducted. In the Gardasil clinical trials, Merck used a neurotoxin aluminum adjuvant called AAHS instead of using an inert saline placebo. In the clinical trials, there was little to no difference in the safety profiles of the AAHS adjuvant and Gardasil. The World Health Organization has stated that using something other than an inert substance as a placebo creates a “methodological disadvantage”. This may make it “difficult or impossible” to assess vaccine safety properly without a true placebo. It is no surprise to learn that Merck is currently being sued for fraudulent Gardasil safety studies.

These are our children and we have the right to question vaccines and choose what it best for our individual health needs, period. We must separate pharmaceutical industry from public health entities. Parents are waking up and we will hold you all accountable.

Thank you,
Sarah Geiger
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January 2, 2020

Dear Board of Health members,

I am writing in opposition to the proposed addition of the HPV vaccine to childcare and school requirements, for many reasons.

First and foremost, the right of a child to receive an education should not be tied to their medical status. Mandating vaccines for school attendance is nothing short of coercion. The use of fear to drive any form of decision, whether medical, financial or other is unethical. Your mantra that "everyone should have the opportunity to live a healthy life" is contradicted by the notion that you would force individuals to inject substances into their sovereign being against their will.

Second, this disease is not of a contagious nature that would harmfully impact attendance at school. I see no reason to add this to the mandated school list of what are considered communicable diseases, short of your being politically or financially influenced.

Does a deficiency of ibuprofen/aspirin/Tylenol cause headaches? No. There are chemical and musculoskeletal causes, the headache is a symptom. Does lack of vaccination lead to disease? Again, I say no. Disease is a manifestation of the body's immune system suppression, whether it be from nutritional deficiencies or imposed stressors such as work, school and/or family life. Go focus on nutrition policy to support building a better barrier system, since the first line of defense against viruses involves an intact integumentary system and mucous barriers.

I also have personal experience to oppose the HPV vaccine. I have had chronic autoimmunity after receiving 3 doses of Gardasil 10 years ago. I was that 26-year-old who saw the advertisements on TV; the fear-based “you might get cervical cancer.” If I had known that the literature states that the body clears 90% of HPV infections within 2 years, I may have chosen otherwise. Today I chose to provide my body and those of my children with proper nutrition, exercise and rest to support our body’s own defense system against diseases.

If you truly believe the HPV vaccine is necessary then mandate its coverage by insurance companies, but do not tie it to the right of a child to receive an education! Wouldn't you agree that educated individuals contribute in a more beneficial way to society? Vaccinate or do not attend school contradicts itself.

I have earned a BS in Human Biology and Doctorate in Chiropractic. My work experience includes four years as a counselor with the WIC program (Wisconsin), six years as an instructor of anatomy and physiology and eight years as a clinician. My current opposition is not one of ignorance; rather my stance is an educated one. Do not add the HPV vaccine to the list of mandated daycare and school vaccines.

Sincerely,

Amanda M. Kugel, DC
As a voter and a parent, I am strongly opposed to Washington state adding the HPV vaccine to the vaccine schedule for school-aged children. HPV is a disease only transmitted through sexual contact, which is not something that should ever happen at our schools. It is certainly not a disease that we need to be concerned about our children catching at school, like an outbreak of measles. If our legislators insist on adding this vaccine to the schedule, should we take this to mean that our educators expect our children to be engaging in sexual contact while at school? If so, that is an extremely concerning comment on our schools and we as parents will have to start evaluating just what is happening in school.

The HPV vaccine has caused many side effects in kids, including death. Where there is risk, there must be choice. Our children's education should not ever be in jeopardy based on our medical choices. If parents vaccinate their children with the HPV vaccine and they do have an adverse reaction, the parents and child have to live with those consequences for the rest of their lives, including the high costs of medical care. We should not be strong armed into making that choice by our education system. We should be allowed to evaluate these medical options and make our own choices, not be forced by our government to choose between education and risky medical procedures that deal only with sexual contact. For these reasons and more, I strongly oppose the HPV vaccine being added to the vaccine schedule.
As a voter and a parent, I am strongly opposed to Washington State adding the HPV vaccine to the vaccine schedule for school-aged children. HPV is a disease only transmitted through sexual contact, which is not something that should ever be happening at our schools. It is certainly not a disease that we need to be concerned about our children catching at school, like an outbreak of measles. If our legislators insist on adding this vaccine to the schedule, should we take this to mean that our educators expect our children to be engaging in sexual contact while at school? If so, that is an extremely concerning comment on our schools and we as parents will have to start evaluating just what is happening in school.

The HPV vaccine has caused many side effects in kids, including death. Where there is risk, there must be choice. Our children's education should not ever be in jeopardy based on our medical choices. If parents vaccinate their children with the HPV vaccine and they do have an adverse reaction, the parents and child have to live with those consequences for the rest of their lives, including the high costs of medical care. We should not be strong armed into making that choice by our education system. We should be allowed to evaluate these medical options and make our own choices, not be forced by our government to choose between education and risky medical procedures that deal only with sexual contact. For these reasons and more, I strongly oppose the HPV vaccine being added to the vaccine schedule.
I am a parent, grandparent and I WILL NOT give my child this vaccination. It kills children. NO
I am a parent, grandparent and I WILL NOT give my child this vaccination. It kills children. NO
Hello,
As a parent I do not feel comfortable with the HPV vaccine being added to the schedule of vaccines required for children to go to school. I also do not feel comfortable being forced into giving my young children a vaccine for a sexually transmitted disease. A vaccine that will no longer be effective by the time they are sexually active. This vaccine, and the disease it is designed to prevent, should not be a concern in the school setting.
There are currently over 60,000 reported adverse reactions to the HPV vaccine - more reported reactions than from any other vaccine. Vaccines that have been on the market far longer than this one, that is still quite new. With that being said, it's been estimated that only 1% of people even report vaccine injuries. So reactions are actually far higher than the numbers we have available to us.
The HPV vaccine has not been studied long enough to see if recipients are protected from cancer like the makers claim. There are far too many known adverse reactions listed in the inserts and reported by the recipients for this vaccine to be safely mandated. The risk for injury or death is far too great and the decision needs to be left up to families and their doctors. HPV clears up on its own in 95% of cases within 3 years of diagnosis. Life-long injury does not. Please, do not add this vaccine to the required schedule for children to receive an education.
Thank you,
Ashley stratton
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As a parent I do not feel comfortable with the HPV vaccine being added to the schedule of vaccines required for children to go to school. I also do not feel comfortable being forced into giving my young children a vaccine for a sexually transmitted disease. A vaccine that will no longer be effective by the time they are sexually active. This vaccine, and the disease it is designed to prevent, should not be a concern in the school setting. There are currently over 60,000 reported adverse reactions to the HPV vaccine - more reported reactions than from any other vaccine. Vaccines that have been on the market far longer than this one, that is still quite new. With that being said, it's been estimated that only 1% of people even report vaccine injuries. So reactions are actually far higher than the numbers we have available to us.
The HPV vaccine has not been studied long enough to see if recipients are protected from cancer like the makers claim. There are far too many known adverse reactions listed in the inserts and reported by the recipients for this vaccine to be safely mandated. The risk for injury or death is far too great and the decision needs to be left up to families and their doctors. HPV clears up on its own in 95% of cases within 3 years of diagnosis. Life-long injury does not. Please, do not add this vaccine to the required schedule for children to receive an education.
Thank you,
Ashley stratton
Dear WA State Board of Health,

As a Washington State Resident, I personally was injured by two doses of the HPV vaccine and absolutely would refuse it for me children. I have spoken with many other women about their own injuries or that of their children after receiving this vaccine. I strongly oppose the proposed rule change to add the HPV vaccine to Chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine Preventable Diseases.

The risks are of the HPV Vaccine/Gardasil are far greater than the benefits. This proposed rule change should not be recommended for many reasons but especially because HPV is a sexually transmitted infection that is not caught in public settings such as daycare or school. HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time. Per the Gardasil manufacturer's insert, you are more likely to be injured by the vaccine than to ever get cancer from HPV. The inserts also states this vaccine has never been tested for carcinogenic, mutagenic or infertility-causing properties.

Please truly educate yourselves on all sides of this matter and help the parents of WA State protect their most precious gifts in life, their children. As parents we won't back down when it comes to our kids. Now is the time to be on the right side of history. Stand up for truth, Stand up for freedom!

Sincerely,
Ashley Kelley
Bremerton, WA

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Dear WA State Board of Health,

As a Washington State Resident, I personally was injured by two doses of the HPV vaccine and absolutely would refuse it for me children. I have spoken with many other women about their own injuries or that of their children after receiving this vaccine. I strongly oppose the proposed rule change to add the HPV vaccine to Chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine Preventable Diseases.

The risks are of the HPV Vaccine/Gardasil are far greater than the benefits. This proposed rule change should not be recommended for many reasons but especially because HPV is a sexually transmitted infection that is not caught in public settings such as daycare or school. HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time. Per the Gardasil manufacturer's insert, you are more likely to be injured by the vaccine than to ever get cancer from HPV. The inserts also states this vaccine has never been tested for carcinogenic, mutagenic or infertility-causing properties.

Please truly educate yourselves on all sides of this matter and help the parents of WA State protect their most precious gifts in life, their children. As parents we won't back down when it comes to our kids. Now is the time to be on the right side of history. Stand up for truth, Stand up for freedom!

Sincerely,
Ashley Kelley
Bremerton, WA

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Gardasil is the least tested with high probability of terrible side-effects. It also has triple the level of aluminum and causes MAJOR health complications.

you are not preventing a damn thing...you add this..it's on your hands..

stop being political and being about $$$$$$$

vaccines are stupid..and this one is awful
Gardisil is the least tested with high probability of terrible side-effects
it also has triple the level aluminum and causes MAJOR health complications..

you are not preventing a damn thing...you add this..it's on your hands..

stop being political and being about $$$$$$$$

vaccines are stupid..and this one is aawful
To whom it may concern:

I am emailing about the consideration of adding the HPV vaccine to the vaccine schedule. I disagree and oppose this policy change. There is no proof the vaccine prevents cervix all cancer. It hasn’t been properly studied and many people have had terrible reactions. There is no reason to give this vaccine to children.

Sincerely,
Jordan Obermiller
To whom it may concern:

I am emailing about the consideration of adding the HPV vaccine to the vaccine schedule. I disagree and oppose this policy change. There is no proof the vaccine prevents cervical cancer. It hasn’t been properly studied and many people have had terrible reactions. There is no reason to give this vaccine to children.

Sincerely,
Jordan Obermiller
I’m a parent and I do NOT want the HPV vaccine added to school requirements!!!

You are pushing hard to remove exemptions and this vaccine is dangerous!! Over 500 deaths have been reported to VAERS and the injuries from this vaccine are so rampant and catastrophic that Japan stopped using it!! If you want to supply your schools with children I suggest you keep exemptions in tact!!!

Sincerely -
One angry parent
I’m a parent and I do NOT want the HPV vaccine added to school requirements!!!

You are pushing hard to remove exemptions and this vaccine is dangerous!! Over 500 deaths have been reported to VAERS and the injuries from this vaccine are so rampant and catastrophic that Japan stopped using it!! If you want to supply your schools with children I suggest you keep exemptions in tact!!!

Sincerely -
One angry parent
> As a concerned citizen and advocate of our rights, I strongly urge you to vote against mandatory Gardasil shots for our young people. The death rate is 37% higher in Gardasil vaccinated youth versus cervical cancer. How could you even consider mandating this????!!!
>
> Its not right for you older people to mandate this for our youth. It is against the constitution to force this dangerous drug on people. We should have the right to chose! Its ok for a woman to kill her baby but you don’t want us to have the right to chose if we want our kid vaccinated with this known dangerous drug??

- Bonnie Simmons
> As a concerned citizen and advocate of our rights, I strongly urge you to vote against mandatory Gardisil shots for our young people. The death rate is 37% higher in Gardasil vaccinated youth versus cervical cancer. How could you even consider mandating this????!!
>
> Its not right for you older people to mandate this for our youth. It is against the constitution to force this dangerous drug on people. We should have the right to chose! Its ok for a woman to kill her baby but you don’t want us to have the right to chose if we want our kid vaccinated with this known dangerous drug??

- Bonnie Simmons
I am a parent and I am against making the HPV vaccine mandatory for Washington state public schools!
I am a parent and I am against making the HPV vaccine mandatory for Washington state public schools!
HELLO:

I AM A SIXTEEN YEAR OLD MALE AND I DO NOT CONSENT NOR WILL I CONSENT TO BEING GIVEN THE HPV GARDASIL VACCINE.

I DO NOT APPROVE THE Washington State BOH'S CONTINUED INTEREST IN REQUIRING OR MANDATING THE HPV GARDASIL FOR DAY CARE OR SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN OR FOR THAT MATTER, ANYONE.

MY BODY, MY CHOICE.

SINCERELY,

JC FRASER
HELLO:

I AM A SIXTEEN YEAR OLD MALE AND I DO NOT CONSENT NOR WILL I CONSENT TO BEING GIVEN THE HPV GARDASIL VACCINE.

I DO NOT APPROVE THE Washington State BOH’S CONTINUED INTEREST IN REQUIRING OR MANDATING THE HPV GARDASIL FOR DAY CARE OR SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN OR FOR THAT MATTER, ANYONE.

MY BODY, MY CHOICE.

SINCERELY,

JC FRASER
DEAR WA BOH:

THE HPV GARDASIL SHOULD BE A CHOICE OF INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILY. THIS IS NOT A VACCINE THAT THE WA BOH SHOULD BE RECOMMENDING TO BE PUT ON A VACCINE SCHEDULE FOR CHILDREN OR ADULTS.

I AM A HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT AND WILL SAY NO TO HAVING THIS VACCINE. I WILL NOT BE FORCED TO HAVE THE HPV GARDASIL VACCINE.

DK FRASER
DEAR WA BOH:

THE HPV GARDASIL SHOULD BE A CHOICE OF INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILY. THIS IS NOT A VACCINE THAT THE WA BOH SHOULD BE RECOMMENDING TO BE PUT ON A VACCINE SCHEDULE FOR CHILDREN OR ADULTS.

I AM A HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT AND WILL SAY NO TO HAVING THIS VACCINE. I WILL NOT BE FORCED TO HAVE THE HPV GARDASIL VACCINE.

DK FRASER
I am a parent. I do not want the hpv vaccine on the requirement list. The virus is not spread in a school setting and has no business being on the list. Stop the intrusion.

Cody Bench
WA resident
I am a parent. I do not want the hpv vaccine on the requirement list. The virus is not spread in a school setting and has no business being on the list. Stop the intrusion.

Cody Bench
WA resident
Please do not add the HPV vaccine to the already dangerous list of required vaccines for our kids. I am a Parent and I am opposed to this vaccine being forced on our children.

Julia O’Connor Sanchez

Sent from my iPhone
From: Julia Sanchez
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: No HPV Vac requirement!!
Date: Thursday, January 2, 2020 9:09:08 PM

Please do not add the HPV vaccine to the already dangerous list of required vaccines for our kids. I am a Parent and I am opposed to this vaccine being forced on our children.

Julia O’Connor Sanchez

Sent from my iPhone
I am a parent and I do NOT want the HPV vaccine added to school requirements!

Sincerely,
Brandy Sikkens
I am a parent and I do NOT want the HPV vaccine added to school requirements!

Sincerely,
Brandy Sikkens
Dear Board of Health,

“Annual deaths from cervical cancer in the U.S. are 2.3/100,000. The death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was 85/100,000—or 37 times that of cervical cancer . . . According to Gardasil’s package insert, women are 100 times more likely to suffer a severe event following vaccination with Gardasil than they are to get cervical cancer.” - Children’s Health Defense

This is a no brainer, very offensive to those of us with brains.
Daniel Scott
Dear Board of Health,

“Annual deaths from cervical cancer in the U.S. are 2.3/100,000. The death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was 85/100,000—or 37 times that of cervical cancer . . . According to Gardasil’s package insert, women are 100 times more likely to suffer a severe event following vaccination with Gardasil than they are to get cervical cancer.” - *Children’s Health Defense*

This is a no brainer, very offensive to those of us with brains.  
Daniel Scott
To the Washington State Board of Health.

I am submitting my viewpoint on the agenda to add the HPV vaccine to the school requirements.

Given the fact that HPV is not a communicable disease in the school setting, it is an outrageous idea to begin with.

There is evidence of misleading information on the efficacy of this vaccine to even prevent cervical cancer that it purports to prevent.

HPV of all of the vaccines pushed by the CDC, has caused enormous harm, injury and death to some of the recipients. Much data supports this, in spite of the failure of the VAERS system to capture true data.

The Board of Health has no business strong-arming the public to accept vaccines against their will or better judgment for their children, using school attendance as a weapon. Medical decision making belongs in the hands of parents, not the state.

The Supreme Court has deemed vaccines "unavoidably unsafe" and also has stated that any intrusion into ones own body is an intrusion on one's personal liberty.

The CDC has a conflict of interest due to the fact that they hold patents on several vaccines or vaccine components.

There are other safe ways to prevent cervical cancer.

The above are just a few of the many reasons that this agenda should not go forward. I encourage you to view the facts, interview people who have suffered harm and injury, and consider that this vaccine causes more harm than it does good.

Thank you for your carefully made decision.

Lisa Scott
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There are other safe ways to prevent cervical cancer.

The above are just a few of the many reasons that this agenda should not go forward. I encourage you to view the facts, interview people who have suffered harm and injury, and consider that this vaccine causes more harm than it does good.

Thank you for your carefully made decision.

Lisa Scott
Hello,

My name is Melissa Sanders. I am a Registered Nurse here in Washington State and a mother to three children. I am very concerned that there is any talking going on to add a vaccine as a requirement for public school for a non-communicable disease.

After Gardasil was licensed and three doses were recommended for 11-12 year old girls and teenagers, there were thousands of reports of sudden collapse with unconsciousness within 24 hours, seizures, muscle pain and weakness, disabling fatigue, Guillain Barre Syndrome (GBS), facial paralysis, brain inflammation, rheumatoid arthritis, lupus, blood clots, optic neuritis, multiple sclerosis, strokes, heart and other serious health problems, including death, following receipt of the Gardasil vaccine.

The Japanese government stopped giving the Gardasil vaccine in 2013 after health officials recorded nearly 2,000 adverse reactions, according to the Tokyo Times. http://www.tokyotimes.com/side-effects-in-young-girls-take ...

Dr. Harper, MIT and Stanford educated medical doctor who also has a Master’s Degree in Public Health and worked as a vaccine developer for Merck (the manufacturers of the Gardasil vaccine), has repeatedly spoken out against the HPV vaccine and raised serious concerns about whether it is safe. As reported by CBS News in 2009: http://www.cbsnews.com/news/gardasil-researcher-speaks-out/

The thousands of parents who belong to this non-profit, the parents who followed their doctor’s orders and got the “cervical cancer jab,” as they like to call it in the U.K. http://sanevax.org/uk-association-of-hpv-vaccine-injured-d ...

Dr. Russell Blaylock - (medical doctor and board certified neurosurgeon) explains the complete scientific fraud of the HPV Gardasil cervical cancer vaccine - http://bit.ly/1V9DHa9

Denmark Documentary - exposing the deaths and permanent injuries that the Gardasil HPV cervical cancer vaccine is doing to young women there - http://bit.ly/1AJJbdx


Video of teen girl struck down by Gardasil cervical cancer vaccine poison - http://bit.ly/1CpDd7g


Group of parents in Ireland form the support group REGRET after being lied to by the Irish government about the HPV Gardasil cervical cancer vaccine - http://bit.ly/2bV6eQC

The most prestigious medical review board in the world is also questioning the HPV cervical cancer vaccine, which guarantees the science behind this vaccine is fraudulent on all levels - http://bit.ly/1XRFqAf

Lead developer of the HPV vaccine testifies that it's not safe nor effective. NOT SAFE OR EFFECTIVE. http://bit.ly/1SME57B

Dr. Suzanne Humphries on Gardasil https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkyjgY70vPA

Dark side of the HPV vaccine https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq0wgaZzkF
Marcella on Gardasil
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPIH9amZ2yc

Gardasil kills
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkUkaKk_pG8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWDKvXkJFY

Gardasil injuries…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ir-Oj9UBOYc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CHYmh9Hwj4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54qSgyvkgKc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UaB90XoOwmuoc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKwa_0ZTALI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8CI8hu6C-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Xd3AarW0bo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npn3q3dJtY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnSNTo9P85g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtbPHftara4

Of course if that's not enough...here’s over 50 studies showing its dangers....

American College of Pediatrics warns of ovarian failure linked to the HPV (Gardasil) cervical cancer vaccine. Side effect or working exactly as designed? You already know the answer. http://bit.ly/2kwyX2A

Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis Following Immunization with Human Papillomavirus Vaccines
https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/55_55.7217/_article

Adolescent Premature Ovarian Insufficiency Following Human Papillomavirus Vaccination: A Case Series Seen in General Practice
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26425627/

Adverse events following HPV vaccination, Alberta 2006-2014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26921782/

Ampiginous choroiditis following quadrivalent human papilloma virus vaccine
http://bjo.bmj.com/content/94/1/137.long

Association of acute cerebellar ataxia and human papilloma virus vaccination: a case report
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23378179/

Autoimmune hepatitis type 2 following anti-papillomavirus vaccination in a 11-year-old girl

Behavioral abnormalities in female mice following administration of aluminum adjuvants and the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine Gardasil
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27421722/

Bivalent HPV vaccine safety depending on subtypes of juvenile idiopathic arthritis
http://ard.bmj.com/content/73/12/e75.long

Brachial plexus neuritis following HPV vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18602437/

A case-control study of quadrivalent human papillomavirus vaccine-associated autoimmune adverse events
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25535199/
Cervical cancers after human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19155953/

CNS demyelination and quadrivalent HPV vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18805844/


Demyelinating disease and polyvalent human papilloma virus vaccination
http://jnnp.bmj.com/content/82/11/1296.long

Demyelinating disease and vaccination of the human papillomavirus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21425100/

Development of unilateral cervical and supraclavicular lymphadenopathy after human papilloma virus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18752390/

Erythema multiforme following vaccination for human papillomavirus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19887766/

Fibromyalgia-Like Illness in 2 Girls After Human Papillomavirus Vaccination
http://journals.lww.com/.../Fibromyalgia_Like_Illness_in...

HPV-negative Gastric Type Adenocarcinoma In Situ of the Cervix: A Spectrum of Rare Lesions Exhibiting Gastric and Intestinal Differentiation
http://insights.ovid.com/crossref...

HPV vaccination syndrome. A questionnaire-based study
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26354426/

Human papilloma virus vaccine and primary ovarian failure: another facet of the autoimmune/inflammatory syndrome induced by adjuvants.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23902317/

Human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccines as an option for preventing cervical malignancies: (how) effective and safe?
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23016780/

Human papillomavirus vaccine and systemic lupus erythematosus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23624585/

Human papilloma virus vaccine associated uveitis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/24191906/
Human papillomavirus vaccines, complex regional pain syndrome, postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome, and autonomic dysfunction - a review of the regulatory evidence from the European Medicines Agency
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27867145/

Hypersensitivity reaction to human papillomavirus vaccine due to polysorbate 80
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22605841/

Hypersensitivity reactions to human papillomavirus vaccine in Australian schoolgirls: retrospective cohort study
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19050332/

Hypothesis: Human papillomavirus vaccination syndrome--small fiber neuropathy and dysautonomia could be its underlying pathogenesis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25990003/
Immune thrombocytopenic purpura following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19464550/

Kikuchi-Fujimoto disease following vaccination against human papilloma virus infection and Japanese encephalitis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22476507/

Lichenoid Drug Eruption After Human Papillomavirus Vaccination

A link between human papilloma virus vaccination and primary ovarian insufficiency: current analysis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26125978/

Neurologic Complications in HPV Vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26160812/

On the relationship between human papilloma virus vaccine and autoimmune diseases
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/24468416/

Orthostatic intolerance and postural tachycardia syndrome as suspected adverse effects of vaccination against human papilloma virus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25882168/

Pancreatitis after human papillomavirus vaccination: a matter of molecular mimicry
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27421720/

Pancreatitis following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.mja.com.au/.../pancreatitis-following-human...

Panuveitis With Exudative Retinal Detachments After Vaccination Against Human Papilloma Virus
Peripheral sympathetic nerve dysfunction in adolescent

Japanese girls following immunization with the human papillomavirus vaccine
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25274229/

Pharmaceutical Companies’ Role in State Vaccination Policymaking: The Case of Human Papillomavirus Vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3483914/

Postural tachycardia syndrome following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/24102827/

Potential cross-reactivity between HPV16 L1 protein and sudden death-associated antigens
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21699023/

Premature ovarian failure 3 years after menarche in a 16-year-old girl following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23035167/

Severe manifestations of autoimmune syndrome induced by adjuvants (Shoenfeld's syndrome).
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27412294/

Severe somatoform and dysautonomic syndromes after HPV vaccination: case series and review of literature
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27503625/
A 16-year-old girl with bilateral visual loss and left hemiparesis following an immunization against human papilloma virus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/20189933/

Small Fiber Neuropathy Following Vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27552388/

Syncope and seizures following human papillomavirus vaccination: a retrospective case series
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21449862/

Telogen effluvium following bivalent human papillomavirus vaccine administration: a report of two cases
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22584489/

Two Cases of Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis Following Vaccination Against Human Papilloma Virus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5140871/

Two unclear cases of death. Can we still recommend HPV vaccination?].
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18361151/

An unmasking phenomenon in an observational post-licensure safety study of adolescent girls and young women
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22580356/

Vaccine-related serious adverse events might have been under-recognized in the pivotal HPV vaccine randomized trial
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10067-017-3575-z

Adding this a requirement to attend public school for this vaccine is unconstitutional and unfounded.

Thank you for reading and your consideration of this fraudulent and harmful medical intervention.

Sincerely,

Melissa Sanders, RN
Hello,

My name is Melissa Sanders. I am a Registered Nurse here in Washington State and a mother to three children. I am very concerned that there is any talking going on to add a vaccine as a requirement for public school for a non-communicable disease.

After Gardasil was licensed and three doses were recommended for 11-12 year old girls and teenagers, there were thousands of reports of sudden collapse with unconsciousness within 24 hours, seizures, muscle pain and weakness, disabling fatigue, Guillain Barre Syndrome (GBS), facial paralysis, brain inflammation, rheumatoid arthritis, lupus, blood clots, optic neuritis, multiple sclerosis, strokes, heart and other serious health problems, including death, following receipt of the Gardasil vaccine.


Dr. Harper, MIT and Stanford educated medical doctor who also has a Master’s Degree in Public Health and worked as a vaccine developer for Merck (the manufacturers of the Gardasil vaccine), has repeatedly spoken out against the HPV vaccine and raised serious concerns about whether it is safe. As reported by CBS News in 2009: [http://www.cbsnews.com/news/gardasil-researcher-speaks-out/](http://www.cbsnews.com/news/gardasil-researcher-speaks-out/)

The thousands of parents who belong to this non-profit, the parents who followed their doctor’s orders and got the “cervical cancer jab,” as they like to call it in the U.K. [http://sanevax.org/uk-association-of-hpv-vaccine-injured-d.../](http://sanevax.org/uk-association-of-hpv-vaccine-injured-d.../)


Denmark Documentary - exposing the deaths and permanent injuries that the Gardasil HPV cervical cancer vaccine is doing to young women there - [http://bit.ly/IAJJ0dx](http://bit.ly/IAJJ0dx)


Video of teen girl struck down by Gardasil cervical cancer vaccine poison - [http://bit.ly/1CpDd7g](http://bit.ly/1CpDd7g)


The most prestigious medical review board in the world is also questioning the HPV cervical cancer vaccine, which guarantees the science behind this vaccine is fraudulent on all levels - [http://bit.ly/1XRFqAf](http://bit.ly/1XRFqAf)


Dr. Suzanne Humphries on Gardasil [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkyjgY70vPA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkyjgY70vPA)

Dark side of the HPV vaccine [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq0wgaZzkE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq0wgaZzkE)
Marcella on Gardasil
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPH9amZ2yc

Gardasil kills
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkUkaKk_pG8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWDKxXkEJFY

Gardasil injuries…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jr-Qi9UBOYc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CHYmb9HwJ4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54qSggvykqKc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UaBXoOwmuoc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKwa_0ZTALI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8CI8hu6C-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Xd3AarW0bo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpan3q3dJhY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnSTo9P85g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtbPHftara4

Of course if that’s not enough…here’s over 50 studies showing its dangers....

American College of Pediatrics warns of ovarian failure linked to the HPV (Gardasil) cervical cancer vaccine. Side effect or working exactly as designed? You already know the answer. http://bit.ly/2kwyX2A

Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis Following Immunization with Human Papillomavirus Vaccines
https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/55/21/55_55.7217/_article

Adolescent Premature Ovarian Insufficiency Following Human Papillomavirus Vaccination: A Case Series Seen in General Practice
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26425627/

Adverse events following HPV vaccination, Alberta 2006-2014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26921782/

Ampiginous choroiditis following quadrivalent human papilloma virus vaccine
http://bjo.bmj.com/content/94/1/137.long

Association of acute cerebellar ataxia and human papilloma virus vaccination: a case report
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23378179/

Autoimmune hepatitis type 2 following anti-papillomavirus vaccination in a 11-year-old girl

Behavioral abnormalities in female mice following administration of aluminum adjuvants and the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine Gardasil
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27421722/

Bivalent HPV vaccine safety depending on subtypes of juvenile idiopathic arthritis
http://ard.bmj.com/content/73/12/e75.long

Brachial plexus neuritis following HPV vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18602437/

A case-control study of quadrivalent human papillomavirus vaccine-associated autoimmune adverse events
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25535199/
Cervical cancers after human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19155953/

CNS demyelination and quadrivalent HPV vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18805844/


Demyelinating disease and polyvalent human papilloma virus vaccination
http://jnnp.bmj.com/content/82/11/1296.long

Demyelinating disease and vaccination of the human papillomavirus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21425100/

Development of unilateral cervical and supraclavicular lymphadenopathy after human papilloma virus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18752390/

Erythema multiforme following vaccination for human papillomavirus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19887766/

Fibromyalgia-Like Illness in 2 Girls After Human Papillomavirus Vaccination
http://journals.lww.com/...

HPV-negative Gastric Type Adenocarcinoma In Situ of the Cervix: A Spectrum of Rare Lesions Exhibiting Gastric and Intestinal Differentiation
http://insights.ovid.com/crossref...

HPV vaccination syndrome. A questionnaire-based study
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26354426/

Human papilloma virus vaccine and primary ovarian failure: another facet of the autoimmune/inflammatory syndrome induced by adjuvants.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23902317/

Human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccines as an option for preventing cervical malignancies: (how) effective and safe?
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23016780/

Human papillomavirus vaccine and systemic lupus erythematosus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23624585/

Human papilloma virus vaccine associated uveitis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/24191906/

Human papillomavirus vaccines, complex regional pain syndrome, postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome, and autonomic dysfunction - a review of the regulatory evidence from the European Medicines Agency
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27867145/

Hypersensitivity reaction to human papillomavirus vaccine due to polysorbate 80
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22605841/

Hypersensitivity reactions to human papillomavirus vaccine in Australian schoolgirls: retrospective cohort study
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19050332/

Hypothesis: Human papillomavirus vaccination syndrome--small fiber neuropathy and dysautonomia could be its underlying pathogenesis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25990003/
Immune thrombocytopenic purpura following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19464550/

Kikuchi-Fujimoto disease following vaccination against human papilloma virus infection and Japanese encephalitis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22476507/

Lichenoid Drug Eruption After Human Papillomavirus Vaccination

A link between human papilloma virus vaccination and primary ovarian insufficiency: current analysis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26125978/

Neurologic Complications in HPV Vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26160812/

On the relationship between human papilloma virus vaccine and autoimmune diseases
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/24468416/

Orthostatic intolerance and postural tachycardia syndrome as suspected adverse effects of vaccination against human papilloma virus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25882168/

Pancreatitis after human papillomavirus vaccination: a matter of molecular mimicry
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27421720/

Pancreatitis following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.mja.com.au/.../pancreatitis-following-human...

Panuveitis With Exudative Retinal Detachments After Vaccination Against Human Papilloma Virus

Peripheral sympathetic nerve dysfunction in adolescent Japanese girls following immunization with the human papillomavirus vaccine
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25274229/

Pharmaceutical Companies’ Role in State Vaccination Policymaking: The Case of Human Papillomavirus Vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3483914/

Postural tachycardia syndrome following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/24102827/

Potential cross-reactivity between HPV16 L1 protein and sudden death-associated antigens
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21699023/

Premature ovarian failure 3 years after menarche in a 16-year-old girl following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23035167/

Severe manifestations of autoimmune syndrome induced by adjuvants (Shoenfeld's syndrome).
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27412294/

Severe somatoform and dysautonomic syndromes after HPV vaccination: case series and review of literature
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27503625/
A 16-year-old girl with bilateral visual loss and left hemiparesis following an immunization against human papilloma virus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/20189933/

Small Fiber Neuropathy Following Vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27552388/

Syncope and seizures following human papillomavirus vaccination: a retrospective case series
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21449862/

Telogen effluvium following bivalent human papillomavirus vaccine administration: a report of two cases
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22584489/

Two Cases of Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis Following Vaccination Against Human Papilloma Virus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5140871/

Two unclear cases of death. Can we still recommend HPV vaccination?
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18361151/

An unmasking phenomenon in an observational post-licensure safety study of adolescent girls and young women
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22580356/

Vaccine-related serious adverse events might have been under-recognized in the pivotal HPV vaccine randomized trial
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10067-017-3575-z

Adding this a requirement to attend public school for this vaccine is unconstitutional and unfounded.

Thank you for reading and your consideration of this fraudulent and harmful medical intervention.

Sincerely,

Melissa Sanders, RN
Good evening,

I am unable to attend on January 8th, so I am leaving my comment here in hopes you find it. I am a parent to two children and I do NOT want HPV vaccine added to the school schedule. It truly baffles me that I even need to write this email.

Thank you.

Sent from my iPhone
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To whom it may concern:
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE do not make this a mandatory vaccine. It has too many side affects and tho my personal children will be graduated by and if this happens, I still feel it is too dangerous to require all students.
Sincerely a concerned citizen,
Michelle Simpson
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To Whom It May Concern,

I am a life long Washingtonian, mother and registered nurse. I am writing today to express my staunch opposition to adding the HPV vaccine to the required school schedule. HPV is not a disease that should be communicable in a classroom setting. If the state cannot guarantee my child is safe from contacting an STD while learning in a classroom, then we have more than 1 problem to address. Activities outside of the classroom that may put my child at risk are my responsibility as a parent to address and prevent.

The HPV vaccine is one that is not by any means necessary for children but rather should be a carefully contemplated decision made by parents and care providers without any influence of the education system or state health board.

Personally, my experience with the vaccine was horrific as I developed cardiac arrhythmias as well as had my first and only abnormal Pap smear after vaccination. For me, the vaccine was an abysmal failure and one I would never subject my children to. For this reason, no parent should be pressured or coerced into this vaccine by attaching it to access to education. While Washington still has exemptions, it is no secret the agenda of some within the SBOH and the legislature is to eliminate them. If, god forbid, that ever be the case, the HPV vaccine should never be on a list of obligatory vaccinations.

Please reject this proposal.

Sincerely,

Jill Collier

Get Outlook for iOS
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Greetings,

I am a single mother to 5 year old child with autism. A boy. A boy that should never be required to have a vaccine for false protection against female uterine cancers such as HPV. Our children’s bodies need a break from the high levels of vaccine toxicity being mandated in order to attend schools. Teachers are drowning with the neurological challenges of children, often labeled behavioral such as ADD/H, anxiety, and autism. These vaccines are causing so many problems and our representatives should be in favor of protecting children instead of mandating. HPV is not a school communicable infection or disease. It is not airborne. Many parents have reasons for rejecting this mandate, and this vaccine. One of my reasons is King County officials have refused to allow me to sign my son’s exemption, even medical, per his father with a history of abuse. Please do a little research on “Batterers in the Courtroom” to understand why I, and many other parents, are punished for protecting their children in family law systems.

This vaccine will destroy my son and I have no recourse to protect him if WA BOH makes it a mandate. Please do not add to WA State vaccine schedule.

Sincerely,
Tanya Goodman
206-369-7267
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Where there is risk, there must be choice. As a parent, I reserve the right to decline an injection for my child for a non-communicable disease. Please consider this when you are considering adding the Gardasil vaccine to our school schedule. This vaccine is not necessary and should be a choice for parents, not a mandate by the government.

Support medical freedom!

Cynthia
Where there is risk, there must be choice. As a parent, I reserve the right to decline an injection for my child for a non-communicable disease. Please consider this when you are considering adding the Guardasil vaccine to our school schedule. This vaccine is not necessary and should be a choice for parents, not a mandate by the government.

Support medical freedom!

Cynthia
From: Sandra Anderson
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: NO to HPV requirements
Date: Thursday, January 2, 2020 10:45:39 PM

I heartily DISAGREE with requiring the HPV being added to the required vaccines for school age kids.
Sandra Anderson
Pasco, Wa

Sent from my iPad
I heartily DISAGREE with requiring the HPV being added to the required vaccines for school age kids.
Sandra Anderson
Pasco, Wa

Sent from my iPad
Dear WA Board of Health:

I strongly oppose the proposed rule change to add the HPV vaccine to our current childhood vaccine schedule. This proposed rule change should not be recommended for many reasons but especially because HPV is a sexually transmitted infection that is not caught in public settings such as daycare or school. HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time. The risks of the HPV Vaccine/Gardasil are far greater than the benefits. It is only a matter a time before the horrible truth about Gardasil is out and the vaccine is recalled by the FDA. The truth is just too horrific to hide forever. I urge you to be one of the brave public health officials/politicians who is willing to put the health of our children ahead of political agendas and pharmaceutical profits. How many more of our children have to be diagnosed with lifelong chronic autoimmune diseases or die? Those few brave souls who speak up will be the true heroes of the 21st century. Be brave! I strongly urge you to get all the facts about the HPV vaccine/Gardasil and oppose this change!

Sincerely, Alicia Griffee
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Hello,

I am a soon to be parent to my first child and DO NOT want this vaccine added to school requirements. My sister has been seriously injured from having three doses of this vaccine. She can not conceive a child because of the effects of this vaccine on her body. This vaccine is deadly & very dangerous.

Thank you for your time.

-Breanna Dalrymple
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To the WA Board of Health,

I am writing to let you know that I strongly oppose the proposed rule change to add the HPV vaccine to Chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine Preventable Diseases. Forcing such a controversial vaccine onto children is an unacceptable breach of their personal freedom and human rights. Doing so will result in the injury of many children as well and cause many well-educated families to remove their children from the public-school system. Please carefully consider the following information…

1. **Informed choice and medical freedom are fundamental rights.** As citizens and parents we have the right to decide what is injected into our bodies and our children’s and a right to know the risks and benefits associated with each liability free pharmaceutical vaccine product.

2. According to the [American Cancer Society](https://www.cancer.org), **cervical cancer is preventable with proper screening tests.**

3. **HPV is a sexually transmitted infection** that is not caught in public settings such as daycare or school. HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time.

4. You have a **higher chance of dying from the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil than getting or dying from a HPV associated cancer.** The death rate of [cervical cancer](https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cervical-cancer/about/every-day-facts.html) in the US is 2.3/100,000. The death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was 85/100,000 or 37 times that of cervical cancer. The total [HPV associated cancer](https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cervical-cancer/causes-and-risks/causes-and-risk-factors.html) rate of cervical, anal, vaginal and vulvar is 19.8/100,000. Do the math!

5. According to the [Gardasil insert](https://www.merck.com/pdfs/prescribing/merck_vaccines/merck_hvp_factsheet_for Patients_general.pdf) there is a **2.3% chance of developing an autoimmune disease** after receiving the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil. That means 2.3 out of every 100 children will develop a lifelong chronic disease such as arthritis, lupus, multiple sclerosis, etc. after receiving the liability free HPV vaccine product/Gardasil.

6. **Half (49.6%)** of the clinical trial subjects who received Gardasil reported serious medical conditions within seven months. To avoid classifying these injuries as adverse events, Merck dismissed them as “new medical conditions.”
7. Females in the Gardasil clinical trials with evidence of current HPV infection and previous exposure to HPV had a *44% increased risk of developing cervical lesions or cancer following vaccination.*

8. The HPV vaccine product/Gardasil has been associated with **premature ovarian failure (teenage menopause!**) and **increased miscarriage rates 10-15%** higher than the corresponding reproductive age group.

9. **There have not been any real Gardasil safety studies conducted.** In the Gardasil clinical trials, Merck used a neurotoxic aluminum adjuvant called **AAHS** instead of using an inert saline placebo. In the clinical trials, there was little to no difference in the safety profiles of the **AAHS adjuvant and Gardasil.** The World Health Organization has stated that using something other than an inert substance as a placebo creates a “methodological disadvantage”. This may make it “difficult or impossible” to assess vaccine safety properly without a true placebo. It is no surprise to learn that Merck is currently being sued for fraudulent Gardasil safety studies.

10. **Japan removed the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil from their recommended list of childhood vaccines** after an enormous amount of adverse events occurred after Gardasil was administered.

Sincerely,

Sam Bayless

WA District 41
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HPV is not a communicable disease. It cannot be “caught” in a school setting. I oppose the addition of this vaccine as a school requirement.
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I do not consent to the HPV vaccine (Gardasil) being added to the childhood immunization schedule for school admittance in the state of Washington, or anywhere nationwide, and you should not either.

HPV is a non-communicable disease, there is no reason for it to be required for school admittance.

Currently Gardasil is approved for children at age nine. Whether the child is sexually active at this age or the vaccine is being given as “precaution”, this vaccine is unnecessary and unsafe. I would like to shed a little light, and share some useful information as to why. Below each paragraph I will provide links to support my claims.

First, the list of side effects is lengthy, and troublesome. Common reactions include fever, swelling, bruising, nausea, dizziness and fainting at time of injection. More severe adverse reactions (also common) include things like anaphylaxis, facial swelling, hives, fast heartbeat and a long list of autoimmune issues, even death (see pg. 6-8 of package insert on link below). You may or may not know, two girls in Washington state alone, died after receiving Gardasil. Many more boys and girls have died post Gardasil vaccination as well, may they Rest In Peace.

https://www.fda.gov/media/74350/download

Secondly, a little information about HPV (human papilloma virus). There is 100+ strains of HPV, there are only fourteen (14) strains that can cause cancer, and Gardasil does not protect against all of the fourteen (14). Most people will have one or more strains of HPV in their life. 9/10 cases of HPV clear on their own without any problems (according to the CDC; link included below). Routine screenings are critical for finding abnormal cells and preventing cervical cancer. Most people who receive vaccination live with a false sense of security and do not go for routine check ups (second link below) and therefore abnormal cells have a chance to grow and develop into cancer. Cancerous HPV cells are very slow growing and take many years to actually reach cancerous potential. Also, the average age for cervical cancer diagnosis is age fifty-eight (58) a long ways off from age nine (9), and plenty of time to find any cancerous cells during routine exams.

https://www.cdc.gov/hpv/parents/about-hpv.html

Current death rate of cervical cancer is 2.3/100,000 cases per the cancer statistics center.

https://cancerstatisticscenter.cancer.org/#!/cancer-site/Cervix

The FDA package insert for Gardasil states people who receive the vaccine are 100x more likely to suffer a severe adverse event following vaccination than they are to get cervical cancer.

https://www.fda.gov/media/74350/download

The chance of getting an autoimmune disease after HPV vaccine is 1000x more likely than your chance of death from cervical cancer per the FDA vaccine insert; (page 8 table 9, 2.3/100
recipients of Gardasil reported autoimmune problems after vaccination, convert the 2.3/100 by 2.3/100,000 death rate of cervical cancer= 1000x more likely to suffer autoimmune problems than die of cervical cancer)
https://www.fda.gov/media/74350/download

Again, per the FDA Gardasil Insert, women who already had evidence of HPV infection prior to the Gardasil vaccination were 44% more likely to develop cervical lesions or cancer post vaccination
https://www.fda.gov/media/74350/download

There is much more I could share with you regarding this vaccine. This email is just scratching the surface on how flawed, dangerous, and even deadly the Gardasil HPV vaccine is. Below is one more link, to the Children’s Health Defense website, where 25 reasons to avoid Gardasil are listed. In each of the 25 points there is a link to support each claim, some I have shared here and many I have not. Please take the time to follow these links provided, read them fully, and make an informed decision to oppose the addition of this horrific vaccine to our childhood immunization schedule for school admittance.

Thank you for your time,
Kelsey T.
A concerned mother of three,
And citizen of Enumclaw, WA
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https://www.fda.gov/media/74350/download

Secondly, a little information about HPV (human papilloma virus). There is 100+ strains of HPV, there are only fourteen (14) strains that can cause cancer, and Gardasil does not protect against all of the fourteen (14). Most people will have one or more strains of HPV in their life. 9/10 cases of HPV clear on their own without any problems (according to the CDC; link included below). Routine screenings are critical for finding abnormal cells and preventing cervical cancer. Most people who receive vaccination live with a false sense of security and do not go for routine check ups (second link below) and therefore abnormal cells have a chance to grow and develop into cancer. Cancerous HPV cells are very slow growing and take many years to actually reach cancerous potential. Also, the average age for cervical cancer diagnosis is age fifty-eight (58) a long ways off from age nine (9), and plenty of time to find any cancerous cells during routine exams.

https://www.cdc.gov/hpv/parents/about-hpv.html

Current death rate of cervical cancer is 2.3/100,000 cases per the cancer statistics center.

https://cancerstatisticscenter.cancer.org/#/caner-site/Cervix

The FDA package insert for Gardasil states people who receive the vaccine are 100x more likely to suffer a severe adverse event following vaccination than they are to get cervical cancer.

https://www.fda.gov/media/74350/download

The chance of getting an autoimmune disease after HPV vaccine is 1000x more likely than your chance of death from cervical cancer per the FDA vaccine insert; (page 8 table 9, 2.3/100
recipients of Gardasil reported autoimmune problems after vaccination, convert the 2.3/100 by 2.3/100,000 death rate of cervical cancer = 1000x more likely to suffer autoimmune problems than die of cervical cancer)
[https://www.fda.gov/media/74350/download](https://www.fda.gov/media/74350/download)

Again, per the FDA Gardasil Insert, women who already had evidence of HPV infection prior to the Gardasil vaccination were 44% more likely to develop cervical lesions or cancer post vaccination
[https://www.fda.gov/media/74350/download](https://www.fda.gov/media/74350/download)

There is much more I could share with you regarding this vaccine. This email is just scratching the surface on how flawed, dangerous, and even deadly the Gardasil HPV vaccine is. Below is one more link, to the Children’s Health Defense website, where 25 reasons to avoid Gardasil are listed. In each of the 25 points there is a link to support each claim, some I have shared here and many I have not. Please take the time to follow these links provided, read them fully, and make an informed decision to oppose the addition of this horrific vaccine to our childhood immunization schedule for school admittance.

Thank you for your time,
Kelsey T.
A concerned mother of three,
And citizen of Enumclaw, WA
To whom it may concern,

HPV is not a caught virus that would affect anyone in a school setting. HPV is not going to compromises anyone’s health while out in public. I am opposed to this addition.

Thanks,
Stephanie Wright

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
To whom it may concern,
HPV is not a caught virus that would affect anyone in a school setting. HPV is not going to compromises anyone’s health while out in public. I am opposed to this addition.

Thanks,
Stephanie Wright
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I am a parent and do NOT want the HPV vaccine added to the requirements.

It is not transmitted in a school setting, and the vaccine has had severe side effects. This needs to be optional.

Thanks,

Alexandra Gardner
I am a parent and do NOT want the HPV vaccine added to the requirements.

It is not transmitted in a school setting, and the vaccine has had severe side effects. This needs to be optional.

Thanks,

Alexandra Gardner
Dear committee,

I am a parent in Washington state with 3 Kids. I am urging you not to add this vaccine to the ever-growing list of school attendance required vaccines. HPV is not easily spreadable, it is a sexually transmitted disease, which I hope is not happening on school grounds during school hours. The development of cervical or related cancers in relation to this virus happens years after exposure and contraction well past school age. This is an inappropriate recommendation as it does not make students or schools any safer.

Thank you,
Concerned parent
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I am a parent in Washington state with 3 Kids. I am urging you not to add this vaccine to the ever-growing list of school attendance required vaccines. HPV is not easily spreadable, it is a sexually transmitted disease, which I hope is not happening on school grounds during school hours. The development of cervical or related cancers in relation to this virus happens years after exposure and contraction well past school age. This is an inappropriate recommendation as it does not make students or schools any safer.

Thank you,
Concerned parent
To Whom it May Concern,

The idea that school aged children need this vaccination (or any vaccination) to attend school is disgusting and I am not comfortable giving my children a vaccine for sexually transmitted diseases. I am 100% opposed to this mandate!

Thank you,
Amanda Jungkuntz

--
Amanda Jungkuntz
To Whom it May Concern,

The idea that school aged children need this vaccination (or any vaccination) to attend school is disgusting and I am not comfortable giving my children a vaccine for sexually transmitted diseases. I am 100% opposed to this mandate!

Thank you,
Amanda Jungkuntz
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To whom it may concern,

As a voter and a parent, I strongly oppose adding the HPV vaccine to the list of mandatory vaccines required for school attendance. All vaccinations need to be a choice made by consenting patients and/or parents, and the state has no business bullying parents into complying by withholding access to the educational institution paid for by public citizens.

- Jesse Jury (Mt. Vernon, WA)
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As a voter and a parent, I strongly oppose adding the HPV vaccine to the list of mandatory vaccines required for school attendance. All vaccinations need to be a choice made by consenting patients and/or parents, and the state has no business bullying parents into complying by withholding access to the educational institution paid for by public citizens.

- Jesse Jury (Mt. Vernon, WA)
To Whom it May Concern -

As a voter and a parent, I am strongly opposed to Washington state adding the HPV vaccine to the vaccine schedule for school aged children. HPV is a disease only transmitted through sexual contact, which is not something that should ever be happening at our schools. It is certainly not a disease that we need to be concerned about our children catching at school, like an outbreak of measles. If our legislators insist on adding this vaccine to the schedule, should we take this to mean that our educators expect our children to be engaging in sexual contact while at school? If so, that is an extremely concerning comment on our schools and we as parents will have to start evaluating just what is happening in school.

The HPV vaccine has caused many side effects in kids, including death. Where there is risk, there must be choice. Our childrens education should not ever be in jeopardy based on our medical choices. If parents vaccinate their children with the HPV vaccine and they do have an adverse reaction, the parents and child have to live with those consequences for the rest of their lives, including the high costs of medical care. We should not be strong armed into making that choice by our education system. We should be allowed to evaluate these medical options and make our own choices, not be forced by our government to choose between education and risky medical procedures that deal only with sexual contact. For these reasons and more, I strongly oppose the HPV vaccine being added to the vaccine schedule.

Amy Jury
Mount Vernon, Washington
To Whom it May Concern-

As a voter and a parent, I am strongly opposed to Washington state adding the HPV vaccine to the vaccine schedule for school aged children. HPV is a disease only transmitted through sexual contact, which is not something that should ever be happening at our schools. It is certainly not a disease that we need to be concerned about our children catching at school, like an outbreak of measles. If our legislators insist on adding this vaccine to the schedule, should we take this to mean that our educators expect our children to be engaging in sexual contact while at school? If so, that is an extremely concerning comment on our schools and we as parents will have to start evaluating just what is happening in school.

The HPV vaccine has caused many side effects in kids, including death. Where there is risk, there must be choice. Our childrens education should not ever be in jeopardy based on our medical choices. If parents vaccinate their children with the HPV vaccine and they do have an adverse reaction, the parents and child have to live with those consequences for the rest of their lives, including the high costs of medical care. We should not be strong armed into making that choice by our education system. We should be allowed to evaluate these medical options and make our own choices, not be forced by our government to choose between education and risky medical procedures that deal only with sexual contact. For these reasons and more, I strongly oppose the HPV vaccine being added to the vaccine schedule.

Amy Jury
Mount Vernon, Washington
The HPV vaccine has not been proven to be effective. When the scientific evidence can prove that it actually DOES work THEN would be the time to make it mandatory. Vote NO!!!!!!!! We have a right to choose what we put in our bodies and the bodies of our children. Safe and effective vaccinations or the right to say NO.

Sincerely,
Nichole Avila
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Sincerely,
Nichole Avila
I do not feel comfortable giving my child a vaccine for a sexually transmitted disease. 95% of hpv cases clear up on their own. It's not a concern in the school setting. There are over 60000 adverse reactions for the hpv shot reported and it's estimated that only 1% of people report these injuries. The hpv vaccine has not been tested for carcinogenic or mutagenic properties.
I do not feel comfortable giving my child a vaccine for a sexually transmitted disease. 95% of hpv cases clear up on their own. It's not a concern in the school setting. There are over 60000 adverse reactions for the hpv shot reported and its estimated that only 1% of people report these injuries. The hpv vaccine has not been tested for carcinogenic or mutagenic properties.
I as a parent am not okay with this vaccine. I do not feel comfortable giving my child a vaccine that is for an STD! 95% of HPV clears up on its own and I am not comfortable with the mandation of any medical procedures for my children!!!
I as a parent am not okay with this vaccine. I do not feel comfortable giving my child a vaccine that is for an STD! 95% of HPV clears up on its own and I am not comfortable with the mandation of any medical procedures for my children!!!
I oppose the HPV vaccine being added to the vaccine schedule for schools.

HPV cannot be spread from sitting next to someone at school. This is ridiculous.

- Jessica Guerrero
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- Jessica Guerrero
Hello,

As a parent I do not feel comfortable with the HPV vaccine being added to the schedule of vaccines required for children to go to school. I also do not feel comfortable being forced into giving my young children a vaccine for a sexually transmitted disease. A vaccine that will no longer be effective by the time they are sexually active. This vaccine, and the disease it is designed to prevent, should not be a concern in the school setting.

There are currently over 60,000 reported adverse reactions to the HPV vaccine - more reported reactions than from any other vaccine. Vaccines that have been on the market far longer than this one, that is still quite new. With that being said, it's been estimated that only 1% of people even report vaccine injuries. So reactions are actually far higher than the numbers we have available to us.

The HPV vaccine has not been studied long enough to see if recipients are protected from cancer like the makers claim.

I, myself, had what was called a neurological reaction to the HPV vaccine when I was only 16. I could not move my legs after receiving just one of the three shots and was instructed not to receive the following two doses.

There are far too many known adverse reactions listed in the inserts and reported by the recipients for this vaccine to be safely mandated. The risk for injury or death is far too great and the decision needs to be left up to families and their doctors.

HPV clears up on its own in 95% of cases within 3 years of diagnosis. Life-long injury does not.

Please, do not add this vaccine to the required schedule for children to receive an education.

Thank you,
Melody Kocher
From: Miguel Magana
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Opposition comment to adding HPV to vaccine schedule (Jan. 8 meeting)
Date: Thursday, January 2, 2020 10:44:23 PM

Opposition comment to adding HPV to vaccine schedule (Jan. 8 meeting)
Hello,
As a parent I do not feel comfortable with the HPV vaccine being added to the schedule of vaccines required for children to go to school. I also do not feel comfortable being forced into giving my young children a vaccine for a sexually transmitted disease. A vaccine that will no longer be effective by the time they are sexually active. This vaccine, and the disease it is designed to prevent, should not be a concern in the school setting.
There are currently over 60,000 reported adverse reactions to the HPV vaccine - more reported reactions than from any other vaccine. Vaccines that have been on the market far longer than this one, that is still quite new. With that being said, it's been estimated that only 1% of people even report vaccine injuries. So reactions are actually far higher than the numbers we have available to us.
The HPV vaccine has not been studied long enough to see if recipients are protected from cancer like the makers claim.
I, myself, had what was called a neurological reaction to the HPV vaccine when I was only 16. I could not move my legs after receiving just one of the three shots and was instructed not to receive the following two doses.
There are far too many known adverse reactions listed in the inserts and reported by the recipients for this vaccine to be safely mandated. The risk for injury or death is far too great and the decision needs to be left up to families and their doctors.
HPV clears up on its own in 95% of cases within 3 years of diagnosis. Life-long injury does not.
Please, do not add this vaccine to the required schedule for children to receive an education.
Thank you,
Melody Kocher
Opposition comment to adding HPV yo vaccine schedule (Jan. 8 meeting)
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To Whom it May Concern,

As a parent I absolutely do not want the HPV vaccine to be a requirement for school.

Signed,
Megan Jennings
908 S 91 ave
#1
Yakima Wa 98908

Sent from my iPhone
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As a parent I absolutely do not want the HPV vaccine to be a requirement for school.

Signed,
Megan Jennings
908 S 91 ave
#1
Yakima Wa 98908

Sent from my iPhone
Dear WA Board of Health,

I do not feel comfortable giving my young children a vaccine for a sexually transmitted disease. It's not a concern in the school setting.

There are over 60000 adverse reaction for HPV shot reported and it's been estimated that only 1% of people report these injuries.

Hpv vax has not been studied/followed up long enough to see if recipients do not develop cancer like the makers claim.

Too many adverse reactions in inserts.

Hpv clears up in 95% of cases within 3 years of diagnosis.

Thanks,

Brooke -Parent of two young children who will never receive the HPV vaccine.
Dear WA Board of Health,

I do not feel comfortable giving my young children a vaccine for a sexually transmitted disease. It's not a concern in the school setting.

There are over 60000 adverse reaction for HPV shot reported and it's been estimated that only 1% of people report these injuries.

Hpv vax has not been studied/followed up long enough to see if recipients do not develop cancer like the makers claim.

Too many adverse reactions in inserts.

Hpv clears up in 95% of cases within 3 years of diagnosis.

Thanks,

Brooke -Parent of two young children who will never receive the HPV vaccine.
From: Charlie Mencke
To: DOH WSOH
Subject: Petition for HPV chapter 246-105 WAC
Date: Thursday, January 2, 2020 11:01:03 PM

Dear WA Board of Health:

Due to the overwhelming documented data about the severe harm caused to children during the Gardasil testing trials in multiple studies and several countries concluding that the damage caused by the HPV vaccine far outweigh the claimed and unproven benefits for (average age 58 year old women) in preventing cervical cancer I urge you to not make this a mandatory medical burden on the children of our state.

I am the father of an infant and it truly concerns me that he will be forced to submit to a procedure that has been shown to inflict chronic health damage in so many and for so little benefit. Please allow this decision to be a choice.

Please review this detailed and honest presentation by Robert Kennedy on the trials of the Gardasil vaccine and the countries that concluded the damage they observed was far worse then any claimed benefit.  https://youtu.be/c5GyRJ8ThZA

There will be great concern about representative's motivations if this vaccine is mandated.

Charles Mencke
Seattle District 43
425-749-9170
Dear WA Board of Health:

Due to the overwhelming documented data about the severe harm caused to children during the Gardasil testing trials in multiple studies and several countries concluding that the damage caused by the HPV vaccine far outweigh the claimed and unproven benefits for (average age 58 year old women) in preventing cervical cancer I urge you to not make this a mandatory medical burden on the children of our state.

I am the father of an infant and it truly concerns me that he will be forced to submit to a procedure that has been shown to inflict chronic health damage in so many and for so little benefit. Please allow this decision to be a choice.

Please review this detailed and honest presentation by Robert Kennedy on the trials of the Gardasil vaccine and the countries that concluded the damage they observed was far worse then any claimed benefit.. https://youtu.be/c5GyRJ8ThZA

There will be great concern about representative's motivations if this vaccine is mandated.

Charles Mencke  
Seattle District 43  
425-749-9170
To: Washington State Board of Health  
P.O. Box 47990  
Olympia, WA 98507-7990  

Regarding:  

Notice of Public Meeting, Wednesday, January 8, 2020, 9:30a.m. –2:35p.m. Department of Health, 111 Israel Road SE, Town Center 2, Rooms 166/167, Tumwater, WA 98501  

Agenda Item: 7. Petition for Rulemaking to add HPV to chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine-Preventable Diseases – Possible Action  

Please consider:  

Virus are amazing. So small hundreds if not thousands can fit within a single cell even while inside their containers. Inside the cell most often they are just a bit of RNA or DNA apparently there as part of life on earth. Some help (e.g. Rigvir – cancer cure, M13 Alzheimer's cure) and some seem to hurt (e.g. Ebola).  

When I heard that they were blaming the HPV virus for cervical cancer I was skeptical. You see for decades I watched them actively deny even the potential relationship between virus and cancer as they did damage control as many found that the SV40 adventitious virus in some Polio vaccines was causing cancer. Already knowing that virus are often here to help I wondered if the HPV virus might well be found often in certain cancer cases if it simply became active to try to resist the cancer process.  

But no healing process can be successful if there is a lack of rebuilding resources (lack of nutrients). And no healing process can be successful if there is a high level of toxins (chemical stress). And no healing process can be successful if other personal stresses in an individual's life are too great. As I looked for evidence that HPV virus does cause cancer I have not run across any yet that control for the variables I mention above. To me the link between HPV and cervical cancer is unproven and unlikely. There is evidence that blocking these HPV virus leads to more cervical cancer.  

There is no proof that use of the Gardasil artificial inoculation attempt medical product prevents cancer.  

There is evidence that the use of the Gardasil artificial inoculation attempt medical product causes cancer, “new medical conditions”, and death.  

Being part of ICWA I know that you very well know all of this.  

As I see no medical reason to recommend this invasive medical intervention and yet you are considering doing so I must wonder if conflict of interest or coercion of the Washington State
Board of Health may be what is going on. Considering the indictments being unsealed and the changes upon us may I say that now is a very good time to become a whistle blower.

With hope for a much better future!
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I am a parent in the public school system, please DO NOT require HPV vaccine to the school list. The side effect are astounding, do the research is it really worth it!? Imagine being a parent on this day in age. Please DO NOT require this vaccine.

-sincerely an involved parent
I am a parent in the public school system, please DO NOT require HPV vaccine to the school list. The side effect are astounding, do the research is it really worth it!? Imagine being a parent on this day in age. Please DO NOT require this vaccine.

-sincerely an involved parent
Greetings! Thank you for your time and open-mindedness.

I appreciate that as the WA State Board of Health, it is your responsibility to minimize preventable diseases. As part of this responsibility, I understand you are currently considering adding the HPV vaccines to the childhood immunization schedule for school attendance.

I can completely understand your desire to reduce HPV infection and limit cervical cancer occurrence and if this vaccine could do that without side effects, it might be worth putting on the schedule. However, the facts about HPV infection itself do not actually make a strong argument. Here are just a few facts about HPV and cancer:

Approximately 70% of new HPV infections clear within 1 year and 91% within 2 years without ever causing cancer. 1

Deaths from cervical cancer have been decreasing since the 1970’s without a vaccine due to cervical screening programs. 1

No-one knows how long the vaccine antibodies (such as they are) will last, some predictions are as low as 5 years. 1

The transition from infection to cervical cancer if it occurs at all, is typically decades.

The testing for efficacy of the vaccine was “inferred” based on antibodies as an indicator of “protection” but infection with the virus itself often results in no antibody formation. So the assumption that this vaccine protects against cancer is completely that - an ASSUMPTION that is totally UNPROVEN.

I have grave concerns that the HPV vaccine is actually more harmful than any good that could come from it. Here are a few facts about the risks:

MERK’s own clinical studies found that the vaccine has a NEGATIVE 44.6% efficacy for women previously exposed to HPV infection. - Translation Gardasil increases the risk of cervical cancer by 44.6% in women previously exposed. 2

According to the Journal of Pediatric & Adolescent Gynecology 34% of children ages 2-10 have HPV infection due to non-sexual transmission. 2

At the very least, if WA wants to insist on the HPV vaccine, you should be demanding that they test for HPV infection prior to giving the vaccine. Given the FACTS from MERK themselves, anything less than that is NEGLIGENT on your part!

HPV vaccine has shown a serious adverse event rate of 1 in 15 (7%) and a death rate among the vaccinated (14 per 10,000) that far exceeds the risk of dying from cervical cancer (.23 per 10,000) (BMJ letter, May 2018).

Reports to the World Health Organization’s global adverse drug reactions database—conservatively estimated to represent 10% of actual reactions—of over 305,000 adverse reactions where the HPV vaccine “is believed to have been the cause,” including 445 deaths (23 of which were sudden) and over 1,000 cancerous tumors (including 168 cervical cancers), among other serious reactions (BMJ letter, December 2017).

Inappropriate Placebos in HPV testing - Most of the women in the study who received a placebo actually received AAHS which is a neurotoxic aluminum adjuvant used in the vaccine. In both the HPV and AAHS groups, there was a 2.3% rate of systemic autoimmune disorders. 3

In light of having no true saline placebo, this testing is obviously designed to hide injuries by claiming that there was no difference between the placebo group and the HPV vaccine group.

At least one study has found that there is a lowered probability of pregnancy in females in the USA aged 25-29 who received the HPV vaccine injection. 4

While I am aware that this study was retracted,5 the evidence is still valid and those who chose to retract the article did so claiming there were flaws in the analysis without actually proving anything.
One group of Indian researchers argues that from an individual perspective, “a healthy 16-year-old is at zero immediate risk of dying from cervical cancer but is faced with a small but real risk of death or serious disability from a vaccine that has yet to prevent a single case of cervical cancer.” From a programmatic perspective, they state that “there is no data in the literature to suggest that vaccination can replace cervical cancer screening. For any population coverage, cervical screening will always detect more pre-cancers and cancers than vaccination can prevent. Cost-effectiveness analyses have shown that cervical screening is more cost-effective than either vaccination alone or vaccination with screening.”

Especially in light of the vast concerns about the HPV vaccine, WA state should NOT be adding this to any school requirement.

Before making any decision on this highly controversial subject, I strongly recommend you read the book The HPV Vaccine On Trial so that you are knowledgeable about the specifics of the trials, the fraud and the risks.

References:

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/325706266_A_lowered_probability_of_pregnancy_in_females_in_the_USA_aged_25-29_who_received_a_human_papillomavirus_vaccine_injection

If it was your child would you honestly want to risk their fertility and their health for a vaccine that only has a theoretical ability to protect against a very small % of cases of cervical cancer which can lead to death in 2.3 / 100,000 cases and has caused serious injury and death in far more people than cancer deaths?

Please vote on the right side of history and protect children from being injured needlessly by this unproven vaccine.

Thank You and God Bless,

Andy Dentone
509-991-9394
Greetings! Thank you for your time and open-mindedness.

I appreciate that as the WA State Board of Health, it is your responsibility to minimize preventable diseases. As part of this responsibility, I understand you are currently considering adding the HPV vaccines to the childhood immunization schedule for school attendance.

I can completely understand your desire to reduce HPV infection and limit cervical cancer occurrence and if this vaccine could do that without side effects, it might be worth putting on the schedule. However, the facts about HPV infection itself do not actually make a strong argument. Here are just a few facts about HPV and cancer:

Approximately 70% of new HPV infections clear within 1 year and 91% within 2 years without ever causing cancer. 1
Deaths from cervical cancer have been decreasing since the 1970’s without a vaccine due to cervical screening programs. 1
No-one knows how long the vaccine antibodies (such as they are) will last, some predictions are as low as 5 years. 1

The transition from infection to cervical cancer if it occurs at all, is typically decades.

The testing for efficacy of the vaccine was “inferred” based on antibodies as an indicator of “protection” but infection with the virus itself often results in no antibody formation. So the assumption that this vaccine protects against cancer is completely that - an ASSUMPTION that is totally UNPROVEN.

I have grave concerns that the HPV vaccine is actually more harmful than any good that could come from it. Here are a few facts about the risks:

MERK’s own clinical studies found that the vaccine has a NEGATIVE 44.6% efficacy for women previously exposed to HPV infection. - Translation Gardasil increases the risk of cervical cancer by 44.6% in women previously exposed. 2
According to the Journal of Pediatric & Adolescent Gynecology 34% of children ages 2-10 have HPV infection due to non-sexual transmission. 2

At the very least, if WA wants to insist on the HPV vaccine, you should be demanding that they test for HPV infection prior to giving the vaccine. Given the FACTS from MERK themselves, anything less than that is NEGLIGENT on your part!

HPV vaccine has shown a serious adverse event rate of 1 in 15 (7%) and a death rate among the vaccinated (14 per 10,000) that far exceeds the risk of dying from cervical cancer (.23 per 10,000) (BMJ letter, May 2018).

Reports to the World Health Organization’s global adverse drug reactions database—conservatively estimated to represent 10% of actual reactions—of over 305,000 adverse reactions where the HPV vaccine “is believed to have been the cause,” including 445 deaths (23 of which were sudden) and over 1,000 cancerous tumors (including 168 cervical cancers), among other serious reactions (BMJ letter, December 2017).

Inappropriate Placebos in HPV testing - Most of the women in the study who received a placebo actually received AAHS which is a neurotoxic aluminum adjuvant used in the vaccine. In both the HPV and AAHS groups, there was a 2.3% rate of systemic autoimmune disorders. 3

In light of having no true saline placebo, this testing is obviously designed to hide injuries by claiming that there was no difference between the placebo group and the HPV vaccine group.

At least one study has found that there is a lowered probability of pregnancy in females in the USA aged 25-29 who received the HPV vaccine injection. 4

While I am aware that this study was retracted,5 the evidence is still valid and those who chose to retract the article did so claiming there were flaws in the analysis without actually proving anything.
One group of Indian researchers argues that from an individual perspective, “a healthy 16-year-old is at zero immediate risk of dying from cervical cancer but is faced with a small but real risk of death or serious disability from a vaccine that has yet to prevent a single case of cervical cancer.” From a programmatic perspective, they state that “there is no data in the literature to suggest that vaccination can replace cervical cancer screening. For any population coverage, cervical screening will always detect more pre-cancers and cancers than vaccination can prevent. Cost-effectiveness analyses have shown that cervical screening is more cost-effective than either vaccination alone or vaccination with screening.”

Especially in light of the vast concerns about the HPV vaccine, WA state should NOT be adding this to any school requirement.

Before making any decision on this highly controversial subject, I strongly recommend you read the book The HPV Vaccine On Trial so that you are knowledgeable about the specifics of the trials, the fraud and the risks.
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If it was your child would you honestly want to risk their fertility and their health for a vaccine that only has a theoretical ability to protect against a very small % of cases of cervical cancer which can lead to death in 2.3 / 100,000 cases and has caused serious injury and death in far more people than cancer deaths?

Please vote on the right side of history and protect children from being injured needlessly by this unproven vaccine.

Thank You and God Bless,

Andy Dentone
509-991-9394
This has gone too far. There is no sound justification for adding this to school requirements other than lining drug company and medical provider pockets. HPV is a sexually transmitted disease, and the last time I checked sex is a choice. Do not add this to school requirements.

Andy Walls
This has gone too far. There is no sound justification for adding this to school requirements other than lining drug company and medical provider pockets. HPV is a sexually transmitted disease, and the last time I checked sex is a choice. Do not add this to school requirements.

Andy Walls
Hello,

I’d like to voice my concern over adding the HPV vaccine to the schedule for school children in Washington State.

While I believe that some vaccines work and provide value, I’m baffled at the one-size-fits-all mentality! I believe in medical freedom and the authentic, trusting, one-on-one relationship between a provider and a patient in regards to all medical decisions.

Even deeper, I’m confused as to how HPV is a public health issue. My beautifully healthy children can’t catch or spread HPV while sitting at their desk.

I’d like to suggest you research this vaccine, the makers of the vaccine, the adverse reactions to the vaccine, the lack of liability with the manufacturer. Did you know Japan refuses to use this product due to severe adverse reactions?! Did you know there are over 500 deaths attributed to this vaccine?

Please, do not add this vaccine to our Washington State schedule. That’s a disservice to health and education.

Thank you,
Audri Bondo
Chelan County

Sent from my iPhone
Hello,

I’d like to voice my concern over adding the HPV vaccine to the schedule for school children in Washington State.

While I believe that some vaccines work and provide value, I’m baffled at the one-size-fits-all mentality! I believe in medical freedom and the authentic, trusting, one-on-one relationship between a provider and a patient in regards to all medical decisions.

Even deeper, I’m confused as to how HPV is a public health issue. My beautifully healthy children can’t catch or spread HPV while sitting at their desk.

I’d like to suggest you research this vaccine, the makers of the vaccine, the adverse reactions to the vaccine, the lack of liability with the manufacturer. Did you know Japan refuses to use this product due to severe adverse reactions?! Did you know there are over 500 deaths attributed to this vaccine?

Please, do not add this vaccine to our Washington State schedule. That’s a disservice to health and education.

Thank you,
Audri Bondo
Chelan County

Sent from my iPhone
From: Laura Dentone
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Public Comment - HPV Vaccine for School
Date: Thursday, January 2, 2020 10:48:27 PM

I appreciate that as the WA State Board of Health, it is your responsibility to minimize preventable diseases. As part of this responsibility, I understand you are currently considering adding the HPV vaccines to the childhood immunization schedule for school attendance.

I can completely understand your desire to reduce HPV infection and limit cervical cancer occurrence and if this vaccine could do that without side effects, it might be worth putting on the schedule. However, the facts about HPV infection itself do not actually make a strong argument. Here are just a few facts about HPV and cancer:

1. Approximately 70% of new HPV infections clear within 1 year and 91% within 2 years without ever causing cancer. 1

2. Deaths from cervical cancer have been decreasing since the 1970's without a vaccine due to cervical screening programs.1

3. No-one knows how long the vaccine antibodies (such as they are) will last, some predictions are as low as 5 years.1

4. The transition from infection to cervical cancer if it occurs at all, is typically decades.

5. The testing for efficacy of the vaccine was “inferred” based on antibodies as an indicator of “protection” but infection with the virus itself often results in no antibody formation. So the assumption that this vaccine protects against cancer is completely that - an ASSUMPTION that is totally UNPROVEN.

I have grave concerns that the HPV vaccine is actually more harmful than any good that could come from it. Here are a few facts about the risks:

1. MERK’s own clinical studies found that the vaccine has a NEGATIVE 44.6% efficacy for women previously exposed to HPV infection. - Translation Gardasil increases the risk of cervical cancer by 44.6% in women previously exposed. 2

   a. According to the Journal of Pediatric & Adolescent Gynecology 34% of children ages 2-10 have HPV infection due to non-sexual transmission.5

   b. At the very least, if WA wants to insist on the HPV vaccine, you should be demanding that they test for HPV infection prior to giving the vaccine. Given the FACTS from MERK themselves, anything less than that is NEGLIGENT on your part!

2. HPV vaccine has shown a serious adverse event rate of 1 in 15 (7%) and a death rate among the vaccinated (14 per 10,000) that far exceeds the risk of dying from cervical cancer (.23 per 10,000) (BMJ letter, May 2018).

3. Reports to the World Health Organization’s global adverse drug reactions database—conservatively estimated to represent 10% of actual reactions—of over 305,000 adverse reactions where the HPV vaccine “is believed to have been the cause,” including 445 deaths (23 of which were sudden) and over 1,000 cancerous tumors (including 168 cervical cancers), among other serious reactions (BMJ letter, December 2017).

4. Inappropriate Placebos in HPV testing - Most of the women in the study who received a placebo actually received AAHS which is a neurotoxic aluminum adjuvant used in the vaccine. In both the HPV and AAHS groups, there was a 2.3% rate of systemic autoimmune disorders.3

   a. In light of having no true saline placebo, this testing is obviously designed to hide injuries by claiming that there was no difference between the placebo group and the HPV vaccine group.

5. At least one study has found that there is a lowered probability of pregnancy in females in the USA aged 25-29 who received
a. While I am aware that this study was retracted, the evidence is still valid and those who chose to retract the article did so claiming there were flaws in the analysis without actually proving anything.

One group of Indian researchers argue that from an individual perspective, “a healthy 16-year-old is at zero immediate risk of dying from cervical cancer but is faced with a small but real risk of death or serious disability from a vaccine that has yet to prevent a single case of cervical cancer.” From a programmatic perspective, they state that “there is no data in the literature to suggest that vaccination can replace cervical cancer screening. For any population coverage, cervical screening will always detect more precancers and cancers than vaccination can prevent. Cost-effectiveness analyses have shown that cervical screening is more cost-effective than either vaccination alone or vaccination with screening.”

Especially in light of the vast concerns about the HPV vaccine, WA state should NOT be adding this to any school requirement.

Before making any decision on this highly controversial subject, I strongly recommend you read the book The HPV Vaccine On Trial so that you are knowledgeable about the specifics of the trials, the fraud and the risks.

References:

If it was your child would you honestly want to risk their fertility and their health for a vaccine that only has a theoretical ability to protect against a very small % of cases of cervical cancer which can lead to death in 2.3 / 100,000 cases and has caused serious injury and death in far more people than cancer deaths?

Please vote on the right side of history and protect children from being injured needlessly by this unproven vaccine.

Thank You,
Laura Dentone
I appreciate that as the WA State Board of Health, it is your responsibility to minimize preventable diseases. As part of this responsibility, I understand you are currently considering adding the HPV vaccines to the childhood immunization schedule for school attendance.

I can completely understand your desire to reduce HPV infection and limit cervical cancer occurrence and if this vaccine could do that without side effects, it might be worth putting on the schedule. However, the facts about HPV infection itself do not actually make a strong argument. Here are just a few facts about HPV and cancer:

1. Approximately 70% of new HPV infections clear within 1 year and 91% within 2 years without ever causing cancer.¹

2. Deaths from cervical cancer have been decreasing since the 1970’s without a vaccine due to cervical screening programs.¹

3. No-one knows how long the vaccine antibodies (such as they are) will last, some predictions are as low as 5 years.¹

4. The transition from infection to cervical cancer if it occurs at all, is typically decades.

5. The testing for efficacy of the vaccine was “inferred” based on antibodies as an indicator of “protection” but infection with the virus itself often results in no antibody formation. So the assumption that this vaccine protects against cancer is completely that - an ASSUMPTION that is totally UNPROVEN.

I have grave concerns that the HPV vaccine is actually more harmful than any good that could come from it. Here are a few facts about the risks:

1. MERK’s own clinical studies found that the vaccine has a NEGATIVE 44.6% efficacy for women previously exposed to HPV infection. - Translation Gardasil increases the risk of cervical cancer by 44.6% in women previously exposed.²
   
a. According to the Journal of Pediatric & Adolescent Gynecology 34% of children ages 2-10 have HPV infection due to non-sexual transmission.³
   
b. At the very least, if WA wants to insist on the HPV vaccine, you should be demanding that they test for HPV infection prior to giving the vaccine. Given the FACTS from MERK themselves, anything less than that is NEGLIGENT on your part!

2. HPV vaccine has shown a serious adverse event rate of 1 in 15 (7%) and a death rate among the vaccinated (14 per 10,000) that far exceeds the risk of dying from cervical cancer (.23 per 10,000) (BMJ letter, May 2018).

3. Reports to the World Health Organization’s global adverse drug reactions database—conservatively estimated to represent 10% of actual reactions—of over 305,000 adverse reactions where the HPV vaccine “is believed to have been the cause,” including 445 deaths (23 of which were sudden) and over 1,000 cancerous tumors (including 168 cervical cancers), among other serious reactions (BMJ letter, December 2017).

4. Inappropriate Placebos in HPV testing - Most of the women in the study who received a placebo actually received AAHS which is a neurotoxic aluminum adjuvant used in the vaccine. In both the HPV and AAHS groups, there was a 2.3% rate of systemic autoimmune disorders.³
   
a. In light of having no true saline placebo, this testing is obviously designed to hide injuries by claiming that there was no difference between the placebo group and the HPV vaccine group.

5. At least one study has found that there is a lowered probability of pregnancy in females in the USA aged 25-29 who received
the HPV vaccine injection.\textsuperscript{4}

a. While I am aware that this study was retracted,\textsuperscript{5} the evidence is still valid and those who chose to retract the article did so claiming there were flaws in the analysis without actually proving anything.

One group of Indian researchers argues that from an individual perspective, “a healthy 16-year-old is at zero immediate risk of dying from cervical cancer but is faced with a small but real risk of death or serious disability from a vaccine that has yet to prevent a single case of cervical cancer.” From a programmatic perspective, they state that “there is no data in the literature to suggest that vaccination can replace cervical cancer screening. For any population coverage, cervical screening will always detect more pre-cancers and cancers than vaccination can prevent. Cost-effectiveness analyses have shown that cervical screening is more cost-effective than either vaccination alone or vaccination with screening.”

Especially in light of the vast concerns about the HPV vaccine, WA state should NOT be adding this to any school requirement.

Before making any decision on this highly controversial subject, I strongly recommend you read the book The HPV Vaccine On Trial so that you are knowledgeable about the specifics of the trials, the fraud and the risks.

References:
1. \textsuperscript{1} http://www.jayne-donegan.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/2009-HPV-website.pdf
2. \textsuperscript{2} https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/has-gardasil-really-eliminated-cervical-cancer-in-australia/
3. \textsuperscript{3} https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/25-reasons-to-avoid-the-gardasil-vaccine/
4. \textsuperscript{4} https://www.researchgate.net/publication/325706266_A_lowered_probability_of_pregnancy_in_females_in_the_USA_aged_25-29_who_received_a_human_papillomavirus_vaccine_injection

If it was you're child would you honestly want to risk their fertility and their health for a vaccine that only has a theoretical ability to protect against a very small % of cases of cervical cancer which can lead to death in 2.3 / 100,000 cases and has caused serious injury and death in far more people than cancer deaths?  Please vote on the right side of history and protect children from being injured needlessly by this unproven vaccine.

Thank You,
Laura Dentone
Dear WA Board of Health:

As a Washington State parent and resident who is vaccine risk-aware, I strongly oppose any rule change to add the HPV vaccine to Chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine Preventable Diseases.

The risks of HPV Vaccine (Gardasil) are far greater than the benefits. This proposed rule change should not be recommended for any one of the following reasons:

1. According to the American Cancer Society, cervical cancer is preventable with proper screening tests.

2. HPV is a sexually transmitted infection that is not caught in public settings such as daycare or school. HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time.

3. You have a higher chance of dying from the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil than getting or dying from an HPV-associated cancer. The death rate of cervical cancer in the US is 2.3/100,000. The death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was 85/100,000 or 37 times that of cervical cancer. The total HPV associated cancer rate of cervical, anal, vaginal and vulvar is 19.8/100,000. Do the math!

4. According to the Gardasil insert there is a 2.3% chance of developing an autoimmune disease after receiving the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil. That means 2.3 out of every 100 children will develop a lifelong chronic disease such as arthritis, lupus, multiple sclerosis, etc. after receiving the liability free HPV vaccine product/Gardasil

5. Half (49.6%) of the clinical trial subjects who received Gardasil reported serious medical conditions within seven months. To avoid classifying these injuries as adverse events, Merck dismissed them as “new medical conditions.”

6. Females in the Gardasil clinical trials with evidence of current HPV infection and previous exposure to HPV had a 44% increased risk of developing cervical lesions or cancer following vaccination.

7. The HPV vaccine product/Gardasil has been associated with premature ovarian failure (teenage menopause!) and increased miscarriage rates 10-15% higher than the corresponding reproductive age group.

8. There have not been any real Gardasil safety studies conducted. In the Gardasil clinical trials, Merck used a neurotoxic aluminum adjuvant called AAHS instead of using an inert saline placebo. In the clinical trials, there was little to no difference in the safety profiles of the AAHS adjuvant and Gardasil. The World Health Organization has stated that using something other than an inert substance as a placebo creates a “methodological disadvantage”. This may make it “difficult or impossible” to assess vaccine safety properly without a true placebo. It is no surprise to learn that Merck is
currently being sued for fraudulent Gardasil safety studies.

9. Japan removed the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil from their recommended list of childhood vaccines after an enormous number of adverse events occurred.

I strongly urge you to get all the facts about the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil and to read The HPV Vaccine on Trial.

It is only a matter a time before the horrible truth about Gardasil is rightfully acknowledged and the vaccine is recalled by the FDA. The truth is just too horrific to hide forever. I urge you to be one of the brave public health officials willing to put the health of our children first, ahead of political agendas, manufactured public health crises, and pharmaceutical profits. How many more of our children have to be struck with lifelong chronic autoimmune diseases or die? We don’t need any more random victims of vaccine policy.

Sincerely,

Anneli Hill
Dear WA Board of Health:

As a Washington State parent and resident who is vaccine risk-aware, I strongly oppose any rule change to add the HPV vaccine to Chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine Preventable Diseases.

The risks of HPV Vaccine (Gardasil) are far greater than the benefits. This proposed rule change should not be recommended for any one of the following reasons:

1. According to the American Cancer Society, cervical cancer is preventable with proper screening tests.

2. HPV is a sexually transmitted infection that is not caught in public settings such as daycare or school. HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time.

3. You have a higher chance of dying from the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil than getting or dying from an HPV-associated cancer. The death rate of cervical cancer in the US is 2.3/100,000. The death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was 85/100,000 or 37 times that of cervical cancer. The total HPV associated cancer rate of cervical, anal, vaginal and vulvar is 19.8/100,000. Do the math!

4. According to the Gardasil insert there is a 2.3% chance of developing an autoimmune disease after receiving the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil. That means 2.3 out of every 100 children will develop a lifelong chronic disease such as arthritis, lupus, multiple sclerosis, etc. after receiving the liability free HPV vaccine product/Gardasil

5. Half (49.6%) of the clinical trial subjects who received Gardasil reported serious medical conditions within seven months. To avoid classifying these injuries as adverse events, Merck dismissed them as “new medical conditions.”

6. Females in the Gardasil clinical trials with evidence of current HPV infection and previous exposure to HPV had a 44% increased risk of developing cervical lesions or cancer following vaccination.

7. The HPV vaccine product/Gardasil has been associated with premature ovarian failure (teenage menopause!) and increased miscarriage rates 10-15% higher than the corresponding reproductive age group.

8. There have not been any real Gardasil safety studies conducted. In the Gardasil clinical trials, Merck used a neurotoxic aluminum adjuvant called AAHS instead of using an inert saline placebo. In the clinical trials, there was little to no difference in the safety profiles of the AAHS adjuvant and Gardasil. The World Health Organization has stated that using something other than an inert substance as a placebo creates a “methodological disadvantage”. This may make it “difficult or impossible” to assess vaccine safety properly without a true placebo. It is no surprise to learn that Merck is
currently being sued for fraudulent Gardasil safety studies.

9. Japan removed the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil from their recommended list of childhood vaccines after an enormous number of adverse events occurred.

I strongly urge you to get all the facts about the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil and to read The HPV Vaccine on Trial.

It is only a matter a time before the horrible truth about Gardasil is rightfully acknowledged and the vaccine is recalled by the FDA. The truth is just too horrific to hide forever. I urge you to be one of the brave public health officials willing to put the health of our children first, ahead of political agendas, manufactured public health crises, and pharmaceutical profits. How many more of our children have to be struck with lifelong chronic autoimmune diseases or die? We don’t need any more random victims of vaccine policy.

Sincerely,

Anneli Hill
I appreciate that as the WA State Board of Health, it is your responsibility to minimize preventable diseases. As part of this responsibility, I understand you are currently considering adding the HPV vaccines to the childhood immunization schedule for school attendance.

I can completely understand your desire to reduce HPV infection and limit cervical cancer occurrence and if this vaccine could do that without side effects, it might be worth putting on the schedule. However, the facts about HPV infection itself do not actually make a strong argument. Here are just a few facts about HPV and cancer:

1. Approximately 70% of new HPV infections clear within 1 year and 91% within 2 years without ever causing cancer.¹

2. Deaths from cervical cancer have been decreasing since the 1970's without a vaccine due to cervical screening programs.¹

3. No-one knows how long the vaccine antibodies (such as they are) will last, some predictions are as low as 5 years.¹

4. The transition from infection to cervical cancer if it occurs at all, is typically decades.

5. The testing for efficacy of the vaccine was “inferred” based on antibodies as an indicator of “protection” but infection with the virus itself often results in no antibody formation. So the assumption that this vaccine protects against cancer is completely that - an ASSUMPTION that is totally UNPROVEN.

I have grave concerns that the HPV vaccine is actually more harmful than any good that could come from it. Here are a few facts about the risks:

1. MERK's own clinical studies found that the vaccine has a NEGATIVE 44.6% efficacy for women previously exposed to HPV infection. - Translation Gardasil increases the risk of cervical cancer by 44.6% in women previously exposed. ²
a. According to the Journal of Pediatric & Adolescent Gynecology 34% of children ages 2-10 have HPV infection due to non-sexual transmission.²

b. At the very least, if WA wants to insist on the HPV vaccine, you should be demanding that they test for HPV infection prior to giving the vaccine. Given the FACTS from MERK themselves, anything less than that is NEGLIGENT on your part!

2. HPV vaccine has shown a serious adverse event rate of 1 in 15 (7%) and a death rate among the vaccinated (14 per 10,000) that far exceeds the risk of dying from cervical cancer (0.23 per 10,000) (BMJ letter, May 2018).

3. Reports to the World Health Organization’s global adverse drug reactions database—conservatively estimated to represent 10% of actual reactions—of over 305,000 adverse reactions where the HPV vaccine “is believed to have been the cause,” including 445 deaths (23 of which were sudden) and over 1,000 cancerous tumors (including 168 cervical cancers), among other serious reactions (BMJ letter, December 2017).

4. Inappropriate Placebos in HPV testing - Most of the women in the study who received a placebo actually received AAHS which is a neurotoxic aluminum adjuvant used in the vaccine. In both the HPV and AAHS groups, there was a 2.3% rate of systemic autoimmune disorders.³

a. In light of having no true saline placebo, this testing is obviously designed to hide injuries by claiming that there was no difference between the placebo group and the HPV vaccine group.

5. At least one study has found that there is a lowered probability of pregnancy in females in the USA aged 25-29 who received the HPV vaccine injection.⁴

a. While I am aware that this study was retracted,⁵ the evidence is still valid and those who chose to retract the article did so claiming there were flaws
in the analysis without actually proving anything.

One group of Indian researchers argues that from an individual perspective, “a healthy 16-year-old is at zero immediate risk of dying from cervical cancer but is faced with a small but real risk of death or serious disability from a vaccine that has yet to prevent a single case of cervical cancer.” From a programmatic perspective, they state that “there is no data in the literature to suggest that vaccination can replace cervical cancer screening. For any population coverage, cervical screening will always detect more pre-cancers and cancers than vaccination can prevent. Cost-effectiveness analyses have shown that cervical screening is more cost-effective than either vaccination alone or vaccination with screening.”

Especially in light of the vast concerns about the HPV vaccine, WA state should NOT be adding this to any school requirement.

Before making any decision on this highly controversial subject, I strongly recommend you read the book The HPV Vaccine On Trial so that you are knowledgeable about the specifics of the trials, the fraud and the risks.

References:


If it was you’re child would you honestly want to risk their fertility and their health for a vaccine that only has a theoretical ability to protect against a very small % of cases of cervical cancer which can lead to death in 2.3 / 100,000 cases compared to the thousands of serious injury and deaths caused by the vaccine?

Please vote on the right side of history and protect children from being injured needlessly by this
unproven vaccine.

Thank You,
Laura Dentone
I appreciate that as the WA State Board of Health, it is your responsibility to minimize preventable diseases. As part of this responsibility, I understand you are currently considering adding the HPV vaccines to the childhood immunization schedule for school attendance.

I can completely understand your desire to reduce HPV infection and limit cervical cancer occurrence and if this vaccine could do that without side effects, it might be worth putting on the schedule. However, the facts about HPV infection itself do not actually make a strong argument. Here are just a few facts about HPV and cancer:

1. Approximately 70% of new HPV infections clear within 1 year and 91% within 2 years without ever causing cancer.¹

2. Deaths from cervical cancer have been decreasing since the 1970's without a vaccine due to cervical screening programs.¹

3. No-one knows how long the vaccine antibodies (such as they are) will last, some predictions are as low as 5 years.¹

4. The transition from infection to cervical cancer if it occurs at all, is typically decades.

5. The testing for efficacy of the vaccine was “inferred” based on antibodies as an indicator of “protection” but infection with the virus itself often results in no antibody formation. So the assumption that this vaccine protects against cancer is completely that - an ASSUMPTION that is totally UNPROVEN.

I have grave concerns that the HPV vaccine is actually more harmful than any good that could come from it. Here are a few facts about the risks:

1. MERK’s own clinical studies found that the vaccine has a NEGATIVE 44.6% efficacy for women previously exposed to HPV infection. - Translation Gardasil increases the risk of cervical cancer by 44.6% in women previously exposed.²
a. According to the Journal of Pediatric & Adolescent Gynecology 34% of children ages 2-10 have HPV infection due to non-sexual transmission.²

b. At the very least, if WA wants to insist on the HPV vaccine, you should be demanding that they test for HPV infection prior to giving the vaccine. Given the FACTS from MERK themselves, anything less than that is NEGLIGENT on your part!

2. HPV vaccine has shown a serious adverse event rate of 1 in 15 (7%) and a death rate among the vaccinated (14 per 10,000) that far exceeds the risk of dying from cervical cancer (.23 per 10,000) (BMJ letter, May 2018).

3. Reports to the World Health Organization’s global adverse drug reactions database —conservatively estimated to represent 10% of actual reactions—of over 305,000 adverse reactions where the HPV vaccine “is believed to have been the cause,” including 445 deaths (23 of which were sudden) and over 1,000 cancerous tumors (including 168 cervical cancers), among other serious reactions (BMJ letter, December 2017).

4. Inappropriate Placebos in HPV testing - Most of the women in the study who received a placebo actually received AAHS which is a neurotoxic aluminum adjuvant used in the vaccine. In both the HPV and AAHS groups, there was a 2.3% rate of systemic autoimmune disorders.³

a. In light of having no true saline placebo, this testing is obviously designed to hide injuries by claiming that there was no difference between the placebo group and the HPV vaccine group.

5. At least one study has found that there is a lowered probability of pregnancy in females in the USA aged 25-29 who received the HPV vaccine injection.⁴

a. While I am aware that this study was retracted,⁵ the evidence is still valid and those who chose to retract the article did so claiming there were flaws
in the analysis without actually proving anything.

One group of Indian researchers argues that from an individual perspective, “a healthy 16-year-old is at zero immediate risk of dying from cervical cancer but is faced with a small but real risk of death or serious disability from a vaccine that has yet to prevent a single case of cervical cancer.” From a programmatic perspective, they state that “there is no data in the literature to suggest that vaccination can replace cervical cancer screening. For any population coverage, cervical screening will always detect more pre-cancers and cancers than vaccination can prevent. Cost-effectiveness analyses have shown that cervical screening is more cost-effective than either vaccination alone or vaccination with screening.”

Especially in light of the vast concerns about the HPV vaccine, WA state should NOT be adding this to any school requirement.

Before making any decision on this highly controversial subject, I strongly recommend you read the book The HPV Vaccine On Trial so that you are knowledgeable about the specifics of the trials, the fraud and the risks.

References:


If it was you’re child would you honestly want to risk their fertility and their health for a vaccine that only has a theoretical ability to protect against a very small % of cases of cervical cancer which can lead to death in 2.3 / 100,000 cases compared to the thousands of serious injury and deaths caused by the vaccine?

Please vote on the right side of history and protect children from being injured needlessly by this
unproven vaccine.

Thank You,
Laura Dentone
Dear WA Board of Health:

As a Washington State family / resident, I strongly oppose any rule change to add the HPV vaccine to Chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine Preventable Diseases.

The risks of HPV Vaccine (Gardasil) are far greater than the benefits. This proposed rule change should not be recommended for any one of the following reasons:

1. According to the American Cancer Society, cervical cancer is preventable with proper screening tests.
2. HPV is a sexually transmitted infection that is not caught in public settings such as daycare or school. HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time.
3. You have a higher chance of dying from the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil than getting or dying from an HPV-associated cancer. The death rate of cervical cancer in the US is 2.3/100,000. The death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was 85/100,000 or 37 times that of cervical cancer. The total HPV associated cancer rate of cervical, anal, vaginal and vulvar is 19.8/100,000. Simple math shows the vaccine to be deadly.
4. According to the Gardasil insert there is a 2.3% chance of developing an autoimmune disease after receiving the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil. 2.3 out of every 100 children will develop a lifelong chronic disease such as arthritis, lupus, multiple sclerosis, etc. after receiving the liability free HPV vaccine product/Gardasil.
5. Half (49.6%) of the clinical trial subjects who received Gardasil reported serious medical conditions within seven months. To avoid classifying these injuries as adverse events, Merck dismissed them as “new medical conditions.”
6. Females in the Gardasil clinical trials with evidence of current HPV infection and previous exposure to HPV had a 44% increased risk of developing cervical lesions or cancer following vaccination.
7. The HPV vaccine product/Gardasil has been associated with premature ovarian failure (teenage menopause!) and increased miscarriage rates 10-15% higher than the corresponding reproductive age group.
8. There have not been any real Gardasil safety studies conducted. In the Gardasil clinical trials, Merck used a neurotoxic aluminum adjuvant called AAHS instead of using an inert saline placebo. In the clinical trials, there was little to no difference in the safety profiles of the AAHS adjuvant and Gardasil. The World Health Organization has stated that using something other than an inert substance as a placebo creates a “methodological disadvantage”. This may make it “difficult or impossible” to assess vaccine safety properly without a true placebo. It is no surprise to learn that Merck is currently being sued for
fraudulent Gardasil safety studies.
9. **Japan** removed the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil from their recommended list of childhood vaccines after an enormous number of adverse events occurred.

I strongly urge you to get all the facts about the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil. Below is a link to a video [presentation](#) by Children’s Health Defense that was put together for a current case where Merck is being sued for fraudulent Gardasil safety studies. I also encourage you to read [The HPV Vaccine on Trial](#).

It is only a matter a time before the horrible truth about Gardasil is rightfully acknowledged and the vaccine is recalled by the FDA. The truth is just too horrific to hide forever. **I urge you to be one of the brave public health officials willing to put the health of our children first, ahead of political agendas, manufactured public health crises, and pharmaceutical profits.** How many more of our children have to be struck with lifelong chronic autoimmune diseases or die? **We don’t need any more random victims of vaccine policy.**

Regards,
Clifton Hill
Dear WA Board of Health:

As a Washington State family / resident, I strongly oppose any rule change to add the HPV vaccine to Chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine Preventable Diseases.

The risks of HPV Vaccine (Gardasil) are far greater than the benefits. This proposed rule change should not be recommended for any one of the following reasons:

1. According to the American Cancer Society, cervical cancer is preventable with proper screening tests.
2. HPV is a sexually transmitted infection that is not caught in public settings such as daycare or school. HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time.
3. You have a higher chance of dying from the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil than getting or dying from an HPV-associated cancer. The death rate of cervical cancer in the US is 2.3/100,000. The death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was 85/100,000 or 37 times that of cervical cancer. The total HPV associated cancer rate of cervical, anal, vaginal and vulvar is 19.8/100,000. Simple math shows the vaccine to be deadly.
4. According to the Gardasil insert there is a 2.3% chance of developing an autoimmune disease after receiving the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil. 2.3 out of every 100 children will develop a lifelong chronic disease such as arthritis, lupus, multiple sclerosis, etc. after receiving the liability free HPV vaccine product/Gardasil.
5. Half (49.6%) of the clinical trial subjects who received Gardasil reported serious medical conditions within seven months. To avoid classifying these injuries as adverse events, Merck dismissed them as “new medical conditions.”
6. Females in the Gardasil clinical trials with evidence of current HPV infection and previous exposure to HPV had a 44% increased risk of developing cervical lesions or cancer following vaccination.
7. The HPV vaccine product/Gardasil has been associated with premature ovarian failure (teenage menopause!) and increased miscarriage rates 10-15% higher than the corresponding reproductive age group.
8. There have not been any real Gardasil safety studies conducted. In the Gardasil clinical trials, Merck used a neurotoxic aluminum adjuvant called AAHS instead of using an inert saline placebo. In the clinical trials, there was little to no difference in the safety profiles of the AAHS adjuvant and Gardasil. The World Health Organization has stated that using something other than an inert substance as a placebo creates a “methodological disadvantage”. This may make it “difficult or impossible” to assess vaccine safety properly without a true placebo. It is no surprise to learn that Merck is currently being sued for...
fraudulent Gardasil safety studies.
9. Japan removed the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil from their recommended list of childhood vaccines after an enormous number of adverse events occurred.

I strongly urge you to get all the facts about the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil. Below is a link to a video presentation by Children’s Health Defense that was put together for a current case where Merck is being sued for fraudulent Gardasil safety studies. I also encourage you to read The HPV Vaccine on Trial.

It is only a matter a time before the horrible truth about Gardasil is rightfully acknowledged and the vaccine is recalled by the FDA. The truth is just too horrific to hide forever. *I urge you to be one of the brave public health officials willing to put the health of our children first, ahead of political agendas, manufactured public health crises, and pharmaceutical profits.* How many more of our children have to be struck with lifelong chronic autoimmune diseases or die? **We don’t need any more random victims of vaccine policy.**

Regards,
Clifton Hill
I'm writing to strongly oppose adding the HPV vaccine to the school vaccine schedule in Washington State. I have been injured by this vaccine myself, losing 3 babies, years of my life, and my health to it. I was diagnosed with infertility and hypothyroid in less than a year after receiving the series, without prior or family history of those. I will never give this vaccine to my children. It is proven to be one of the most dangerous ones made. It has killed and permanently disabled many, many people. It is also not addressing any public health threats. HPV does not spread easily from individual to individual. If it is spreading in our schools, we have a much bigger problem to address. Forcing people to receive this vaccine is a gross violation of personal freedoms.

Thank you,
Lauren Freebourn
Spokane county mother
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I'm a parent and do NOT, I repeat DO NOT want this vaccine added to school requirements. There is evidence beyond belief that this vaccine causes more severe damage than not receiving it. Evidence shows the vaccine actually INCREASES the chances of cervical cancer. There are also class action lawsuits multiple countries. Law suits will be coming soon to the United States. HPV is not transmitted in a school setting and there's no need to add it. HPV is dangerous. Please DO NOT add this vaccine to the schedule.

Thank You
Concerned Parent
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Thank You
Concerned Parent
Regarding adding HPV vaccine to requirements for school schedule

I am a parent aware of how risky this vaccine is and also aware of how minor an infection HPV can be. The strains covered in the vaccine are only transmitted by sexual contact so there is NO need to require this for school entry. There is no transmission in school settings.

I will not give my children a high risk vaccine that is not necessary for their protection in public spaces. Do not add this vaccine to the requirements. It’s completely unnecessary.

Signed,
Curtis Houser
206-550-7210

Sent from my iPhone
To whom it may concern,

I do not support the addition of the HPV vaccine to the schedule. It has not been properly studied and has some of the worst reactions that are more common than they should be. This should not be mandated and should be a decision made between patient and doctor, not between the government and patient.

Thank you,
Laura Brewer
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Dear Washington State Board of Health,

It is with concern I write regarding the consideration of the HPV vaccine being required for school. The vaccine is for sexually transmitted disease. So if children are getting HPV at school there is a bigger issue going on that needs to be addressed. If that isn't enough to stop you for considering it mandatory for school maybe all the documentation of the damage done, ineffectiveness of the vaccine, and deaths that are associated with HPV vaccine.

It is my understanding that people in government bodies have the job looking out for the good of the whole. Requiring the GPV vaccine does not fit looking at the good of the whole. Why? Because there is enough evidence that the vaccine does not contribute to the health and wellbeing of the public.

Regards,
Kim Parks
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Then there a
My comments are for the meeting on Wednesday January 8, 2020 regarding the agenda item #7 – Petition for Rulemaking to add HPV to Chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine – Preventable Diseases.

I ask that this vaccine for HPV not be added as one of the mandatory vaccines. I personally do vaccinate my children but when it comes to this particular vaccine, I have questions and concerns still. More importantly, HPV is a sexually transmitted disease that is not transmitted via air or touch with contaminated surfaces like measles for example. I am not here to debate the vaccine or its effects, but I feel that is important to be careful of how much administrations and the government are involved in our personal parenting choices including vaccines. HPV is not a disease that you can easily and unknowingly come into contact with just by being in the same room with other students as opposed to some of the other diseases that we vaccinate against. I can not justify why we would need to add it to the mandatory list.

Please consider NOT adding it as a mandatory vaccine.

Sincerely,
Tanya Jennings
Parent of children in the Kent School District
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Please find attached a PDF of ICWA’s comment on agenda item 7 (Petition for Rulemaking to add HPV to chapter 246-105)

Thank you,

Bernadette Pajer
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Dear Members of the Washington State Board of Health,

I am writing in response to the petition to consider adding the HPV vaccine to the required vaccines for school attendance in Washington State. While I deeply understand the desire to protect as many members of the public from as many illnesses as possible, I am concerned about a requirement for the HPV vaccine for school attendance for many reasons. As a healthcare professional who has participated in the vaccines for children program at my past practice and administered many vaccines personally, I am not anti-vaccine. I am concerned about the BOH and DOH eliminating parental medical decision making when it comes to vaccines for illnesses that are neither contagious in a casual contact setting (school) nor presenting as an epidemic. While parents currently have the right to utilize a philosophical or religious exemption for school related vaccination, we all know that this right is in jeopardy and that should non-medical exemptions be removed, the HPV vaccination, if it were on the school required list, would become mandatory for any family wishing to fully participate in an organized school programs. Several other countries have withdrawn their recommendation for the vaccine entirely, including Japan, which has one of the best health outcomes in the world. Removal of family medical decision rights for a vaccine that has been rejected by other countries with better health outcomes and that is currently involved in a fraud lawsuit when there is no public health emergency is, what I would consider, an alarming overstep into medical freedom.

Since there have been several severe reactions to the HPV vaccine compensated for through the national childhood vaccine injury compensation program, several of which have included death or permanent disability, increased coercion around the vaccine would seem unethical to me. All medical decision making should include informed consent with freedom from coercion, especially where there is no imminent threat. PAP smear screening is highly effective at preventing most cases of cervical cancer and the HPV vaccine does not protect against all strains of HPV. In my personal experience as a practitioner, the most persistent cases of cervical dysplasia I saw were always in women who had received the HPV vaccine. As there is risk from the vaccination and there is no public health emergency, I strongly believe that this vaccine should NOT be added to the list of required vaccines for school attendance in WA state. Public health was designed to create guidelines and policies to protect the masses. Guidelines for the masses were never meant to be laws applied to the individual without consideration for their individual needs and situation.

Given the current tension regarding vaccines in this time and that HPV is one of the most controversial of the vaccines on the childhood schedule, a decision to keep it off the required school vaccines list would likely actually help engender more trust between vaccine hesitant parents and the BOH.

With Deepest Respect,
Erin Westaway
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Dear WA Board of Health:

As a Washington State Physician- I strongly oppose the proposed rule change to add the HPV vaccine to Chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine Preventable Diseases.

The risk/ benefit ratio of the HPV vaccine vs illness is not a simple enough decision to take this choice away from parents. Of course the drive for vaccinations is one of good will but they do not come without risk therefore I am an advocate for parental choice.

I believe the proposed rule change should not be recommended for many reasons including but not limited to the following:

According to the Gardasil insert there is a 2.3% chance of developing an autoimmune disease after receiving the HPV vaccine product/Gardasil. That means 2.3 out of every 100 children will develop a lifelong chronic disease such as arthritis, lupus, multiple sclerosis, etc. after receiving the liability free HPV vaccine product/Gardasil

I think this one story is enough to demonstrate that it is not without risk and that parent’s should have a choice. Please watch Colton’s story: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CHYmb9Hwj4A&list=PL_H9IShCZAbhztF0yAMtKNMuUC4QeF3zH&index=4

I think there is too much controversy about this vaccine to mandate it at this time. More safety testing is needed.

Please feel free to contact me if you feel that you need more information to make this decision.

Sincerely,

Dr. Molly Gray
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To Whom it May Concern,

I would like to express my concern regarding the Gardasil/ HPV vaccine becoming a requirement in order to attend school here in Washington.

I was surprised to even see that this was being considered to begin with. HPV is only communicable via sexual contact and should have no implications within the classroom. If students are getting HPV in the classroom then there's a much bigger issue going on! This vaccine, in particular, has had an overwhelming amount of adverse events reported to VAERS and has even been banned in other countries. It's a shot that doctors, nurses, and other medical professionals have offered concerns about as well. Parents- and children- should be able to choose if they want to accept the risks of this shot. Excluding students from school because of a shot connected to a STD is not fair to students, or parents.

I'm sure you've received dozens of emails with additional statistics and information so I won't send all of that over again. Please know that this is another concerned parent who does not plan to give my child Gardasil and hopes that my voice will be heard in not forcing students to receive this unnecessary, and often dangerous, shot.

Thank you,
Amanda Osenga
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I am emailing on behalf of myself and my whole family. Please do not add the hpv vaccine to the already long list of vaccines on the current cdc schedule.
As it is our children are getting over vaccinated.
The current schedule has never been studied as a whole let alone each vaccine.
The HPV vaccine is considered the most dangerous because of the amount and type of aluminum used in this particular vaccine. It’s destroying the life of so many teenagers and their families.
HPV should not even be vaccinated for.
90% of cases clear up on there own.
In Washington state, two girls have died and 650 adverse effects have occurred.
Across our country there’s over 60,000 reports of adverse effects. The last teenage boy to die from the vaccine was Christopher Bunch at age 14. So tragic. Had he known there was a zero percent chance at the time his parents and him may have said no to the hpv vaccine.Give people a chance to learn the correct information. It’s also the most expensive vaccine on the market.

According to a Harvard study only 1% of vaccine injuries are reported because many don’t know how to report the incidences to vaers nor do they know how to recognize these injuries.

Now that so many have injuries, these “anti-vaxxers” are coming forward and asking for help. Please do not turn a blind eye to the fact that there’s a zero percent chance of teenagers/preteens of getting diagnosed with cervical cancer.
The average age of death from cervical cancer is 58.

HPV does not get passed around in daycares and schools. There’s absolutely no logical reason for this added vaccine.
It’s not a communicable disease.
It’s a sexually transmitted infection passed through intercourse.
This should be taken of the table immediately.
I am against adding the HPV Vaccination to the current vaccine schedule.

Here’s a must watch for anyone reading this letter.
Here’s a real scientist that has no interest in getting his pockets lined by Pharma. The inventor of email:
Dr. Shiva

https://youtu.be/MH_Kv8tmaeA

Dustin Roth
Arlington, WA
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From: angelinaquisto
To: DOH WSBH
Subject: Public Comment I Vote NO on this Hpv vaccine. Please forward my vote Thank you
Date: Thursday, January 2, 2020 11:37:00 PM

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
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I'm absolutely opposed to adding the HPV vaccine to the school required vaccinations. The disease this is suggested to protect is not a communicable disease and is wholly inappropriate to make mandatory for children. Please vote no!

Sincerely,
Julie Schneider, mother of 5, foster mom and Occupational Therapist.
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I am very concerned that you are considering adding the HPV vaccinations to those required for school entry. This vaccination is for a sexually transmitted infection that is not caught in a school setting. The numbers of those injured by this shot is staggering. The science for the vaccination is not there either.

HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time. HPV infections alone rarely lead to cancer. Other factors, such as smoking, must be present.

HPV vaccines have NOT BEEN PROVEN TO PREVENT ANY TYPE OF CANCER, there has in fact been questions as to whether it speeds some cancers up. In the trials for the vaccine, if a participant had ever been previously exposed to ANY STRAIN of HPV, they had a 44.5% higher chance of developing cervical cancer. This is particularly concerning how common HPV is.

HPV vaccines were never tested against inert saline placebos. They were tested against injections of the form of aluminum in the vaccine. Which has also never been tested for safety. For further research about the dangers of injecting aluminum, I would direct you to the work of Dr. Chris Exley, one of the world’s foremost aluminum researchers.

HPV vaccines do NOT eliminate the need for proper screening and treatment, which are highly successful at preventing and treating associated cancers.

"Annual deaths from cervical cancer in the U.S. are 2.3/100,000. The death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was 85/100,000—or 37 times that of cervical cancer . . . According to Gardasil’s package insert, women are 100 times more likely to suffer a severe event following vaccination with Gardasil than they are to get cervical cancer.” Children’s Health Defense

Between evidence of fraud and mounting scientific studies, the case against Gardasil is massive. Why is it all being ignored by WA State Public Health officials?

Likely because the multi-million dollar marketing campaigns, funded by Merck (more than $3 billion in Gardasil sales in 2018) and the CDC, are even more massive, saturating every level of Public Health. Neither Merck nor the CDC are responsible for injuries or deaths caused by Gardasil — they only collect the profits. The CDC collects profits from the sale of every Gardasil vaccine because they hold patents to key components. They have refused to release just how much they have made despite Freedom of Information Act Requests. When the same government agency that profits from a product is also in charge of promoting that product and monitoring it for safety, there is an irreconcilable conflict of interest.

Please, I beg you, do not require this dangerous vaccination for school entry. Mandating and
requiring these vaccinations go against the Nuremberg Code. We as citizens of this state and this country should and do have the right to bodily autonomy.

There are many other countries in the world who after implementing this vaccine discontinued all use (Japan). Look into all these things with an open mind and you will be shocked at what you find.

Thank you for your time,

Leisa Moulton
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Public comment opposing HPV vaccine mandates.

To the Washington State Board of Health,

I strongly oppose mandating the HPV vaccine for school attendance. The decision to receive the HPV vaccine should be between the parent, child, and the child’s healthcare provider. The WA State Board of Health has no business mandating this vaccine. As you already know, HPV is only transmitted through sexual contact and NOT by casual contact such as sneezing, coughing, or hand holding. If this vaccine were to be mandated, a child with an active HPV infection could attend school, but a child without HPV could not attend school if the child didn’t have the HPV vaccine. This is discrimination. A child without the HPV vaccine poses NO THREAT to other children in school.

I have two school aged children that attend public school. I do not want my children to receive the HPV vaccine. My daughter would be DEVASTATED if she couldn’t attend school because she wasn’t vaccinated with the HPV vaccine. I believe the risks of the HPV vaccine are too great, and I would rather ensure that my daughter gets regular PAP smears to screen for cervical cancer. I would also rather teach my children about safe sex and how to protect against STD’s than have them get the HPV vaccine. These are MY decisions to make with MY children and my children’s healthcare provider. The WA State Board of Health should NOT be involved in this decision by mandating the HPV vaccine for school attendance.

Please listen to the parents regarding the decision to mandate the HPV vaccine. Please do not add the HPV vaccine to the vaccines that are mandatory for school attendance.

Thank you,

Krista Applewhite
Burlington, WA
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Please listen to the parents regarding the decision to mandate the HPV vaccine. Please do not add the HPV vaccine to the vaccines that are mandatory for school attendance.

Thank you,
Krista Applewhite
Burlington, WA
I am very pro-vaccine, but I publicly oppose adding the HPV vaccine to the standard required vaccines for school aged children.
I am very pro-vaccine, but I publicly oppose adding the HPV vaccine to the standard required vaccines for school aged children.
Despite worldwide protests and lawsuits against Merck’s controversial HPV vaccine Gardasil, the Washington State Board of Health will be considering beginning the steps required to add HPV injections to the school required list at their January 8, 2020, meeting in Tumwater, Washington. I object to adding this (and any other vaccine) to the list of required injections for school students for these reasons, which you should strongly consider too:

As of December 2019, the following have been reported to VAERS (Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System):

- 63,979 HPV vaccine-related adverse events
- 523 HPV vaccine-related deaths

Of these, 650 adverse events and two deaths (in girls aged 11 and 13) occurred in Washington State.

It is estimated, by our own government agencies, that - at a MINIMUM - only 1/10th of adverse events or vaccine-related deaths are reported - which means that more than 5,000 people die from HPV vaccines. The number of women expected to die from cervical cancer this year is 4,275. This vaccine is likely killing more women than it could POTENTIALLY save - if the vaccine were even effective. But it’s not. Consider this:

HPV is a sexually transmitted infection that is not caught in public settings such as daycare or school. HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time. HPV infections alone rarely lead to cancer. Other factors, such as smoking, must be present.

**HPV vaccines have not been proven to prevent any type of cancer.**

**HPV vaccines were never tested against inert saline placebos.**

**HPV vaccines don’t eliminate the need for proper screening and treatment.**

**HPV screening and treatment are highly successful at preventing and treating associated cancers.**

The most damning evidence is the absence of liability for the pharmaceutical companies who make vaccines. Neither Merck nor the CDC is responsible for injuries or deaths caused by Gardasil — they only collect the profits. As you know, the Vaccine Injury Protection Act from 1986 removed all liability, yet Merck receives revenue of more than $3 billion in Gardasil sales in 2018. The CDC receives royalties from the sale of every Gardasil vaccine because they hold patents to key components. They have refused to release the amount of this income despite Freedom of Information Act requests. When the same government agency that profits from a product is also in charge of promoting that product and monitoring it for safety, there is an irreconcilable conflict of interest.

Support the people of this state, not the corporations who rake in billions off the injuries and deaths of our children. Do NOT add this terrible vaccine to the school vaccination schedule. There is absolutely no benefit to anyone but the pharmaceutical industry!

Meredith Distante, ND
Blossom Natural Health and Wellness
415 NE Birch Street :: Camas, WA 98607
T 360.834.2732
F 360.834.3063

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The Information contained in this message is legally privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of the message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any release, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the author immediately by replying to this message and delete the original.
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I am AGAINST gardasil for childcare and school age children.

1) HPV is NOT communicable disease
2) HPV is a sexually transmitted infection- are newborns in child care having sex? No.
3) The HPV vaccine has NOT been tested on these age groups
4) HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time
5) Annual deaths from cervical cancer in the U.S. are 2.3/100,000. The death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was 85/100,000—or 37 times that of cervical cancer!!
6) According to Gardasil’s package insert, women are 100 times more likely to suffer a severe event following vaccination with Gardasil than they are to get cervical cancer.” Why would I want to cause this harm to my child? Why is the government wanting to harm my child? This is NOT ok!

The HPV vaccine has no place and no benefit in society and definitely not in our children.

Arielle Brasel
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Why is HPV vaccine being considered for school aged children? HPV is not an airborne communicable disease. I strongly oppose! Where there is a risk..there should always be a choice! Stripping citizens to choose what medical procedure they must have done to them or their family is unethical for this pro-choice-religious freedoms country—it goes against every grain that built it...it goes against the constitution! America the free—should also mean free to religion, free to chose medical interventions.

Lina
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In regards to potentially adding the gardisil vaccine to school enrollment requirements, this is a personal choice that has no effect on the public health in schools. HPV is not contracted in school environments and there is absolutely no reason to consider requiring it. This would be a complete violation of personal and parental rights. Students have equal rights to a fair and appropriate education despite whether or not they decide to partake in a medical procedure such as the 3 part series of gardisal vaccines. This vaccine is highly controversial and has had many reported side effects.

Thank you,

Miranda Davis
Spokane Washington
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Please do not add the HPV vaccine to the school mandated vaccine schedule. This vaccine is meant to protect against sexually transmitted diseases. HPV is not a communicable disease! Please allow families to make this choice for themselves. Thank you, Alicia Ries
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Dear Board of Health members,

Please see the attached document for my public comment submission in opposition to the proposed rule-making to include the HPV vaccine as mandatory in daycare and schools.

Sincerely,
Amanda Kugel, DC
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Sincerely,
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To the Washington State Board of Health,

As a parent of two school-aged children, I am writing to adamantly OPPOSE the proposal for the addition of the HPV vaccine to the required childhood schedule as prerequisite for school attendance. Seeing this as part of the January 8, 2020 agenda is deeply troubling. These are truths about the vaccine and the outcomes that have already been recorded in the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS).

1) First and foremost, THERE IS NO PUBLIC HEALTH CRISIS RELATED TO THIS!!

- HPV is a sexually transmitted infection that is not caught in public settings such as daycare or school.
- HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time.
- HPV infections alone rarely lead to cancer. Other factors, such as smoking, must be present.
- HPV vaccines have not been proven to prevent any type of cancer.
- HPV vaccines were never tested against inert saline placebos.
- HPV vaccines don’t eliminate the need for proper screening and treatment.
- HPV screening and treatment are highly successful at preventing and treating associated cancer.

2) As of December 2019, there have been 63,979 HPV vaccine-related adverse events and 523 HPV vaccine-related deaths. Of those 650 adverse events and two deaths occurred in Washington state.

3) Gardasil is covered under the 1986 National Vaccine Injury Compensation Act. Injuries and deaths must go through what’s known as “Vaccine Court”, a no-fault no-jury system where vaccine makers do not have to participate. Several cases have made it through the lengthy and arduous process with the preponderance of the scientific evidence leading to compensation of the victims.

4) Merck is charged with submitting fraudulent documents in the licensing process. A lawsuit is under way in California, Robi v. Merck, that alleges Merck, the manufacturer of Gardasil, submitted fraudulent safety and efficacy data to the federal government during the licensing process.

5) The science on this vaccine is NOT settled, contrary to the soundbytes used for other vaccines. There is UNCERTAINTY as to how many doses is the right number to trigger an immune response with this vaccine. If the science is not settled, why would you even put a
proposal to add this to the childhood schedule?

6) Other countries that have recipients experiencing adverse events have removed or no longer recommend this vaccine to their citizens. Are we conducting research to understand what is triggering adverse events there before subjecting our kids to this?

- The Japanese government stopped giving the Gardasil vaccine in 2013 after health officials recorded nearly 2,000 adverse reactions, according to the Tokyo Times. Japan's officials had paid more than $187 million for "urgent HPV vaccination programs" for girls between 11 and 14 and visited junior high schools to promote the vaccine. "Since the government began offering girls HPV shots, 1,968 adverse events were reported, including 358 that were evaluated as serious by a JMLHW committee.

- More than 700 young girls suffered new medical conditions in Carmen de Bolivar, Colombia after the administration of Gardasil. Their parents are outraged by the report issued by NIH.

- Other countries pushing back, questioning or reassessing the use of the HPV vaccine also include Brazil, New Zealand, Spain, Italy, France and India.

I am sickened and horrified at the idea of Board Vice Chair, Tom Pendergrass, to even think this is a remotely good idea when there is already so much wrong with this vaccine and has caused so much harm and destruction among our young people.

I would like to respectfully remind the BOH that the efforts put forth by this body should be about the well-being and wellness of public health, not the pharmaceutical company's bottom line nor the personal gains of the Board upon successfully pushing forward this agenda for the HPV vaccine. It is my understanding that several members of the BOH have received "The HPV Vaccine on Trial" book that dove into the evidence of fraudulent data and the conditions suffered by young people within the US and also other countries aforementioned. Please revisit that material to best educate what putting this on the childhood schedule could ultimately mean for our young people.

Again, there is no public health crisis related to this. Kids can't get this disease by normal contact in schools. Why is this necessary or even considered at this point?

Christine
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Hello,
Please do not make the HPV vaccination a required vaccine. This is not a necessary vaccine.

You cannot catch the HPV infection by simply attending school. This isn’t like measles or whooping cough. It’s only transmitted sexually.

Why should it be a required vaccine to attend school?

Please do not force this vaccine on children and take away our rights to make decisions for our children.

Thank You!
Gina Detlor
Snohomish WA
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Please do not put into policy that we must use HPV in our children, as a school entry requirement. HPV vaccine should not be a required vaccination to enter school. I have seen data already that over 500 deaths have been a direct result of this particular vaccine. I love my child. Please do not require me to put her in harms way.

Kindest regards,
Carmen Marshall
509-590-9356
Please call If you’d like further information.
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This is in regard to the mandate to the HPV for all school children in WA State. I don't think you have the right to choose what these parents of these students have to do so their children can attend school. HPV is NOT something that a child can get by a simple touch, cough, or sneeze. If these children are come home from school with HPV we have way bigger issues to look at. And I'm sure that you have done your homework because let's face it if you make this choice for these parents you just became responsible for over 1 million students. Their livelihood is now in your hands and the sad part is, not one of you will see the effects of the deviations this vaccine will and has already caused some of our families. I have seen the effects in my own family from this shot and I'm sure it will grow has the children age. I'm sure if you really care and look hard enough you too will see it in your own. Let's say you have done your homework, then you would know.... that there are over 200 strains of HPV and 80% of sexually active people have had or have HPV (that's you are you) but don't worry the body is amazing it knows how to clear it up with in two years. Then you also know that cervical cancer accounts for less the %1 of ALL cancer. And you also know that the ages for this cancer are ages 35-44 years of age, I'm pretty sure there are no school age children in this age group. Did you also know that this vaccine only "protects" for six years. So you want to give our 9 and 10 year olds this and it will only last until they are 16 and 17, until the age that most teenagers start to become sexually active and they are out of school. Also the chances of a person getting this cancer under the age of 20 is VERY rare. Upon my research I found out that when this came out in 2006 there were only 10,370 cases of this cancer and ten years later after the this shot was given the number of cases jumped to 12,900. I think there is something wrong with these numbers. If this was a life saving thing I think those numbers should have gone down and not up. And that was only .75% of all cancers. And in those ten years there were almost 59K reactions reported and 430 of those were deaths. The chances of those young people getting this cancer was lower but yet they lost their life because their parents thought the cancer was scary, turns out the shot was a lot more lethal. HPV is over 60% all reactions reported and with this mandate that will grow rapidly. But some of those other young people may have not died but they didn't walk away with a walk in the park. Maybe it was, seizures, muscle pain, disabling fatigue, Gillian Barre, Facial paralysis, brain inflammation, RA, Lupus, blood clots, per-mature ovarian failure, optic neuritis and MS. I sure hope you would think twice about giving your kids, grand-kids some thin that could cause one if not more of those things to happen at such a young age. OH! and one dose alone has 500mcg of aluminum in it, what that alone will do t the brain later down the line. You are are willing to arise your hand and say yup all those million children need this life disabling shot because I think I know what best. You really need to look at the destruction you are going to cause some many families and your family and friends will also feel the effects. Are you going to be able to look your child grandchild in the eye and say, I'm sorry because of me you just had to say goodbye to
your...son, daughter, best friend, cousin, the list goes on and on. Please think long and hard about the effects of your choices is going to have on many people. Oh! And one more thing I know there is big money in this vaccine, in 2015 1.9 billion dollars. It's never about the safety of a person its always about the money. A child's life is a priceless gift don't be the one to take, be the one to stand and protect it. Maybe you could take the time to watched the VAXXED 2 movie and hear a few stories of the life this HPV vaccine has destroyed.

Thank you for your time!

JM a WA state parent
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To those whom it may concern,

I am a Washington State resident and mother of two daughters (13 and 5) and a son on the way. I am completely against the HPV vaccine becoming mandatory for school.

I have followed the vaccine requirements, my girls get their flu shots every year so I am not opposed to vaccines as a general rule. I do have a problem with this particular one and believe that as a parent I alone should have the final say on vaccines that are not for things my kids could get from unwashed hands or dirty handrails. I personally know of a girl who had major issues from this vaccine and may never be able to have children now because of it...I will not risk that for my girls.

I was diagnosed with HPV in my early 20's, my family has a history of cervical cancer. I dealt with abnormal pap smears for four years, biopsies and warnings that it may lead to cancer. After four years it cleared up on it's own. Even going through that, I am still opposed to the vaccine, and having it forced upon my daughters will lead me to return to homeschooling. You have no right to force these personal decisions on us and I am ashamed you are even considering it.

Donita Engfer

Saint John, WA
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To Whom it may concern:

I understand the Board of Health is considering requiring the HPV vaccine for school attendance in the assumption that it is for the protection of the student body; however, this logic fails in that HPV is not an airborne illness. Children cannot share the virus simply from being in close quarters with each other. It requires deliberate intimate contact to pass; as such, logically the vaccine should be voluntary for those choosing to engage in activities that put them at risk (so yes, education on personal risk assessment might be appropriate, but assuming that all individuals must be treated as if they are unilaterally at risk is not).

As the HPV vaccine also carries with it higher rates than typically seen in most common childhood vaccines of severe potential side effects (as evidenced in the multiple international lawsuits against this particular vaccine), it is that much more important that the child with their parents have the freedom to maintain their bodily autonomy in the decision of whether or not to receive this vaccine. As school attendance in the USA is compulsory, using school admittance as a levee by which to force children to receive a medical treatment strays far too deeply into the territory of infringing on each child’s first amendment rights.

Thank you for your time.
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Board of Health Members,

Your consideration of adding an HPV injection to the requirement list for child care and school entry is alarming. The risks of this medical intervention alone are enough to cause an outcry from parents, but I would like to point out that adding an HPV injection to the required list does not even meet your own criteria for doing so. Of the Immunization Advisory Committee’s nine Criteria for Reviewing Antigens for Potential Inclusion in WAC 246-105-030*, I will highlight three by which this vaccine does not qualify and why:

1- “Experience to date with the vaccine containing this antigen demonstrates that it is safe and has an acceptable level of side effects.”

As of December 2019, 63,979 HPV vaccine-related adverse events and 523 HPV vaccine-related deaths have been reported to VAERS (Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System). It is worth noting that a Harvard Study revealed that VAERS captures less than 1% of adverse events, thus the true numbers of vaccine induced death and injury is devastating.

2- “The vaccine containing this antigen prevents disease(s) that has significant morbidity and/or mortality in at least some sub-set of the population.”

The World Health Organization (WHO) says the risk of getting cervical cancer is 1 in 40,000, yet severe reactions from HPV vaccines, including paralysis, stroke, and death, are estimated at 1 in 500 girls. In the U.S., HPV infections are common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time, meaning HPV infections rarely lead to cancer. HPV vaccines have not been proven to prevent any type of cancer because they were never tested against inert saline placebos. In the U.S., HPV screening and treatment are highly successful at preventing and treating associated cancers; this injection does not eliminate the need for proper screening and treatment.

3- “Vaccinating against this disease reduces the risk of person-to-person transmission, with transmission in a school or child care setting or activity being given the highest priority.”

HPV is a sexually transmitted infection that is not caught in public settings such as daycare or school. It’s absurd to require this medical intervention for healthy children for whom the risk of dying of cervical cancer is ZERO. Cervical cancer, on average, kills at age 58. It’s first detected at age 50.

Please do not add this injection to the school required list of vaccines. Thank you.
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I am writing to state my opinion on the fact that the Gardisil vaccine is being considered mandatory. This is ridiculous. I am pro vaccine, also pro freedom, but this being a mandatory vaccine makes no sense. HPV is an STD. Zero reasons why it should be mandated.

Stefanie Mendenhall
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I am writing to express my dismay at the proposed mandatory HPV/Gardasil vaccine for school attendance. While I have opted to delay or skip a few vaccines goe my son, I still have given him most of the recommended ones. Thus, I generally consider myself pro-vaccine, both for my own needs and our son. However, what purpose is a mandatory HPV vaccine? My dad is a retired gynecologist and even he is opposed to this vaccine. There's no reason why school children need this immunization to attend school, as HPV is not an airborne, communicable disease, at least not in any activities that they should be engaging in during school hours. This vaccine, as I feel about ALL vaccines, should be solely at the discretion of parents and their doctors. Especially considering the lengthy list of vaccine side effects connected to patients who have had Gardasil. It is an absolute disaster, and only protects a very small percentage -if any at all- since the remaining types of HPV are not even part of this vaccine formulation.

My husband and I are vehemently opposed to mandated vaccines, on principle, but especially this one.

Sincerely,

L. Jeanette Parks
Tumwater, WA
Thank
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As a parent and public school teacher, I ask that you please do NOT add the HPV vaccine to the required school schedule. This is one of the most controversial of all vaccines because of the many reported adverse reactions around the world. Parents can choose to get it for their children, but it should not be required for School attendance. Thank you for your careful consideration of all sides of this issue.
Lucy French
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Thank you for your careful consideration of all sides of this issue.
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Dear Washington State Board of Health,

As a parent, I strongly oppose adding HPV vaccination to the school required list of vaccines. HPV is not communicable in a school setting. There is no reason to mandate this one for our kids!

HPV is the vaccine I draw the line on. I want to wait until my kids are older and able to discuss the benefits and risks before making a decision. I cannot believe this is even being considered, but please, listen to a parent's concern and don't add this one to the school schedule.

Sincerely,
Cassandra Tuffey
Concerned Washington State parent
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No!!! Stop mandating poison be injected into children in order for them to go to school!

HPV is not a communicable disease. There’s no need for this to be on here. STOP this nonsense.

All the best,
Mallory McDonough
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Dear Washington State Board of Health,

Please veto the bill for the mandatory HPV vaccine for daycare and school attendance. HPV is not contagious like the flu in a casual environment like a school or daycare. People can get HPV by sexually transmitted infection. The State does not have the right to tell parents that their kids need a HPV vaccine, which they can only get sexually. It is the right of the parent to tell the state what vaccines they want to give their children. I know this view is an unpopular one, but if you are willing to stand for parents and their right to give their kids medical care they need, please veto this bill.

Thank you.

Respectfully,
Sarah Olson
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To whom this may concern,

This is regarding Merck’s controversial HPV vaccine (Gardasil), that the Board of Health is considering starting the process to add the three-dose Gardasil series to the list of REQUIRED childhood vaccinations.

Sincerely,
Jessica Christensen
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Hello,

I am writing to express my concern as WSBOH's desire to add the HPV vaccine to the schedule for school.

If HPV is being transmitted in the classroom...we have MUCH bigger problems than HPV.

Mandating a vaccine for a sexually transmitted disease is HIGHLY inappropriate in a school setting. It can be available to families if they desire, without impacting educational opportunities.

Additionally, this vaccine has had a high rate of adverse events reported to VAERS. There are many healthy individuals who have been harmed irreparably by this vaccine. Mandating a vaccine which can maim or kill is HIGHLY inappropriate. We recognize that we can't all eat peanuts safely. Medical interventions are no different.

Please remember Christopher Bunch and Christina Tarsell, both of whom died as a result of the HPV vaccine as determined by the Vaccine Injury Compensation Program, and Colton Barrett, who was severely damaged and required breathing assistance as a direct result of the HPV vaccine. Colton ultimately committed suicide because he did not want to burden his family with his medical issues. These three victims of the HPV vaccine were young, vibrant, healthy people - teens and early 20s - and their deaths were FAR too soon, and for what? A virus which typically clears up on its own.

If it was your child...you would not care how rare a vaccine injury is - especially when it is for a disease that is not deadly, a disease that typically clears up on its own.

I strongly oppose the mandating of a vaccine for a SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE in order for youth to attend school. Please join me in opposing the addition of this vaccine to the schedule for school attendance.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Brittany Fleming
Resident of Washington State
Spokane County
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Attached is my public comment.

Thank you,

Courtenay Brennan
Attached is my public comment.

Thank you,

Courtenay Brennan
I am a parent and a very good one. I do NOT want the HPV vaccine added to school requirements. There is no need for it because it cannot spread in a school setting. It’s has not been safety tested with a double blinded placebo study. HPV vaccine injuries have been so catastrophic in other countries that they have banned their use, yet the greatest country in the world, the USA, wants to push an unsafe vaccine to cause injury to our children. My children have their vaccines and luckily have not been harmed by the toxins that are in them but I know way too many children that haven’t been so lucky. The Washington State Board of Health says it is “working on a safer and healthier Washington since 1889”. Please please back your word and do not mandate anything that doesn’t have the best interest of the safety of our most precious children.

Best regards

Parent of healthy kids
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Please take a moment to review this info on the HPV shots potential side effect; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23902317/
All vaccines per our government are catoragised as "unavoidably unsafe". Don't you agree that medical freedom is guaranteed by our constitution?
Thank you for reading this, Lucinda
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I’m a parent and I do NOT want this vaccine added to school requirements.
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Please don’t force this on my healthy boys. Please don’t hurt them. They don’t need this dangerous shot. I’ll change my vote to red and never trust another democrat again. WE ARE WAKING UP!!!!!!!
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Please don’t force this on my healthy boys. Please don’t hurt them. They don’t need this dangerous shot. I’ll change my vote to red and never trust another democrat again. WE ARE WAKING UP!!!!!!!
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To whom it may concern:

I am an ordinary resident of spokane county but a mother of 2 very healthy young girls. I STRONGLY OPPOSE ADDING THE HVP VACCINE to any kind of vaccine schedule! I may be one voice, but I hope to add to thousands who just like me am concerned about this vaccine and I WILL NOT ALLOW MY DAUGHTERS to receive it over pharmaceutical profit. I strongly value our health and our HEALTH FREEDOM TO CHOOSE WHAT GOES INTO OUR BODIES!!!

Thank you and very respectfully,
Amanda Blood
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As a parent I do not want HPV added to the school requirements list. This vaccine should be at the parents discretion.

Thank you,
Brittany Gerhart
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As a parent I do not want HPV added to the school requirements list. This vaccine should be at the parents discretion.
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I'm a parent and do NOT, I repeat DO NOT want this vaccine added to school requirements. There is evidence beyond belief that this vaccine causes more severe damage than not receiving it. Evidence shows the vaccine actually INCREASES the chances of cervical cancer. There are also class action lawsuits multiple countries. Lawsuits will be coming soon to the United States. HPV is not transmitted in a school setting and there's no need to add it. HPV is dangerous. Please DO NOT add this vaccine to the schedule.
Thank You
Concerned Parent
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Concerned Parent
Hello. Gardasil should not be added to the required vaccine schedule in Washington. The overwhelming number of those given the vaccine have more adverse reactions including sterilization than they have risk of contracting this disease. The shots have yet to be proven effective in any testing not funded by Merck. I am also concerned that they would be required for males who by the fact of anatomy are not at risk of cervical cancer. The proposition of requiring Gardasil is preposterous and should be unanimously refused.

Thank you,

Jeremy Osenga
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Please don’t pass any efforts for mandatory vaccination due to any reason please. I will homeschool all of my children if necessary to protect them from the proven current dangers involving vaccines. HPV will not be allowed due to philosophical and religious belief!
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To Whom it May Concern:
I value my medical freedom and that of my children. Having my doctor being forced by any government entity to perform any procedure goes against a doctor's oath. The United States of America is founded on individual rights and freedoms. Mandating vaccines violates those rights. We know from history any government that has control of individual rights and freedoms abuses that power, and puts the people in more danger.

Kindra Whitemarsh
Pasco, WA
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Dear committee,

I am a parent in Washington state with 3 children, 1 in the age range of this recommended vaccine, and 1 not to far behind. I’m urging you not to add this vaccine to the ever-growing list of school attendance required vaccines. HPV is not easily spreadable, it is a sexually transmitted disease, which I hope is not happening on school grounds during school hours. The development of cervical or related cancers in relation to this virus happens years after exposure and contraction well past school age. This is an inappropriate recommendation as it does not make students or schools any safer. I received this vaccine at the age of 16, and it has caused my body nothing but problems since.

Thank you,
Concerned parent

-Paige Rose
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Dear committee,

I am a parent in this state with 3 children, 2 in the age range of this recommended vaccine, urging you not to add this vaccine to the ever-growing list of school attendance required vaccines. HPV is not easily spreadable, it is a sexually transmitted disease, which I hope is not happening on school grounds during school hours. The development of cervical or related cancers in relation to this virus happens years after exposure and contraction well past school age. This is an inappropriate recommendation as it does not make students or schools any safer.

Thank you,
Concerned parent
Ashley Cooper
Dear committee,

I am a parent in this state with 3 children, 2 in the age range of this recommended vaccine, urging you not to add this vaccine to the ever-growing list of school attendance required vaccines. HPV is not easily spreadable, it is a sexually transmitted disease, which I hope is not happening on school grounds during school hours. The development of cervical or related cancers in relation to this virus happens years after exposure and contraction well past school age. This is an inappropriate recommendation as it does not make students or schools any safer.

Thank you,
Concerned parent
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To whom it may concern,
I strongly object to the addition of the HPV vaccine to the required vaccines for school.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Hurd
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I absolutely OPPOSE adding the HPV (Gardasil) to the public school vaccine schedule.

HPV is NOT a communicable disease and does not put the population at risk.

Therefore there is absolutely no reason to add HPV to the vaccine schedule.

Thank you,

Nicole Puckett
Spokane, WA
Informed Mother
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Hello
My name is efrosina lunderman and I live in Spokane Valley Washington. I am writing to speak up against the HPV/ Gardisil Vaccine that you guys want to add to required vaccines for school attendance. It is a gross overreach on the state health departments part. It is not a communicable disease. It’s sexually transmitted and it’s not the states place to decide but the parents. I strongly disagree. Many parents will fight this. We won’t go silently.

Thank you
Efrosina Lunderman
509-230-0661
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To Whom it May Concern:

I am deeply concerned about WA state requiring the HPV vaccine for school attendance. I am in favor of immunization and my own children are immunized and will continue receiving vaccines as long as they don’t have an allergic reaction.

However, the HPV as always raised questions since it first came out. My own family doctor does not support the use of the vaccine. I don’t think those that aren’t sexually active should be forced to have a vaccine they don’t need. I also think more testing needs to be done because of reported cases of the vaccine doing more damage than good. Please don’t require the HPV vaccine for school attendance or I fear it will hinder the schools.

Sincerely a Concerned Parent,
Sarah Hale
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In regards to the required HPV vaccine:
Please vote no on the requirement for this vaccine to enter schools or daycares.
HPV is a sexually transmitted infection that is not caught in public settings such as daycare or school.
HPV infections are very common, most symptom-free and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time. HPV infections alone rarely lead to cancer. Other factors such as smoking must be present. HPV vaccines have not been proven to prevent any type of cancer. HPV vaccines were never tested against an inert Saline placebo. HPV vaccines don't eliminate the need for proper screening and treatment. HPV screening and treatment are highly successful at preventing and treating Associated cancers. As of December 2019 there has been 63,979 hpv-related Adverse Events and 523 HPV vaccine related deaths.
This is just a few reasons why this dangerous vaccine should not be a requirement to enter schools and daycares.
Thank you for your time,
RaeAnn Moore
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To whom it may concern,

I am writing this email in regards to the vaccine plan 2020. I do have concerns about vaccine mandates. As we all know with any medical procedure and medication there is a risk. And where there is a risk there must be a choice. And as American citizens, we live in a country that holds freedom very strongly.

There are no safety studies to back that injecting all the chemicals and proteins into the body at one time is safe. However, thanks to yet another government intervention (1986 Childhood Vaccine Injury Act) vaccine manufacturers are immune from liability. By mandating hpv and flu vaccines you are, as a result, mandating a liability free product. That is dangerous and wrong.

One size does not fit all. If an individual is unable to tolerate a particular antibiotic, or medication they are not prescribed that med. We now have a very heavy vaccine schedule. Many I feel are not appropriate. But it should always be a choice. Also there is no liability on vaccine manufacturers. That alone should give us a choice. We are unable to sue a drug manufacturer even if it harmed a person. As a mom to 3 I’m deeply concerned for my family and this country. Please consider a citizen of the US and allow us freedom to choose.

Thank you.

Sincerely

--

Nam Nguyen
Nam.Nguyen206@gmail.com
253-677-6245
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To anyone who will listen,

PLEASE do not even consider adding Gardasil to the mandated schedule for children. It has hurt SO many teens and young adults and has not been properly tested. I urge you to listen to real stories, actually open up the VAERS website and ask questions as to why Japan has taken it off schedule. CARE about us, this is why you are in office!!! I absolutely oppose this idea and will fight until my last breath against it.

Sincerely,
Amy Martino

Get [Outlook for Android](https://www.outlook.com)
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As a concerned citizen and advocate of our rights, I strongly urge you to vote against mandatory Gardisil shots for our young people. The death rate is 37% higher in Gardasil vaccinated youth versus cervical cancer. How could you even consider mandating this??!!

Its not right for you older people to mandate this for our youth. It is against the constitution to force this dangerous drug on people. We should have the right to chose! Its ok for a woman to kill her baby but you don’t want us to have the right to chose if we want our kid vaccinated with this known dangerous drug??
As a concerned citizen and advocate of our rights, I strongly urge you to vote against mandatory Gardisil shots for our young people. The death rate is 37% higher in Gardasil vaccinated youth versus cervical cancer. How could you even consider mandating this??!!

Its not right for you older people to mandate this for our youth. It is against the constitution to force this dangerous drug on people. We should have the right to chose! Its ok for a woman to kill her baby but you don’t want us to have the right to chose if we want our kid vaccinated with this known dangerous drug??
To whom it may concern,

I am writing regarding the HPV mandate being voted on in the state of Washington. I have lived in this state most of my life and want it to be known that I will move my family out if this state makes any more mandates that force us against what we believe. We have personally seen people’s lives destroyed by this vaccine and many others! I personally have children that have vaccine injuries and don’t believe the vaccine mandates are a one size fits all! More people are being harmed by vaccines than they help. The HPV vaccine is very dangerous and should only be offered to people who want to take the risk. I will pull my children out of school and will not allow them to take the risk of permanent damage for a virus that is not a public threat! I implore you to not be motivated my financial gain and make the right decision! Please read the testimonies of many that have been damaged for life due to this vaccine!! Many girls are going into pre menopause while in high school! No chance of ever having babies! I know of 3 boys that have died from this vaccine! This vaccine was fast tracked because of money, not because of public health! HPV should not be mandated! Please, I implore you to make the right decision! Vote NO, to HPV mandates!

Thank You,
Sonya Ward
Kennewick, WA

Sent from my iPhone
To whom it may concern,

I am writing regarding the HPV mandate being voted on in the state of Washington. I have lived in this state most of my life and want it to be known that I will move my family out if this state makes any more mandates that force us against what we believe. We have personally seen people’s lives destroyed by this vaccine and many others! I personally have children that have vaccine injuries and don't believe the vaccine mandates are a one size fits all! More people are being harmed by vaccines than they help. The HPV vaccine is very dangerous and should only be offered to people who want to take the risk. I will pull my children out of school and will not allow them to take the risk of permanent damage for a virus that is not a public threat! I implore you to not be motivated my financial gain and make the right decision! Please read the testimonies of many that have been damaged for life due to this vaccine!! Many girls are going into pre menopause while in high school! No chance of ever having babies! I know of 3 boys that have died from this vaccine! This vaccine was fast tracked because of money, not because of public health! HPV should not be mandated! Please, I implore you to make the right decision! Vote NO, to HPV mandates!

Thank You,
Sonya Ward
Kennewick, WA

Sent from my iPhone
Washington State Board of Health,

I was appalled to hear that the HPV vaccine is being submitted to be added to the vaccine school schedule. HPV is NOT a communicable disease and has had numerous adverse reactions. Where there is a risk there must also be a choice. This is wrong in so many ways. I am asking that you please vote no to this petition.

Thank you,
Jamie Walls

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
From: Jamie Walls
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Public Comment
Date: Thursday, January 2, 2020 12:41:15 PM

Washington State Board of Health,

I was appalled to hear that the HPV vaccine is being submitted to be added to the vaccine school schedule. HPV is NOT a communicable disease and has had numerous adverse reactions. Where there is a risk there must also be a choice. This is wrong in so many ways. I am asking that you please vote no to this petition.

Thank you,
Jamie Walls

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
I am very concerned to learn steps are being taken to add HPV vaccine injections to school required vaccines. As HPV is an exclusively sexually transmitted disease there is no reason to require it for school attendance. There is no public health crisis from HPV which is very often symptom free and it usually clears on its own. The HPV vaccine does not take away the need for proper screening and treatment, and in fact could lead people who have had the vaccine series to hold off on getting the right screenings, thinking they are protected. The HPV vaccine is not been proven to actually prevent cancer, even though medical providers and the maker of the vaccine, Merck, present it as protection against cervical cancer. As the public health board for the citizens of Washington your role is to present recommendations, not use coercion to increase vaccine rates. The HPV vaccine is already very controversial, with Japan taking it off the market due to high reports of severe injuries and deaths from it. As of Dec 2019 there have been 63,979 HPV vaccine related adverse events and 523 related deaths. These are only the ones that have been reported. As with all other vaccines Gardasil is protected under the 1986 National Vaccine Injury Compensation Act, protecting Merck from any liability. I can’t not even fathom the damage done to people if Merck’s drug Vixo was protected in the same way vaccines are. Or if the makers of oxycodone were free from liability from the horrific harm caused. I am appalled the BOH would even consider adding this vaccine as a school requirement.

Heather O’Briant RN
From: Heather Hibbard  
To: DOH WSBOH  
Subject: Public Comment  
Date: Thursday, January 2, 2020 12:29:36 PM

I am very concerned to learn steps are being taken to add HPV vaccine injections to school required vaccines. As HPV is an exclusively sexually transmitted disease there is no reason to require it for school attendance. There is no public health crisis from HPV which is very often symptom free and it usually clears on its own. The HPV vaccine does not take away the need for proper screening and treatment, and in fact could lead people who have had the vaccine series to hold off on getting the right screenings, thinking they are protected. The HPV vaccine is not proven to actually prevent cancer, even though medical providers and the maker of the vaccine, Merck, present it as protection against cervical cancer. As the public health board for the citizens of Washington your role is to present recommendations, not use coercion to increase vaccine rates. The HPV vaccine is already very controversial, with Japan taking it off the market due to high reports of severe injuries and deaths from it. As of Dec 2019 there have been 63,979 HPV vaccine related adverse events and 523 related deaths. These are only the ones that have been reported. As with all other vaccines Gardasil is protected under the 1986 National Vaccine Injury Compensation Act, protecting Merck from any liability. I can’t even fathom the damage done to people if Merck’s drug Vioxx was protected in the same way vaccines are. Or if the makers of oxycodone were free from liability from the horrific harm caused. I am appalled the BOH would even consider adding this vaccine as a school requirement.

Heather O’Briant RN
Regarding the Washington State Board of Health Public Meeting, January 8, 2020, Agenda Item 7: "Petition for Rulemaking to add HPV to chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine-Preventable Diseases – Possible Action"

I am writing to object to the possible addition of a HPV vaccine to the immunization schedule for Washington school children. While it can be argued that other vaccines are included on the schedule to prevent or reduce the spread of contagious diseases, the same cannot be said of the HPV vaccine. Individual parents can weigh the pros and cons of getting the vaccination and decide for their children. There is no reason for requiring the vaccination in order to obtain a public service (education). This requirement would be similar to a school refusing to enroll a student whose parents refused to allow them to use seatbelts. HPV cannot be spread just by being in physical proximity with another person therefore, there is no risk of disease spread within the classroom.

There are many other reasons to be hesitant about adding another vaccination to the requirements but I am sure that you have received those arguments from others.

Thank you for your attention,
Jim Saling
4412 138th Pl SW
Lynnwood, WA 98087
Regarding the Washington State Board of Health Public Meeting, January 8, 2020, Agenda Item 7: "Petition for Rulemaking to add HPV to chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine-Preventable Diseases – Possible Action"

I am writing to object to the possible addition of a HPV vaccine to the immunization schedule for Washington school children. While it can be argued that other vaccines are included on the schedule to prevent or reduce the spread of contagious diseases, the same cannot be said of the HPV vaccine. Individual parents can weigh the pros and cons of getting the vaccination and decide for their children. There is no reason for requiring the vaccination in order to obtain a public service (education). This requirement would be similar to a school refusing to enroll a student whose parents refused to allow them to use seatbelts. HPV cannot be spread just by being in physical proximity with another person therefore, there is no risk of disease spread within the classroom.

There are many other reasons to be hesitant about adding another vaccination to the requirements but I am sure that you have received those arguments from others.

Thank you for your attention,
Jim Saling
4412 138th Pl SW
Lynnwood, WA 98087
To Whom it May Concern regarding the topic of adding the Gardasil vaccine:

There are way too many adverse reactions to make this a requirement for our children. Our children deserve equal educational opportunities and medical freedom! Please read the following, there have been several links included.

After Gardasil was licensed and three doses were recommended for 11-12 year old girls and teenagers, there were thousands of reports of sudden collapse with unconsciousness within 24 hours, seizures, muscle pain and weakness, disabling fatigue, Guillain Barre Syndrome (GBS), facial paralysis, brain inflammation, rheumatoid arthritis, lupus, blood clots, optic neuritis, multiple sclerosis, strokes, heart and other serious health problems, including death, following receipt of the Gardasil vaccine.

The Japanese government stopped giving the Gardasil vaccine in 2013 after health officials recorded nearly 2,000 adverse reactions, according to the Tokyo Times. http://www.tokyotimes.com/side-effects-in-young-girls-take…/

Dr. Harper, MIT and Stanford educated medical doctor who also has a Master’s Degree in Public Health and worked as a vaccine developer for Merck (the manufacturers of the Gardasil vaccine), has repeatedly spoken out against the HPV vaccine and raised serious concerns about whether it is safe. As reported by CBS News in 2009: http://www.cbsnews.com/news/gardasil-researcher-speaks-out/

The thousands of parents who belong to this non-profit, the parents who followed their doctor’s orders and got the “cervical cancer jab,” as they like to call it in the U.K. http://sanevax.org/uk-association-of-hpv-vaccine-injured-d…/

Dr. Russell Blaylock - (medical doctor and board certified neurosurgeon) explains the complete scientific fraud of the HPV Gardasil cervical cancer vaccine - http://bit.ly/1V9DHa9

Denmark Documentary - exposing the deaths and permanent injuries that the Gardasil HPV cervical cancer vaccine is doing to young women there - http://bit.ly/1AJI0dx


Video of teen girl struck down by Gardasil cervical cancer vaccine poison - http://bit.ly/1CpDd7g


Group of parents in Ireland form the support group REGRET after being lied to by the Irish government about the HPV Gardasil cervical cancer vaccine - http://bit.ly/2bV6eQC

The most prestigious medical review board in the world is also questioning the HPV cervical
cancer vaccine, which guarantees the science behind this vaccine is fraudulent on all levels - [http://bit.ly/1XRFqAf](http://bit.ly/1XRFqAf)


Dr. Suzanne Humphries on Gardasil [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkyjgY70yPA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkyjgY70yPA)

Dark side of the HPV vaccine [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq0wgaZzkcE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq0wgaZzkcE)

Marcella on Gardasil [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPIH9amZ2yc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPIH9amZ2yc)

Gardasil kills [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkUkaKk_pG8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkUkaKk_pG8) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWDKvXkJFjY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWDKvXkJFjY)

Gardasil injuries…. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jr-Qi9UBOYe](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jr-Qi9UBOYe) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CHYmb9Hwj4A](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CHYmb9Hwj4A) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54qSgyykqKc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54qSgyykqKc) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UaBxoOwmuoc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UaBxoOwmuoc) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKwa_0ZTALI](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKwa_0ZTALI) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8CL8hu6C-U](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8CL8hu6C-U) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Xd3AarW0bo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Xd3AarW0bo) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npan3q3dJtY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npan3q3dJtY) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnSTo9P85g](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnSTo9P85g) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtbPHftara4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtbPHftara4)

Of course if that’s not enough…here’s over 50 studies showing its dangers....

American College of Pediatrics warns of ovarian failure linked to the HPV (Gardasil) cervical cancer vaccine. Side effect or working exactly as designed? You already know the answer. [http://bit.ly/2kwyX2A](http://bit.ly/2kwyX2A)

Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis Following Immunization with Human Papillomavirus Vaccines [https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/.../55/21/55_55.7217/_article](https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/.../55/21/55_55.7217/_article)


Ampiginous choroiditis following quadrivalent human papilloma virus vaccine [http://bjo.bmj.com/content/94/1/137.long](http://bjo.bmj.com/content/94/1/137.long)

Autoimmune hepatitis type 2 following anti-papillomavirus vaccination in a 11-year-old girl

Behavioral abnormalities in female mice following administration of aluminum adjuvants and the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine Gardasil
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27421722/

Bivalent HPV vaccine safety depending on subtypes of juvenile idiopathic arthritis
http://ard.bmj.com/content/73/12/e75.long

Brachial plexus neuritis following HPV vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18602437/

A case-control study of quadrivalent human papillomavirus vaccine-associated autoimmune adverse events
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25535199/

Cervical cancers after human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19155953/

CNS demyelination and quadrivalent HPV vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18805844/


Demyelinating disease and polyvalent human papilloma virus vaccination
http://jnnp.bmj.com/content/82/11/1296.long

Demyelinating disease and vaccination of the human papillomavirus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21425100/

Development of unilateral cervical and supraclavicular lymphadenopathy after human papilloma virus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18752390/

Erythema multiforme following vaccination for human papillomavirus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19887766/

Fibromyalgia-Like Illness in 2 Girls After Human Papillomavirus Vaccination
http://journals.lww.com/.../Fibromyalgia_Like_Illness_in...

HPV-negative Gastric Type Adenocarcinoma In Situ of the Cervix: A Spectrum of Rare Lesions Exhibiting Gastric and Intestinal Differentiation
http://insights.ovid.com/crossref...

HPV vaccination syndrome. A questionnaire-based study
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26354426/

Human papilloma virus vaccine and primary ovarian failure: another facet of the autoimmune/inflammatory syndrome induced by adjuvants.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23902317/
Human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccines as an option for preventing cervical malignancies: (how) effective and safe?
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23016780/

Human papillomavirus vaccine and systemic lupus erythematosus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23624585/

Human papilloma virus vaccine associated uveitis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/24191906/

Human papillomavirus vaccines, complex regional pain syndrome, postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome, and autonomic dysfunction - a review of the regulatory evidence from the European Medicines Agency
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27867145/

Hypersensitivity reaction to human papillomavirus vaccine due to polysorbate 80
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22605841/

Hypersensitivity reactions to human papillomavirus vaccine in Australian schoolgirls: retrospective cohort study
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19050332/

Hypothesis: Human papillomavirus vaccination syndrome--small fiber neuropathy and dysautonomia could be its underlying pathogenesis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25990003/

Immune thrombocytopenic purpura following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19464550/

Kikuchi-Fujimoto disease following vaccination against human papilloma virus infection and Japanese encephalitis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22476507/

Lichenoid Drug Eruption After Human Papillomavirus Vaccination

A link between human papilloma virus vaccination and primary ovarian insufficiency: current analysis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26125978/

Neurologic Complications in HPV Vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26160812/

Neurologic Complications in HPV Vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26160812/

On the relationship between human papilloma virus vaccine and autoimmune diseases
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/24468416/

Orthostatic intolerance and postural tachycardia syndrome as suspected adverse effects of vaccination against human papilloma virus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25882168/

Pancreatitis after human papillomavirus vaccination: a matter of molecular mimicry
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27421720/
Pancreatitis following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.mja.com.au/.../pancreatitis-following-human...

Panuveitis With Exudative Retinal Detachments After Vaccination Against Human Papilloma Virus
Peripheral sympathetic nerve dysfunction in adolescent Japanese girls following immunization with the human papillomavirus vaccine
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25274229/

Pharmaceutical Companies' Role in State Vaccination Policymaking: The Case of Human Papillomavirus Vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3483914/

Postural tachycardia syndrome following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/24102827/

Potential cross-reactivity between HPV16 L1 protein and sudden death-associated antigens
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21699023/

Premature ovarian failure 3 years after menarche in a 16-year-old girl following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23035167/

Severe manifestations of autoimmune syndrome induced by adjuvants (Shoenfeld's syndrome).
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27412294/

Severe somatoform and dysautonomic syndromes after HPV vaccination: case series and review of literature
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27503625/

A 16-year-old girl with bilateral visual loss and left hemiparesis following an immunization against human papilloma virus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/20189933/

Small Fiber Neuropathy Following Vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27552388/

Syncope and seizures following human papillomavirus vaccination: a retrospective case series
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21449862/

Telogen effluvium following bivalent human papillomavirus vaccine administration: a report of two cases
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22584489/

Two Cases of Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis Following Vaccination Against Human Papilloma Virus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5140871/

Two unclear cases of death. Can we still recommend HPV vaccination?]
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18361151/

An unmasking phenomenon in an observational post-licensure safety study of adolescent girls and young women
Vaccine-related serious adverse events might have been under-recognized in the pivotal HPV vaccine randomized trial.

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10067-017-3575-z

To Whom it May Concern regarding the topic of adding the Gardasil vaccine:

There are way too many adverse reactions to make this a requirement for our children. Our children deserve equal educational opportunities and medical freedom! Please read the following, there have been several links included.

After Gardasil was licensed and three doses were recommended for 11-12 year old girls and teenagers, there were thousands of reports of sudden collapse with unconsciousness within 24 hours, seizures, muscle pain and weakness, disabling fatigue, Guillain Barre Syndrome (GBS), facial paralysis, brain inflammation, rheumatoid arthritis, lupus, blood clots, optic neuritis, multiple sclerosis, strokes, heart and other serious health problems, including death, following receipt of the Gardasil vaccine.

The Japanese government stopped giving the Gardasil vaccine in 2013 after health officials recorded nearly 2,000 adverse reactions, according to the Tokyo Times. [http://www.tokyotimes.com/side-effects-in-young-girls-take](http://www.tokyotimes.com/side-effects-in-young-girls-take/)

Dr. Harper, MIT and Stanford educated medical doctor who also has a Master’s Degree in Public Health and worked as a vaccine developer for Merck (the manufacturers of the Gardasil vaccine), has repeatedly spoken out against the HPV vaccine and raised serious concerns about whether it is safe. As reported by CBS News in 2009: [http://www.cbsnews.com/news/gardasil-researcher-speaks-out/](http://www.cbsnews.com/news/gardasil-researcher-speaks-out/)

The thousands of parents who belong to this non-profit, the parents who followed their doctor’s orders and got the “cervical cancer jab,” as they like to call it in the U.K. [http://sanevax.org/uk-association-of-hpv-vaccine-injured-d](http://sanevax.org/uk-association-of-hpv-vaccine-injured-d)/


Denmark Documentary - exposing the deaths and permanent injuries that the Gardasil HPV cervical cancer vaccine is doing to young women there - [http://bit.ly/1AJI0dx](http://bit.ly/1AJI0dx)


Video of teen girl struck down by Gardasil cervical cancer vaccine poison - [http://bit.ly/1CpDd7g](http://bit.ly/1CpDd7g)


The most prestigious medical review board in the world is also questioning the HPV cervical
cancer vaccine, which guarantees the science behind this vaccine is fraudulent on all levels.


Lead developer of the HPV vaccine testifies that it's not safe nor effective. NOT SAFE OR EFFECTIVE. http://bit.ly/1SME57B

Dr. Suzanne Humphries on Gardasil

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkyjgY70yPA

Dark side of the HPV vaccine

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq0wgaZzkcE

Marcella on Gardasil

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPIH9amZ2yc

Gardasil kills

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkUkaKK_pG8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWDKvXkEJFY

Gardasil injuries....

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jr-Qi9UBOYe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CHYmb9Hwji4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54qSggvqKc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UqBxOwmuoc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKwa_OZTLI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8CL8hu6C-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Xd3AarW0bo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npan3q3dJiY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnSNT9p85g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jt8PHftara4

Of course if that's not enough...here's over 50 studies showing its dangers....

American College of Pediatrics warns of ovarian failure linked to the HPV (Gardasil) cervical cancer vaccine. Side effect or working exactly as designed? You already know the answer. http://bit.ly/2kwyX2A

Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis Following Immunization with Human Papillomavirus Vaccines

https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/jstage.jst.go.jp/.../55/21/55_55.7217/_article

Adolescent Premature Ovarian Insufficiency Following Human Papillomavirus Vaccination: A Case Series Seen in General Practice

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26425627/

Adverse events following HPV vaccination, Alberta 2006-2014

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26921782/

Ampiginous choroiditis following quadrivalent human papilloma virus vaccine

http://bjo.bmj.com/content/94/1/137.long

Association of acute cerebellar ataxia and human papilloma virus vaccination: a case report

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23378179/
Autoimmune hepatitis type 2 following anti-papillomavirus vaccination in a 11-year-old girl

Behavioral abnormalities in female mice following administration of aluminum adjuvants and the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine Gardasil
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27421722/

Bivalent HPV vaccine safety depending on subtypes of juvenile idiopathic arthritis
http://ard.bmj.com/content/73/12/e75.long

Brachial plexus neuritis following HPV vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18602437/

A case-control study of quadrivalent human papillomavirus vaccine-associated autoimmune adverse events
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25535199/

Cervical cancers after human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19155953/

CNS demyelination and quadrivalent HPV vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18805844/


Demyelinating disease and polyvalent human papilloma virus vaccination
http://jnnp.bmj.com/content/82/11/1296.long

Demyelinating disease and vaccination of the human papillomavirus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21425100/

Development of unilateral cervical and supraclavicular lymphadenopathy after human papilloma virus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/18752390/

Erythema multiforme following vaccination for human papillomavirus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19887766/

Fibromyalgia-Like Illness in 2 Girls After Human Papillomavirus Vaccination
http://journals.lww.com/.../Fibromyalgia_Like_Illness_in...

HPV-negative Gastric Type Adenocarcinoma In Situ of the Cervix: A Spectrum of Rare Lesions Exhibiting Gastric and Intestinal Differentiation
http://insights.ovid.com/crossref...

HPV vaccination syndrome. A questionnaire-based study
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26354426/

Human papilloma virus vaccine and primary ovarian failure: another facet of the autoimmune/inflammatory syndrome induced by adjuvants.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23902317/
Human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccines as an option for preventing cervical malignancies: (how) effective and safe?
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23016780/

Human papillomavirus vaccine and systemic lupus erythematosus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23624585/

Human papilloma virus vaccine associated uveitis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/24191906/

Human papillomavirus vaccines, complex regional pain syndrome, postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome, and autonomic dysfunction - a review of the regulatory evidence from the European Medicines Agency
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/27867145/

Hypersensitivity reaction to human papillomavirus vaccine due to polysorbate 80
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/22605841/

Hypersensitivity reactions to human papillomavirus vaccine in Australian schoolgirls: retrospective cohort study
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19050332/

Hypothesis: Human papillomavirus vaccination syndrome--small fiber neuropathy and dysautonoma could be its underlying pathogenesis
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/25990003/

Immune thrombocytopenic purpura following human papillomavirus vaccination
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/19464550/
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To whom it may concern,

I am writing in regards to the addition of the HPV vaccine to the list of mandated vaccines. This is a completely irresponsible move on the part of adults that should know better. Mandating STD vaccines for children, especially those with well recorded, life long side effects, is an assault on the well-being and safety of those children. There is absolutely no reason to make that choice for children. When they are of an age to consent to sex they can also make their own medical choices. The state has no right to mandate the sexual activity of its residents, let alone its young and vulnerable. To mandate that doctors provide information on the vaccine to their teenage patients would be reasonable, but to tie compliance to a child's education is completely unreasonable.

Please vote no on this action and protect our children.

Sincerely,
Candice Ruffle
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I’m a concerned parent who strongly urges you to oppose any legislation that would make the HPV vaccine mandatory for children to be able to go to school. Not only is HPV not a communicable disease, I believe in body autonomy and that every parent should have the right to choose for their child.

Tawny Barbarick
Vancouver, WA
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Vancouver, WA
Hello,

I do not support the position for mandatory HPV shots. I developed questionable symptoms and many health issues ever since receiving it as a teenager, and I want to reserve the right to protect my children from this vaccine.

Samantha Boyd

Sent from my iPhone
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Washington State Health Board Members,

I'm writing you today to oppose the addition of the HPV vaccine to the childcare and school entry schedule. This is not a communicable disease, it is sexually transmitted. Children should not be withheld from school for a vaccine that should be their own choice as they come of age. As of right now we have religious and philosophical exemptions. This will most likely not be the case next school year, legislatures have made it very clear they are coming for our freedom. Please, do not add the HPV vaccine to the schedule.

Thank you,
Megan Sargent-Everett
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HPV is not a communicable disease and it’s unacceptable to add HPV vaccine as a requirement to the school vaccine schedule. As parents and tax payers we will not accept this overreach.
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The HPV vaccine should not be added to the list of vaccines required to attend school! HPV is not a communicable disease and should not be forced on our children.
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Dear Board of Health,

It has come to my attention that the BOH will be determine whether to add the HPV vaccine to the school schedule in an upcoming meeting on January 8 in Tumwater. As a parent of 3, I oppose the addition of this vaccine. Sexually transmitted diseases are not communicable in a classroom setting. To require children to receive a pharmaceutical product in order to attend school for a disease they won’t get at school is an over-reach. All medical products carry a risk and the decision to receive a medical procedure should be a decision between families and their doctors.

Please vote no on adding this product to the schedule.

Thank you for your time,
Pam Fitzpatrick
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Dear WA State Board of Health,

I have heard that the board is considering adding the HPV vaccine to the school required list. This decision is highly inappropriate. HPV is NOT a communicable disease. HPV is showing to be more dangerous than the cancer it is meant to prevent. I vote NO NO NO

1. VAERS – 63,979 HPV vaccine related adverse events (as of December 2019)
2. VAERS – 523 HPV vaccine related deaths (as of December 2019)

3. CASE NO. 09-293V Parent Rachael McCulloch fought for damages from HPV/GARDASIL; AUTOIMMUNE LIMBIC ENCEPHALITIS, INTRACTABLE EPILEPSY. Awarded a lump sum payment of $1,428,188.00 for lost earnings, $250,000 for pain and suffering, $123,131.99 for life care expenses, $41,216.61 compensation for past unreimbursable expenses, plus $58,535.37 to satisfy a medical lien. 
   https://ecf.cofc.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/show_public_doc?2009vw0293-176-0

4. CASE NO. 11-549 Donna Ramsay awarded damages; HPV/GARDASIL; Systemic juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis, Juvenile Rheumatoid Arthritis. Awarded a lump sum payment of $1,274,658.50
   https://ecf.cofc.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/show_public_doc?2011vv0549-88-0

5. Annual deaths from Cervical Cancer in the US are 2.3/100,000 VS Death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials 85/100,000.
6. HPV is a sexually transmitted infection that is NOT caught in public settings such as daycare or school.
7. HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time.
8. HPV vaccines have NOT been proven to prevent any type of cancer.
9. HPV vaccines have NOT been tested against inert saline placebos.
10. HPV vaccines don’t eliminate the need for proper screening and treatment.
11. HPV screening and treatment are highly successful at preventing and treating associated cancers.

Thank you for taking the time to read these facts. Please look into this further before making decisions. You all are mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters of someone that could be seriously injured by these choices.

Lynde Thomas
Bonney Lake, WA 98391

Lynde Thomas
Property Coordinator
Marvel Management
253-397-6340
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I am writing in protest of Gardasil being added to the mandatory vaccination list for children. The price tag is too costly considering risks vs. benefits for this age group and it’s the children who have to pay it. These children are tomorrow’s potential leaders and some will never be able to reach their full potential because of excessive and controversial vaccinations were forced on them as children. May we finally say, “enough!” There is only so much a developing child can handle!

Brigitta Hamilton
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To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing to state my opposition to the current consideration on the January 8th, 2020 regarding adding the HPV vaccine to the school entry requirements. HPV is a STI, not a communicable disease that is a concern within the school/daycare environment. For that reason, there is no cause to add this to any school/daycare entry requirements.

Additionally, the HPV vaccine is one of the most controversial vaccines currently approved by the FDA with ~64,000 vaccine related adverse events and 523 vaccine related deaths reported to VAERS (Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System) as of December 2019. Moreover, the HPV vaccine increases the risk of cervical cancer by 44.6% among women already exposed to HPV prior to vaccination (as evidenced in the original Gardasil trial, original BLA. Study 013 CSR. Table 11-88, p. 636). Data also shows that nearly half of all women have had prior exposure to HPV and 38% having exposure before age of 10 via birth canal or casual contact, which means without testing prior to vaccination, we put a substantial risk on our children for future cervical cancer. I am attaching snips of these studies below for your convenience.
There is no reason to add this to the childhood schedule. I firmly oppose adding this vaccine.

Regards,
Lindsey Challain
Bellevue, WA
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Good morning,

I have been a resident of Washington state for over 16 years. I have seen firsthand how our medical freedoms have been slowly taken away, against our will. When I first moved to Washington there were all 3 exemptions (medical, philosophical and religious) for any of the vaccines. Now there is a limited exemption platform.

Choices for my children's health should not be coerced by who has the most money but that is undoubtedly what is happening. Pharmaceutical companies have ZERO LIABILITY and make all the profit. Who does not see the enormous conflict of interest? Not a single manufacturer of any other product has this blanket protection. If you can't look at this conflict of interest and see an issue, then you have been bought as well.

Regarding the HPV vaccine; This vaccine has not been proven to put a dent in lowering the cases of cervical cancer. How can you mandate a product that has far more dangers than any benefit?

WA DOH has said they mandate vaccines for schools and daycares because of the close proximity of children and the risk of contagious diseases. Cervical cancer is not a communicable disease.

This mandate would clearly be a move purely for monetary reasons and power.

Those making these decisions for WA parents are obviously not listening to what is clearly known: FACTS

1) Lack of proper testing. There has never been a test done against an inert saline placebo: how can you say a vaccine is safe and effective if you have no proof? This would be lying to the public.
2) Evidence and science show that HPV is not the only cause of cancer.....there are other factors involved that need as much attention such as smoking and refraining from sexual activity which is clearly one of the main factors.
3) This mandate is extremely unethical. From the AMA Journal of Ethics: "In general, we presume parents appropriately exercise surrogate decision making for their children and that they are in a better position than the state to promote the child's best interests [6]. The Supreme Court has upheld parental autonomy on several occasions [10-12], ....."

So a parent should have the first right to choose for their child, NOT THE STATE!
4) Just because someone is vaccinated does NOT mean they won't get the disease. As is the recent case in Texas where a Catholic school had 100% vaccination rate against the whooping cough yet they ended up closing the school because of the whooping cough epidemic.

Parents who do not want cancer-causing chemical ingredients in vaccines injected into their children should have the right to choose for themselves, not forced or coerced based on what you think is best for them. You do not hold the "magic wand" over citizens by threatening them with denial of school entry if they are not vaccinated or hold the same beliefs you do about vaccine.
Do not move forward with the HPV mandate for Washington's youth!
Sincerely,
Fran Oswald
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I oppose HPV vaccine for school entry.
Nola marshall
--
Carmen
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WSBOH,

I am writing today as a lifelong resident of Washington State and as a concerned mother of three children. It has come to my attention that the agenda for your meeting next week includes an item to discuss the addition of the HPV vaccine to the list of requirements for school attendance. I strongly urge you to reject that proposed action.

In the comparatively short time that Gardasil has been on the market, I have seen several people close to me experience devastating adverse health effects from the vaccine. It was like adding insult to injurt to find out after those events that accusations of fraud in the clinical trials of this vaccine are widely known.

I cannot imagine any basis for inclusion of this vaccine on the school requirement list. HPV is not communicable in a school setting. Many parents whose children are otherwise fully vaccinated reject this risky vaccine. Our doctor doesn't even recommend this vaccine for his patients.

Please take a step away from promoting this very flawed and dangerous vaccine.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Cancelosi
Ferndale, WA
Hello,

I am a schoolteacher and also a mother of four children. It is troubling to me that vaccines are being mandated at an increasing rate in our state. Where does this end? Gardasil has severe side effects and there have been many vaccine injuries and some deaths as well. The statement of "my body, my choice" is completely disregarded in this instance, if we want our children to attend public schools (which is a right given to all children--undocumented, special needs, should also include unvaccinated). This is government overreach at its finest. Please hear our cries for our children to be able to live life and make choices of health and prevention for ourselves.

Thank you,

Andre'a Larson
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To whom it may concern:
I absolutely oppose adding HPV to the list of required vaccines for school. HPV is not transmissible within a school environment and has a high rate of reported adverse reactions. For these reasons and many more, I urge you not to proceed with this requirement.
Respectfully,
Erika Rominger
Everett, WA

Sent from my iPhone
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To the WSBOH,

I would like to voice my comment to OPPOSE the petition to adding the HPV Immunization to the chapter 246-105 WAC mandated schedule for children. 1986 National Vaccine Injury Compensation Act decided that manufacturers are no longer liable for their injuries connected to their products. The VAERS is the federal passive voluntary Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System that a Harvard Study found captures less than 1% of adverse events — yet that flawed system is all we have to attempt to quantify vaccine injuries.

*According to the American College of Pediatricians, the overwhelming majority (76%) of VAERS reports since 2006 with ovarian failure, premature menopause, and/or amenorrhea are associated solely with Gardasil.

*As of December 2019, the following have been reported to VAERS:
  63,979 HPV vaccine-related adverse events
  523 HPV vaccine-related deaths

*Of those, 650 adverse events and two deaths, in girls aged 11 and 13, occurred in Washington State. Gardasil is covered under the 1986 National Vaccine Injury Compensation Act. Injuries and deaths must go through what’s known as “Vaccine Court”, a no-fault no-jury system where vaccine makers do not have to participate. Several cases have made it through the lengthy and arduous process with the preponderance of the scientific evidence leading to the compensation of the victims.

HPV is a sexually transmitted disease and is not a high-risk priority for the state of WA children. Please OPPOSE adding Gardasil to the vaccination schedule. Where there is a risk there should always be a choice.

Thank you,
Jessica Dugger
WA Concerned Parent
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Thank you,
Michael Ishmael
WA Concerned Parent
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Dear Board of Health,

As a lifelong resident of Washington state and a parent, I am urging you to please not add the questionable and potentially dangerous HPV vaccine to our children's growing public school vaccine requirements.

HPV is a sexually transmitted disease unlike being spread by blood like hepatitis. A public school is not a place to focus on this. It is not a brothel. It is a place of education, where no sex should be taking place on school grounds.

Also, to require it of students, but not the parents, teachers, educational board members, janitors, aids, lunch ladies, bus drivers or anyone who comes on school grounds etc seems very unusual to me.

Hpv vaccine proposed protection has also been shown to wane in 6 years or less when 95% of hpv diagnosis clear within 3 years.

Another point to consider is the fact that there has been no studies or follow ups with ANY of the HPV vaccine recipients to see if they actually did not develop cervical cancer is alarming. There is NO proof this vaccine does what it claims to do. Cervical cancers associated with HPV are diagnosed in women in their 40s. HPV vaccine was developed in 2006 and fast tracked by 2007. Do the math...that's only 12 years...if these recipients were 18 at time of initial studies/trials...that means they are 35 now...not even at the age for most typical diagnosis of cervical cancer. How can anyone definitively claim this vaccine prevents cancer. Its ludacris. Thousands of individuals will not and do not support this product or its claims. I hope you do not add this to the required schedule for school or any organization or recommended schedule for anyone until adequate time and studies can prove its efficacy and safety. For now, the risk outweighs the benefits.

Please keep our students safe by not requiring this shot and instead look at better educational materials and approaches in regards to sex education and reproductive health for our youth.

Thank you kindly,
Erica Kelly
Resident of Pierce County, Washinton
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Dear board members,

It has come to my attention that you will be considering adding the HPV vaccine to school age children’s schedule. This is very alarming to me, as the long term effects are unknown, and children certainly do not get cancers from HPV viruses. Infections and subsequent cancers are only seen in adults. We have witnessed that the efficacy of many vaccinations decrease over time. Why then, give the vaccine at an age where there is no risk? In addition, the Gardasil vaccine is known for some very serious side effects and even deaths. Please do not approve this for children!

Sincerely,
Phyllis Van Rooyen
Whatcom County, WA
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To whom it may concern,

I am writing to voice my opinion as an American citizen, and life-long resident of Washington state. It has come to my attention that there is a proposal to add the HPV vaccine to the required school schedule. I find this to be a horrendous over reach of power. The human papillomavirus is NOT a highly infectious disease spread through casual contact. To require such a vaccine without any forethought as to the needs of the individual is a heinous act of disrespect towards our medical freedom and rights.

As I'm sure you know, HPV is a sexually transmitted disease, and is usually harmless and clears up on its own. There are instances of HPV leading to cancer, and the HPV vaccine does not even protect against all the strains of HPV that could cause cancer. It is a highly unnecessary and ineffective vaccine.

Additionally, there have been 500 deaths from this vaccine reported to VAERS, and injuries are so frequent that Japan has stopped using it!

To force school aged children to take this vaccine removes parental rights; many children are taught to engage in safe sex, and some children abstain all together. This is a vaccine that should be allowed to be chosen when a person has reached the age of consent, which in Washington is 16 years old.

I hold a bachelor's degree, have worked as a paraprofessional for seven years, and am a mother to two school aged children. I urge you to vote against mandating this vaccine.

Sincerely,
Leah Dowd
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Dear Washington State Board of Health,

I am a resident of Washington State and I strongly oppose the proposed rule change to add the HPV vaccine to Chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine Preventable Diseases.

HPV is a sexually transmitted disease and is not contagious within a school setting. The HPV vaccine will not protect the herd or the immune compromised; it is designed for the protection of the individual. Furthermore, this vaccine is already on the childhood schedule and available to those who feel the benefits outweigh the risks.

I have two elementary-aged children and do not want to be put in a position where the HPV vaccine gets in the way of their education. This is simply not justifiable considering the potential risks of the vaccine.

HPV infections are very common, mostly symptom-free, and naturally clear on their own 95% of the time. HPV infections of the cervix alone rarely lead to cancer. According to the American Cancer Society, cervical cancer is preventable with regular pap smears.

The risks of adverse reactions (including death) due to the HPV (Gardasil) vaccine are far greater than the potential benefits. The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), which a Harvard study found captures less than 1% of adverse vaccine events, revealed that between 2006 when the HPV vaccine hit the market and December 2019, there have been 63,979 HPV vaccine-related adverse events and 523 HPV vaccine-related deaths. Of these, 650 adverse events and two deaths (in girls aged 11 and 13) occurred in Washington State.

The annual death rate from cervical cancer in the U.S. is 2.3 in 100,000 and the median age of cervical cancer death is 58 years. The death rate in the Gardasil clinical trials was 85 in 100,000 or 37 times that of cervical cancer. Gardasil targets millions of healthy pre-adolescents and teens for whom the risk of dying from cervical cancer is practically zero. Interventions for healthy people must have a risk profile that is also practically zero.

According to the Gardasil insert there is a 2.3% chance of developing an autoimmune disease after receiving the HPV vaccine (Gardasil). That means 2.3 out of every 100 children will develop a lifelong chronic disease. Additionally, the HPV (Gardasil) vaccine has been associated with premature ovarian failure (teenage menopause) and increased miscarriage rates 10-15% higher than the corresponding reproductive age group.

Women in the (HPV) Gardasil clinical trials with evidence of current HPV infection and previous exposure to HPV had a 44% increased risk of developing cervical lesions or cancer following vaccination. This is especially concerning for me as I have multiple friends who have tested positive for HPV in the past. What tests are being done to our children in advance to mitigate this risk?

I believe we all have the health and well-being of our children at heart. Put them first and
focus on areas that won’t potentially cause more harm than good. Please do not add the HPV vaccine (Gardasil) to the Chapter 246-105 WAC Immunization of Child Care and School Children Against Certain Vaccine Preventable Diseases.

Sincerely,
Birgitta
Kirkland, WA
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To the Washington State Board of Health:

I am a parent to 5 young boys. I DO NOT want the HPV vaccine added to the school requirements. This vaccine is known to cause severe reactions, including death. The risks far outweigh the benefits. This is a vaccine that parents with the counsel of a doctor decide to give their children on their own. There is no good reason that this vaccine should be required for school children to attend school. Please do not add this to the school mandates. If it is added to the mandates all 5 of my children would not be attending school anymore. Before you vote on adding this to the schedule I would hope that each one of you has done his/her due diligence in researching this vaccine for yourself.

Sincerely,

Anna Gullixson

Adolescent Premature Ovarian Insufficiency Following Human Papillomavirus Vaccination.

Idiopathic premature ovarian insufficiency following HPV vaccination.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4528880/

A case–control study of quadrivalent human papillomavirus vaccine-associated autoimmune adverse events.

It was observed that…arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus, vasculitis, alopecia, or CNS conditions were significantly more likely than controls to have received HPV vaccine.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4475239/

HPV vaccination syndrome. A questionnaire-based study.

“..93% of patients continue to have incapacitating symptoms and remain unable to attend school or work. In conclusion, a disabling syndrome of chronic neuropathic pain, fatigue, and autonomic dysfunction may appear after HPV vaccination.”
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26354426/

Link between human papilloma virus vaccination and primary ovarian insufficiency: current analysis.
An increasing number of cases of POI post-HPV4 are being reported. Possible mechanisms for the suspected effect of HPV on female reproductive function are a toxic effect or an autoimmune response. The trigger could be the vaccine immunogen contents or the adjuvants, the latter are used to increase the immune reaction. The adjuvant in HPV4 contains aluminum. Animal models have shown aluminum exposure to inhibit expression of female reproductive hormones and to induce histologic changes in the ovaries.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26125978/
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To Whom It May Concern,

I am a parent of three and I do NOT want this vaccine added to school requirements. There is no public health risk or epidemic from HPV in a school setting. Therefore, adding it to the school requirements is absolutely ridiculous.

Allison Dolliver
425-471-2380
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Please reject the addition of the HPV vaccine to the School vaccine requirement schedule. As a father of a vaccine injured daughter, I cannot risk her life to a vaccine that has over 500 reports of death. There is no solid evidence that the injection will prevent cervical cancer, but thousands of cases of severe injuries, hospitalizations, and emergency room visits. Do not put my children's lives at risk. Please reject the proposal of the HPV vaccine. Sincerely, Steve Ladson
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Forcing parents to choose between public school and vaccine injury is wrong. I say NO to the mandatory vaccination of any kind.

Crystal Cruz
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I am a parent, and as a parent I find it appalling they are trying to add the HPV vaccine to the vaccine schedule for school.
You are already crossing lines into our medical freedom and this vaccine is absolutely unnecessary and unsafe.
Not all bodies are the same. This is about personal choice and freedoms of our children. Leave it to the parent.

-Melissa T.
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Please do not mess with parents rights to choose!!! My children currently have personal exemptions. Adding the HPV is dangerous. It is disgusting that forcing medical procedures to go to school on healthy children. My first 3 children with my husband are on the autism spectrum they have all been vaccinated. My next 2 are unvaxxed and no autism. These laws ARE NOT FOR THE PEOPLE THEY ARE FOR THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY TO LINE THEIR POCKETS.
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Board of Health,
As a Washington state resident for almost 50 years, and father of 7 children, I am emailing to advise you I OPPOSE any requirement for the HPV vaccine to be mandatory for children to attend school.

Even by considering this, you are violating people's rights to refuse a pharmaceutical product they DO NOT WANT, and in most cases DO NOT NEED. Any healthcare decision should be optional, not mandatory. There is no crisis that would require any mandate for HPV vaccine, especially in school age children.

There are more than 100 strains of HPV identified. Only 14 account for over 70% of cervical cancers.

The HPV Vaccine protects against only 4 of those 14.

The makers of these vaccines have no product liability, yet you seek to force them upon us.

Brad Arleth
Deer Park, WA
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To Whom it may concern.

In regards to making the HPV vaccine mandatory for school attendance and in regards to any talk of taking away religious or medical exceptions. I am a parent and do not support either action. Although I do support most of the vaccines recommended I strongly believe every person and parent has the right to choose for themselves and their children what should be put into their bodies. Please keep my voice and thoughts in mind as you move forward.

Thank you.
Gloria Masters.
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